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A special thanks to Rob Neroutsos for

his photograph of School House which

was used for the cover of this year's

edition of 'The Black, Red, and Blue"

and also to Brian Kelly and Chris Stolz

for taking the photographs seen on the

front and back endsheets.
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Yearbook Staff

Having had much, much experience working on the

SMU Annual over ihc lasi four years, during which lime

1 uficn wondered wheiher I was undergoing an en

durance and saiiKy lesi. I can honestly say that this yeaf

has been reatlv quite outstanding in the enthusiasm

shown and support given by members o! the yearbont

sialT, Ihe help and tunc donated by talented ariish.

photographers, and organizers was invaluable and mad<

pumng together this year's expanded version of 7 hi

Ked, Black, and Blue a much easier task. It was a

pleasure to work with everyone.

The reward for such hard work, although often

seemingly distant, is great - and recommended. Those

who are interested in jonung the yearbook stafi should

be encouraged to do so. Your help is always needed -

and appreciated!

A very special thanks must be made lo Jackie Cane who

has been such a great help as Assistant Editor and who

will no doubi make an excellent Editor, lo Mr. Smith

tor his abundant encouragement this year, and to Mr.

I'enaluna and his Junior School students who, for Ihe

first time, so ably put together an impressive Junior

School section A special mention must be made as well of those who don't appear on this page but who gave considerable

\aluable help; Sheena Mitchell, Mens \S illiams. ,Ali\ Stevsari. Julie Chanr (Cirads); Lisa (iaede, .Andrea lung (Boarding

Lile); Ann Middleion, Bryn McLean (Activities); Margo Leach (Sports); Rob Doman (Ads); Brian Morgan (Art & Lit.).

Appearing on this page: I . Siacey Jessiman (Editor). Jackie Cane (Assistant Editor). 2. Jackie Cane (Assistant Editor), 3.

Conrad timoser (An & Lit.), 4. Betsy Donald (Art & Lit.), 5. Andrew Moore (Grads). 6, Chris Dunlop (Photography), 7.

Rob Nerouisos (Photography), 8. Lawrence Leake. Richard Schutle (Classes), 9. Joellc Hann (Music & Drama). 10. Chris

Avery (Photography). 1 1. Brian Kelly (Photography)
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Headmaster's Report

One criticism of the traditional British Pubhc (Independent)

Schools was that they tended to turn out students from a mold,

that individuality was discouraged if not stamped out. George

Bernard Shaw, it was suggested, would never have fulfilled his

creative potential if he had spent his formative years in a

traditional boarding school and Osbert Sitwell noted caustically

in Who's Who that he was "educated during holidays from

Eton".

One look at the 1986 class makes it obvious that SMU cannot be

accused of turning out any one type of graduate. The class

consisted of a diverse and colourful group of individuals in-

cluding many admirable and forceful personalities.

It also represented a galaxy of talents. How many other SMU
graduating classes have been able to claim the top physics

student, and half a dozen of the top maths students, in Canada;

the second-ranking debater (by 2 points out of 1400) in the

nation; the reputed top soccer player of his age in the country; a

second-year member of the National Youth Orchestra; a

disproportionate number of fine young athletes and actors, choristers, instrumental musicians, artists and

scholars? No previous SMU class has had so many — 63% of its number — qualify in one or more subjects for

entry to second-year university.

The 1985-86 graduating class set a record of achievement of which all of us at SMU, and all their parents, may be

proud. But still more commendable than any of those achievements was the way in which this particular class

faced some appalling bereavements.

First, there was the grievous blow when a much loved classmate, Christine Duke of Regina, aged 17, lost a ten-

month battle with leukemia. Then, barely two months later. Rev. Terence Davies, SMU's Chaplain and a

revered counsellor and teacher, died of a heart attack, aged fifty-one. It was in facing up to these events that the

members of the graduation class showed themselves at their best: courageous, caring and compassionate.

For the Head Girl and Head Boy, Stacey Jessiman and Andrew Moore, and for the School Captains, Elizabeth

McLeish and Gordon Morewood, it was inevitably a trying year. They displayed a strength of character, a

sensitivity and an intelligence far beyond their years. I shall always be grateful to them.

Of the 1986 Graduating Class, I make two predictions: first, that its members will surely cherish for as long as

they live the memory of the friends whom they lost; second, that in the years to come this year's graduating class

will be recognized as one of the most talented and able which the school has yet produced.

To the Graduates of 1986, my thanks and all good wishes.

^aC^^-f/^
John Schaffter

Headmaster



Board of Governors

TO THE GRADUATING CLASS

As your teachers, the Headmaster, the administrative staff, your

parents, siblings, family and friends have all wished you well, it

is with a profound sense of pleasure that my words are included

among those many other deeply felt and sincerely extended good
wishes.

ONWARDS AND UPWARDS - a phrase which is often used to

encourage further progress and achievement, stimulate the

desire to go beyond where one presently finds oneself, and

achieve the sense of fulfillment which comes with attaining

sometimes seemingly impossible goals.

Each of you has already achieved so much. You have completed

a demanding course of studies and can now take advantage of

the opportunities that lie ahead knowing that you are equipped

with a superior education.

A Spanish proverb intoned: "The pleasures of the senses pass quickly; those of the heart become sorrow; but

those of the mind are with us even to the end of our journey".

Seneca said: "Let us make haste to live, since every day to a wise man is a new life".

Integrity should be your hallmark. You should earnestly strive to be known for your honesty and straight-

forwardness. Your word should be your bond, and your actions at all times exemplary. "A deal is a deal" is easy

to say, but it requires courage, decisiveness and strength of character to live the words.

Adopt a strong personal philosophy for yourself. Base it upon the desire to work hard, realize the blessing in-

volved in difficult challenges, revel in and profit from little failures that you encounter by understanding that we
learn wisdom and the strength to persevere only from failure, not from success.

There is so much to say and so little space on this page. You are a wonderful class of graduates, one of the very

best. Each of you has played your own important part in producing a graduating class of unique distinction and

accomplishment. Congratulations on your graduation and may God bless you with much happiness, good

health, prosperity, meaningful involvements and long life.

Ian L. Jessiman, Q.C.

Mr. Ian L. Jessiman, Q.C.

Dr. Alastair Baird

Mrs. Mary Burrage

Mr. Christopher Considine

Mr. David Edgar

Mr. Christopher Fultz

Dr. Gilmour Greig

Mr. Stanley Haughey

Mr. Robert Horner

Judge Michael Hubbard

Mr. Louis Lindholm, Q.C.

Mr. Ronald McKenzie

Mrs. Mary Moat
Mr. William Moore

Mr. Robert Murphy
Mrs. Kay Pennock

Mr. Norman Tooke
Mrs. Margaret Van Lijf

Mrs. Maryla Waters

Mr. John Schaffter



Valedictory Addresses

Mr. Schaffter, Honored Guests, Members of Staff, Parents
and fellow students.

It would be difficult to sum up in such a short speech all that

we, the grad class of 86, have gained from our experience at

SMU. Our education here has been complete in every respect

and has prepared us well for the challenges ahead.

Our academic experience here has been outstanding due
mainly to the dedication of a very talented teaching staff.

Outside the classroom, our teachers were always willing to

share their talents; without them our countless successes in

sports and music, our drama productions, our Mega Tour to

the UK, and even our costume day would not have been
possible. We will always remember our teachers' sometimes
fanatic devotion and strange sense of humour. While, after

only a short time, most of us were amazed to find that Mr.
Greenwell's enthusiasm for math was actually equalled by his

enthusiasm on the basketball court, many of us still wonder
how many lives Mr. Richards thinks a cat really does have.

For our teachers' extra effort which made all the difference -

we thank them.

What has made our education at St. Michael's so complete is

that each day was an experience on both an academic and human level. Our class is highly diversified, yet in this

diversity lies an incredible amount of talent. From the provincially and nationally renowned debaters to those

who were more full time athletes than students, is found a wealth of scholars, tennis pros, rugby, basketball, and
soccer stars, gifted artists and musicians, enthusiastic hippies, future race car drivers, highly controversial

cartoonists and math and physics geniuses. One of the most important lessons that we have learned over the last

few years is that in each of us lie very different and equally worthwhile talents to be discovered and cultivated.

As we realize what we have gained over the years, we must especially thank our families. Without your advice,

understanding and constant love and support, the multi-faceted education we have received would not have been

possible.

Our last year at SMU has been an invaluable learning experience. During what was one of the most demanding
years of our lives, we learned an expensive and valuable lesson: that each day is a gift which should be ap-

preciated, not squandered. This year we lost a very close and much loved friend. Christine Duke's warmth and
vitality were evident in everything she did. Christine was gifted in that she could see what was truly important in

life. I know her sincere wish was that her friends be blessed with that gift. Christine's courage and optimism, her

constant faith and love, and especially her smile, will always be remembered.

The death later this year of our much loved and respected teacher and chaplain. Reverend Davies, was a great

loss to the school and to every one of its members. His devotion to his students, to his hockey team, and to his

services, his understanding, his wisdom and his sense of humour were appreciated by us all and will be greatly

missed.

To end my speech, I'd like to read a short poem which expresses the essence of the lives of both Christine and
Rev. Davies:

We journey through this world but once

And have short time to stay.

Whatever good we mean to do
Had best be done today.

For such another golden chance
We may await in vain.

Now is the time.

Because we shall

Not pass this way again.

To all who have prepared us for the future we face - our sincerest thanks - and to my fellow graduates

that you will find success and, most importantly, happiness in all that you do.

Thank you

I hope



Ladies and Clcnllcmen, Honored CuicMs, Mr. Headmaster. Stall', and lellow

students.

1 have only now fully realized that myself and 98 of my classmates have

graduated. And practically, we have but one week of St. Michael's University

School left to us. It Is now, as we sit pondering the events of this morning that

a common question arises: how can time move so quickly? How is it that this

band of stragglers, this group of anxious faces can be on the verge of the

completion of their secondary school years in such a short time? It was only a

week ago that we were revelling in the acquisition of a new common room.

And only a month before (discounting sheets, slaves, and nubile goddesses)

classes WERE progressing as usual. The event has arrived and 1 am certain

that the entire class believes it to be shockingly immediate.

In the words of the immortal bard (or one modest French teacher), Tempus

Fugit.

Bui 1 should offer the past and present a little more respect than blind

astonishment: 1 should dwell rather, on the events of the past year, for it is

these recollections that help us all realize the importance of the present.

The 1985/ 1986 school year was one of Ups and Downs (as can be expected at

St. Michael's) and the occasional sideway. (In the case of Mr. Piete's bus, out of the way.)

First and foremost, it was a year of friendships - an important aspect of living at any age. The bases we have established here will remain with

us in the future, whether the ties exist between students, students and teachers, students and foetal pigs (a genuine asset in medical school)

. . . and who can forget the "love-in", en masse, in the middle of the quad on Hippie day (and if 21 students in one station is not friendship, I

don't know what is!!). Whatever the case, in lending ourselves to each other, we have fully learned to appreciate the power and worth of

friendship. In particular, we will never forget the friendships we shared with Christine and Reverend Davies, whose importance has been,

and always will be, special to all of us.

For the class, the year was, unfortunately, one of division. I cannot lie and say that amity was universal, nor can I say that we were the

proverbial "happy family". We were not. Ultimately, however, a unity was established, and now any group or individual differences that

still exist (and they do in any crowd) coincide passively, without strain or bearing on the Grad class as a whole. It has been a valuable year in

that we have all learned from our mistakes.

Inevitably, it was also a year of disappointments. We have all wanted to do so much more than we attempted. (The Kool-aid in Mr.

Featherstone's pool on Skip Day, for instance, should have been greener!!)

Yet in that which we did attempt, we have succeeded - whether on the court, on the field, academically, or in countless other of the St.

Michael's school traditions. To provide you with several examples: Meg, wishing to remain respectable, graciously yielded a first place

victory by two points, arriving at the runner-up position at the Canadian National debates. Bryan . . . well, take a guess, . . . Gavin, on the

rugby field, no longer maintains any excuse for giving the opponents an easy time . . . Joelle is still one of our better "Grade 1 1 "singers, and

Conrad, surreal to say the least, is undoubtedly planning a masterpiece this very moment. Yes we have all succeeded, in these instances and

many more, to the best of our abilities.

I cannot continue with the events and highlights of this year, for to do so would be to create an epic. Yet I can say that looking generally, in

retrospect, at this past year, 1 do understand how the 99 of us have reached this plateau. It is by no means a singular accomplishment - I must

extend my thanks to our teachers, for putting up with us, for their unlimited wit and know-how and for their priceless and endearing per-

sonalities. And I must thank our individual families for helping us to this summit, for both their backing and their admonitions. (Yes, even

sisters and brothers!!)

Back to the French teacher - Tempus has Fugited. It is also said, and perhaps with greater clarity, that time swiftly passing is most often

enjoyed . . . and remembered. We will never forget our hilarious, serious, eventful, and above all, prosperous Grade 12 year.

We are the graduates of St. Michael's University School. May our respective futures be both successful and rewarding.
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Who Says Teaching Isn't Fun?
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Guess Who? answers on page 237
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Grade Eight

16



I.Miics Adams
Scan AlllcL-k

laii Archibald

Misiair Archibald

Edward Bash lord

Adrian Behcnnah

Michael Bendickson

CirCBory Benn

lordan Bcnncll

lonalhan Berry

Martin Bowers

I aura Bradbury

Iiniolhy Brierley

Colin Brown

Barnetl Chai

Chris Clarke

Greg Clarke

Tyson Copper

Roccos Cosmatos

Jack Coyne
Rachel Curran

Howard Da\ey

Brent Da\is

Sarah Donald

17



Michael Dovle

Tommy Duke

Christopher Dyson

Sacha Edgell

Sarah Elford

Vanson Field

Scott Fletcher

Rory Forbe-.

Dirk Gombo--

Peter Goodiei

David Guernse\

Robb Marker

Eric Hotton

Tanya Hubbard

Chris Hutchinson

Jennifer Hvkin

18



\I.iiMU) Kato

I'hilip Kayal

I'cicr Kis-Ioih

c iiacmc Lccniing

AiiiK' I iridcr

Richard l.ockwood

Mark l.ongridgc

Tliorstcin Margi-.on

lames Marlin

Takuji Masuda
Ann Murphy
Brian Murphy
Claude Mckenzie

Juhe McLay

Lesley McNeely

Teru Park

James Pengilly

Jeremy Petzing

Troy Purden

Gordon Reilly

19



Christine Reill\

Leir Reinholii

Vanessa Richards

Marc Rigollet

Travis Robb

Matlhew Robertson

Samande Safavi

Tol;o Saito

Ale\ Schutte

Sarah Simson

David Skulbru

Arjuna Smith

Nicola Stewart

Michael Van Camp
Magnus Verbrugge

Luke Von Maldeghem
Philip Westoby

Moira Wilson

Philip Woodcock
Ian Hulmc

MISSING:

David Chang
Tamara Rusnak

Thomas Yardley

Bodo Von Feldman

20
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Grade Nine
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Sarah Archihald

Edward Arden

Mark Alkins

Ian liall

Rodger Banisler

Andrew Barrett

Jason Beaver

Sarah Beesion

Ahson Bodkin

Colin Cameron
Conrad Chan

Tony Chan
Paul ColHs

Gregg Corman
Andrew Costa

Mathew Crawley

Mark Crowther

Sussex Davis

Geoffrey Davies

Heather Dong

23



MiLhacI Driice

John DiycJen

Timolh\ Edgar

Ian Parish

Andrew Finall

Jason lord

Bruce inillei

Ann Gordon
Tyler Hadfiekl

[aura Hammersle\

Anna Helniei

Ashlc\ Highlon

Tony Hum
Stephen Jaekson

Andrew Jan^

Beckeli Jubh

Catherine Juricic

Marina Kasapi

David Klassen

Des Kothary

Jennifer Lamont

Rory Langran

24



I cigh Large

l.aura l.cwin

James l.ockwood

Susan Liindgren

Brian Maggiora

Nolan Magnus
Sean Mahoncy
Jann Margison

Hesiquio Merino

Ignaeio Merino

Eli/abelh Middlelon

Malhew Mills

Paul MiiL'hrie

Bryony Moorman
James Moore

Kajola Morewood
Alastair Muir

Mary MeLeish

Taylor Mcleod

Christopher McQueen

Rosemarie Neroutsos

Borna Noureddin

Ryan O'Neill

Mark Pavlakovich

Ruth Plaits

Michelle Pollard

25



Angelika Prael

David Proclor

Philip Ouinn

Leo Quon
Jonathan Rookc

Connor Ryan

Dusiin Sargeni

Amir Sarral

Annmarie Scanlan

Kai Schmidt

Alex She

Rick Sidle

James Stone

Martin Strange

Roberto Suare/

Trina Talarico

David Underwood
Tanya Vaughan

Lachlan Vollmerhause

Jason Wale

Matthew Wenger
David West

Peter While

Vining W'oHI

Darren Wong

Jason YantJ

David "t'ong

Hani Zabanch
Jason Zurba Jonathan Moorman

Hoi Kong
Ronald Wong
Robert Potter

Dan Geronazzo

26
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Grade Ten
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Kusscll Hell

( hns liiK'liiiiigcr

sii/;iiiin.' Bradburv

I ockc Uradlcs

I'aolo Campillo

shaiiiia (.'arrlngioii

( nam Chan
liariiahas flarkc

.laimoc Clark

Sloven Cockayne

Brian Coombes
I lie Dale

tireaor\ namani

Donna Dangerlield

Daniel Duke
Cieon'rey Dunbar

HeMer Dunlap

Douelas Easdon

Robert Hl'lorl

C raig Elder

(_ ameron EH'ord

Kevin Ellis

Heath Emerson

Tomislav Eriic

Simon Franklin

Douglas Freeman

Michael Goodenough
Maureen Gordon

29



I
Rog Graham
Erinn Grant

Michael Grier

Kirstin Gunther

Ershadul Haq
Chuck Hemingway

Michelle Himick

Aly Hirji

Matthew Hocker

Marlowe Hogg
Paul Hulme

Nicholas Jones

Brian Kelcey

Maria Kinders

Juliana Ko
Raj Kolhary

Tanis Laidlaw

Travis Lee

Mandv Lewis

Simon Liddell

Mark Linder

David Longridge

Mariana Lorens

David Margison

30



Kiiji MaMida
(iarrcil Mclil

i-rick Merino

Chris Mcsscrschmidi

tiaroih Morlc>

(ii.'cillri.-\ Morrison

kan-lynn Murptiy

Simon Mu/io

David MacKen/ic

Dean McAfee
lames McKeown

Andrew O" Brian

Michael Phihips

Richard Pickard

Burkhard Prael

Sonja Prcvost

Paula Psvllakis

John Quirk

31



Salim Ramji

Stephen Robb
Miehael Roberii

Vlarkus Roemer

Keith Rogers

Nicola Salhus

Frank Schindler

Jennifer Screech

Duncan Selwood

Leif Shrout

Elspelh Sparling

Jeff Stevens

Susan Stewart

David Swan

Nicholas Swinburne

Tania Tomaszewski

Katie Tomlinson

David Turko
David Turpie

Neil Walker

Kelly Wand
Lea Warren

Adrian Watkins

Gordon Webster

David Weeden

Philip White

Jason Williams

Todd Worsley

Robert Vass

Neil Mulholland

MISSING:

Richard Wilson

Mark Penaluna
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Grade Eleven
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Michael Achlem
Maithcw Adey

Kian-Tiong Ang
Adrian Beeston

Elizabeth Bell

Shannon Berlin

Elizabeth Best

Troy Bevan

Gini Bray

Trevor Browne
Alexander Burnett

Barbara Burrage

Alan Butler

Brian Cairelle

Alan Calder

Jacqueline Cane
Joselyn Chant

Christine CoUis

Sarah Crawley

Eric Curtis

Neil Dangerfield

Gregory Day
Brian De Wit

Lara Dickinson

35



Kenneth Dobell

Bion Dolman
Nonalee Dong

Melanie Dovey

Christian Eichbauer

Fenton Eng

Shaula Evans

Brad Farrell

Megan Filmer

Carol Fisher

Jennifer Forth

Alasdair Fuller

Manuel Garcia

Robson Gmoser
John Graf

Andrew Greig

Hamish Greig

Peter Hamilton

Andrew Hughes
Mike Joss

Oliver Jost

Andrea Jung
David Kayal

Sean Kelcey

Behzad Khosrowshahi

David Lane

36



Margo Leach

Emil Lee

Kristen Mant
Susan Margison

Michelle Marshall

Jeff Marshall

Chris Miller

Tod Molnar
Charlie Moore
Brian Morgan

Joanna Muir

Tim McCarthy
Chris McCune
Charles McGovern
Sandra Mclnnes

Stephen McLeish

Kian Najmi

Jamie Newton
Reed Nichols

Brendan O'Conner

Shannon O'SulIivan

Neil Oliver

37



Tony Osachoff

Michael Patierson

Michael Peer

Scan Pihl

Jaime Pous

Jason Purden
Conan Purves

Duncan Richards

Gvviiym Roberts

Bobby Ross

Zoe Rushforth

Ian Scanlan

Paul Sharpe

Jeremy Smith

Sydney Sparling

Paul Stady

Paul Stapleton

Samantha Stone

William Strickland

Christopher Talbot

Nicholas Tooke
Kurt Vollmerhause

James Wale
Heather Wallace

Bruce West

Jason Wheeldon
Calvin Wong
Gordon Wylie

James Wynters

Mark Yee

38
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Yes . . . More Candids
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We Will Remember . . .

The other night, when a group of us sat down and thought about all the things Christine had done, we came up with quite a long list. As 1 sat

down to write this, I realized that Christine was an enormous part of our lives. I thought about what she would say if she was standing here

and decided that Christine wouldn't want us to be sad but to remember all the times she shared with us.

When Christine arrived in boarding, the foundations of SMU were rocked by her zealous attitude toward boarding life. To say that Christine

was responsible for the plague of practical jokes which ran through SMU is an understatement. She was the mastermind behind numerous

water and perfume fights in the quad and no one was safe when she

had a big smile on her face, backed up by an endless supply of shaving

cream.
It would be hard to say that SMU was normal or boring with Christine

around. Even during school, her positive attitude and good humour
managed to push us through a large number of classes. English classes

with Christine were never boring and Computer Science with Christine

trying to learn he.xi-decimal hopelessly lost in laughter. Whether she

was in French being a little angel, or causing havoc in math, Christine

was an inspiration to us all.

Not only did she encourage us in class but she supported and en-

tertained us in sports. Christine threw herself into sports, won an All-

Star award, encouraged her teammates and always made that e.xtra

effort. She was always humble and always there for support. As if her

committment to sports wasn't enough, Christine was devoted in her

love for music.

She played for our early morning chapel assemblies and we were never

disappointed. Her cheery face and incredible talent with the violin

would make even Monday morning seem bearable. Her performance

put a smile on everyone's face and any depression was lifted by the

sound of her music.

Apart from her vast contributions to our lives at school, Christine

affected our lives outside the school as well. Whether it was Friday

night excursions or instigating a full-fledged cake fight at the girls' hen

party, Christine could always make us laugh or comfort us when we
cried.

In many ways Christine is comforting us right now. She has touched

our lives and given us memories to let us know that she will always be

with us. Christine gave us her mind, her music, her laughter and her

love. Unquestionably, she gave herself.

Christine Duke will never be forgotten because the time she spent with

all of us will always be part of our lives.

- Paul Farrell

Grade 12

46
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Bert Archer

Bert, a live year veteran of SMU (when he attended classes), added an entirely dil't'erenl

dimension to the school and its parking lot. Known to everyone as the guy "with that

CAR", he is a survivor (barely) of the Universities Tour in Grade 1 1, of other happenings

"en France", and of G.F.'s savage butchery (A little prolixity never hurt anyone). He also

enjoyed his status as debator first-class (?), and P.G.'s pet peeve, not to mention one of the

few select victims of H.T. His wardrobe was by far the most interesting (apologies to

B.M.), if not the most expensive in the school. Bert could always be counted on for an

exciting ride, in the Lotus or any other car he might have had (see R.D.), and for a good
laugh (IBID). Whether it be for his tardiness, strange haircuts, his car, or his "Omnipresent

Rollercoaster", the school will miss Bert. Next year, Bert plans to study either business or

literature, or maybe even advanced chemistry (he was not known for his decisiveness) at

McGill/ Western/ Toronto/ Queen's - with his awesome sense of direction, it's anyone's

guess. The car, however, will stay here with R.D.'s Truck. Good Luck, in finding

Universitv and in life.

Paul Armitage

Paul Who? will be remembered for his methodical, low-key rise to greatness. The All-

rounder (did 1 really play rugby?) and Maths scholar (B.G.: Fermez la lumiere, Paul) grew

into a fashion-conscious, guitar-toting Slimmer Twin. While not recording or touring, P. A.

was seen slurpee-running with J.G.B. and T.C. and relaxing on the links (.lackie fell in the

Mud! I love it!); "Ringo" is going to work his way through University (McGill or Toronto)

as a Sear's model before beginning a career in law. Thanks for the memories, man, and hey

. . . hey. Say It Like You Mean It!

Christopher Avery

The "Erb". as he was known (o his friends, was recruited Hve years ago from the blooming metropolis of "Port

where??" lo be the ever loving and viciously dedicated "Gundmasier" which involved babysitting all the Harvev House
girls' stuffed animals. He is certain to have left an invaluable impression upon the HH junior boys (of whom he was the

prefect) as being the cool, calm, collected soul he is. He had a wide range of talents including being the Harvev House
"Shrink", being a "crepi^re" (K & L's taste buds are to never return), and the only one of his kind - a monotone whistler.

Erb was 1 he prominent (ha ha!) skipper of the SecondW and was rumored to have given several guest appearances on the

First -W He also participated in both the Downunda and LK rugbv tours . . remarkablv hiv face wasn't permanently

stained red . , Erb also displaved dedication and a willingness to put his bodv on the line for the sake of his teammates on
the First \1 soccer team, Erb will be remeinbered for his uncontrollable abititv to sleep wherever and whenever (including

K-S 's math class) and his unconscious willingness to spend money he doesn't have. Never to be forgotten is his insatiable

appetite (rule: stay awav from Erb if he hasn't eaten in the past half hour) and for his "pumpkin look". His most em-
barrassing moment look place at B D 's party when he fell asleep (as he calls it) to awaken with an embarrassing and
rumored wet spot on his jeans. G D helped him solve the mystery, His most proud moment was either getting served at

ihe "candy store" or getting his drivers' licence. He also invented what he calls the procrastination-work ratio, which

many of his friends adopted with great success. It was rumored that his PW ratio was 5
'
I. After Grad. Erb plans to

attend the University of Western Ontario to either study ihe theorv of "strange feelings" one must satisfy when hunger

sets in, or business law. He mav ask, "Who cares?" but the fact remains the grad class will sadly miss him. Have a good
life! Best of luck in the future!

Stephen Barrett

Stephen Barrett is an interesting paradox in several ways. He is utterly unlike his younger

brother in that he is eight miles high in both stature and mood, and because he is

anorexically slim and wiry. Stephen can run like a chased mod, but also has endurance - this

writer notes that Steve carried 551b. for 130 km over the Great Divide last summer and

complained not once. Stephen smiles far more than any human has the right to - perhaps

his head is buoyant because it is filled with hot air? Not so. Behmd the smile there lies a

sensible stable mind that can calm turbulent emotions, make mince meat of physics

problems and laugh at nearly anything. Stephen ran cross-country during his 112 years at

SMU, and had ripping good fun doing so. Stephen's memories will include "Cash or

check? Yeh", a three month bout with V.D., M.D.'s feet, car rallies, renegade Spaniards,

the T-34's, the Sooke Wench, university tour ethanol problems, mud sweat and cheers and

the everything omelette. Next year Stephen goes to Waterloo, where he will survey the east

and learn to engineer geographically.
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Lorien Benet

A Norlolk Mouse rctiigcc. I ;iuric-on Ik-nay came 10 SMU in grade 10 wiih a violin in one hand and a credit card in ihc

oihei Since ihen she has. apparently, picked up another credii card and accumulaied a wardrobe thai rivals ihai of

Imelda Marcos, l.oricn could be seen durnig spares and ai recesses examining ihe laicsi Irom "l.aura Ashley" wiih M.G.
Memorable Loricnisms include: "Don't bug mc!"; "I am sooo sure"; "Otto" and, of course, her regular German pica;

"EARl \ LUNCH, hARLY LUNCH". She was also feared in the lunch line-up lor mercilessly enforeing chivalry. Much
ol her spare lime was spent m the highly selective, two-member "Mickey and Minny Mouse Club". When she was not

"busy" there. Minny could be found either deflowering mult ins or dispelling a lew, maybe not a few. slightly exaggerated

luniouis about A.M. and herself from an uncertain source . , . Academically, Lorien's year peaked with phrases like.

"Boy. you're stupid" and "I failed thai test" but bottomed out, at times, with absolute dreary silence because of

"disagreements" with Mrs, "Schatt up Lorien!" 1. M.H., T.C, M.T-, A.M., J.H. and J,"X".C. will always have fond

memories of dirtymg Lorien's Fanny in Ciyro Park, In warm weather, Lorien has been known to shed her cumbersome
bikini m lavor of the comfort offered by a traditional pair ot swimming trunks. We also have recollections of Lorien's

lortune: "Promote your product" and her explaining "what else" J-ti had to do to become Jewish. M.H's calculator was
significant to Lorien this year as was .1 lect. Well, have fun next year in Berkley, or was it Fepperdine?. and good luck.

Michelle Boehringer

Michelle "danced" into SMU from Sallspring in Grade 10 to become an English teacher's

"breath of fresh air". Michelle, originally from Australia, loves to ride and swim and

dislikes the "Miss America Mentality" - true to her national type. When Michelle isn't busy

dancing or riding she can probably be found studying Bio in preparation for vet school or

occasionally with M.T. looking for Sir Francis Baccon - their kidnapped foetal pig. Though
she became an out boarder in Grade 1 1 Michelle keeps up on school house gossip at least

from her brother and the other "Saltspringians" she has persuaded to come to SMU.
Michelle plans to go into veterinary medicine next year at the same time excelling at flying

kites! . . . Good luck Michelle.

Jean-Guy Bourgeois

Rhymes with keen fly. Twelve (can you believe it?) years at the school. The neatest dude ya

ever done meet with an incredible penchant for sonic laughter and saying the right thing at

the wrong time. He'll remember slurpee-running with B.M., T.C, or P. A. and pedestrian-

hunting (She's got a kid! Bonus points!) with J.W. and D.E. The Slimmer Twin's official

photographer, J.G. really enjoyed toilets in various urban landscapes. Free-booter loves

Nipmerde (Flowers and everything!). Cruisin' the Caribbean (Gup?) with J. C. will never be

forgotten. An avid academic, J.G.'s off to McGill next year to be c'jser to Positively 4th

Street.

Kieran Calder

Kieran is a two year veteran of SMU with an extensive tour with the Second W rugby team. Even though Kieran was noi

immediately an active member of the SMU social scene (Kieran who?) he soon made his first appearance just after

Christmas in Grade 1 1 at one of N.D.'s parties (and that's how it all started!). Kieran continued his social climbing with a

somewhat messy attempt at the 21 club at B.D's and by September 1985 "The Sube" was a regular sight at all "ragers
"

The Sube just about needs its own grad write-up but it will suffice to say it was just about ready to be registered with the

BCLDB by the end of Grade 12. Some of the more notable affairs in which Kieran was involved were the CONElNd
SCANDAL, multiple N.D.'s. and A.H. pillage, Subaru Ice Capades. rockin' with Neil (and N,D.) on Garibaldi, the Big

Beer Scam, waning for Halley's Comet at Beaver Lake (and never getting the back seat), falling asleep on N D. at J L 's

which he will NEVER live down, a thirty second "incident" with A. S. at J.L's. making "The Bong" what it is today with

J.G,, having "Stevie Wonder" relapses due to excessive ethanol, being a witness to the destruction of J.L.'s mercedes

"Here James, here's your gear shift", mangeing at Mt. Washington with G.D., the "bathtub full of ice", adventures ai

the golf course with D.C., and making himself welcome with D.M. at J.C.'s pool (even though she wasn't there.) Kieran

w ill be going off to Queens in September and hopes to become a doctor between parlies (and will one day even become a

prefect).
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Spencer Capier

How can one write about the legend of Spencer Capier the third without mentioning his

lesser l<nown first name (Charles) and his variety and frequency of hair styles. One could

always tell his presence by cries of "nice hair" and sudden violent discussions of fine arts.

However Spencer, he of the skier's legs, soon received cult status in grade 12 and became

reknown for his skills at virtually every musical instrument, his management of our fine

Tuck Shop, the school play and his performances on the athletics field. As for his future it

is as well to dispel rumours to the effect that he is patenting himself as the human brush!

Andinertia! Instead he has decided to take a year off before continuing his education at

university.

Tim Cashion

Perpetually armed with a Slurpee, Diet-Coke, or worse, . . . "T.C." was the only grad with

a daily expenditure greater than most Central American countries. As the staunchest

frequenter of the smoke hole, Tim developed an immunity to cigarette warnings and

achieved his lifelong goal of being rendered a statistic by making THE 6% (propoganda, all

is phony). Tutorials were never big with Tim, but he managed to attend at least half ot

them, albeit usually wearing Vuarnets and with trocken rasier a la main. 1 12 of the Slimmer

Twins, Tim endured innumerable all-night sessions ("how many takes was that?"). A 5-

year vet. of SMU, Tim's extracurricular activities included Grade 11 debating, A.B.T.

P.S.L.S.P.D. (?), keeping Mr. G. within the rules as a B.B. scorekeeper, and fire drills.

Tim hopes to pack his Strat. East and become the 6th Strolling Bone, but failing that he will

take his many talents to McGill; bon voyage Skippy . . . "Take me to the airport, and put

me on a plane, I've got no expectations, to pass through here again."

Nick Chambers

Nick is on his way to great things. A natural leader of both men and SMU students, he is

admirably suited for his career as Prime Minister of Canada. Reknown for his appearance

as God and his dedication to drama, Nick has narrowly missed his chance to become the

second Peter O'Toole and in the next ten years will be present in the "corridors of power",

instead of on the street corners of fine arts. Nick will have fond memories of sharing his

room with exchange students, and, indeed, most of the first floor of International House,

the Diners Club in Brown Hall, how cold the sea is at Oak Bay and how to dodge the

shower when "flushing" is called. His one fear, however, or for as long as he knows R.T.,

is how long will he have a roof over his head!

Jennifer Champion
Jennifer Champion came lo SMU from Stelly'?2 years ago, communng each day trom the Saanich Peninsula (laughingly

referred lo as "Booney - Land" by her friends). Poor Jen. she's suffered sirange Briis wiih Orange hair. - obnoxious

Candy-Grams (which her mother found), and unlimely visiis from embarrassmg Iriends \n leopard-skin glasses and spiked

hair, Jen was once described by a peer as being "demure" bui ihose closer lo her realized thai ihere was a spirited girl

beneath thai mass of unruly hair (who should know beiier than Lmdsay who was "atiacked" by her last year in

Geography when he madverlenlly left his comb half out of his front pocket?). As a member of ihe orchestra. Jenny wj^

often seen loiing a suspicious-looking black case which supposedly contained a violin. Bui il was in her 2 roles as ^Ir^

Miller and Miss Spindle in this year's school play, "The Drunkard" ihai most people will remember Jen. Her fellow caM

will undoubtedly recall Miss Spindle's rather revealing pink dress, her harried character changes between scenes and

especially her sensual rendition of "I'm a Charmer, a Disarmer" on opening nighi. Jenny could often be found in iht

Common Room dreaming of Pans, her favorite city, and after she finishes her 4 years at U of T she plans lo return lo the

City of Lights to peruse the Louvre and shop along the Champs-Elyses. Best of luck Jen and remember: "Have faith . .

Everything always works out for you!"
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Julie Chant

Julie, also k[u)wii .is IJ.I. Bubblchoad. Nurse Julie, Crucla and Joo-IWc-Joo, disiinguishcil herself by being a founding

member ol ihc "i'olar Bear C luh". the "lab 5". Speck 3, and ihe f irsi \l \l. Boih Beaver and tlk Lakes have a special

meaning fiu Julie. UJ believed in full Hedged pool parties as opposed lo half parlies. Julie's sevenicenih birthday was

celebrated wiih a surprise pariy "No I didn'i notice ihecars in the driveway!" When (."ruela wasn't busy with choir, field

hockey, volunieei working, making cttokies for Gavin, or hiding out in Bill's washroom she was out leaching herself

"DErrNSIVlr IJRIVINCi" m "ADVLRSI: fONniTIONS" (as ihe cop put it), Bubblehcad is proud lo say thai Dad
didn't have lo replace some pans . , . like ihe steetuig wheel, Chair Hfis also posed a ptoblem tor Julie (and Iriend, Hrb)

on ihc ski Inp Other memories of the ski trip include getlmg losi in the woods with Pud and taking communal baths. UJ
enjoyed the hockey lour with Iracy (just call us punctual). The two of them managed to collect several addresses - "jusi

some CillV I mel" - but NO DUTCH Pl.hASbl! Julie never did discover if she received extra marks for writing "I Love
Bio" on a lest. Nor did she discover what indeed was "in the bottom dravter" after falling asleep from sun stroke . . .

leaving Nammarra to make Ihe tuna - nuna with Miss T. on Garibaldi. Julie will be forever loved for her constant giggle

and cheery disposition. She'll be heading to Queen's next year with Gavin and partying roomie "Nam", where there will

be no need for sneaking out or paying $14 for a taxi. Good luck Jew, and keep up those slick skills for J, J! I ove ya!

Lynne Chui

LynneChui has attended SMU for the last ihree years. Her first year, she gained a reputation as a scantilly clad (little red

bikini clad, to be exact) night club dancer. In grade 1 1 she seemed to be reformed, and her reputation changed to that ol .i

hard-working siudent. However, in grade 12 she completely deviated: she was seen running around Victoria, past mid-

night, and on several occasions had the displeasure ot being "flashlighted"' on the from steps of Harvey House. It seems

ihat Lynne look full advantage of her Harvey House prefect privileges. Lynne is an honourable member of the "Diner's

Club" (S.M., J.H,, NC, R, f .. K.S., S.C., K.K.. S.T., A.M.. C.S., P.S.. N.S.. A.T) and was therefore eligible to

participate in such jokes as "The Frozen Banana" and "Sheep-and-Peier. Bah!", not to mention many other rude, crude

and downright disgusting witticisms. Lynne is also a member of the Chui-Storey clumsy society. Many of her

achievements include: breaking her calculator with her elbow while talking to N,K., knocking over one of Sheena's plants

with [he vacuum cleaner and sitting on Sheena's focchia bread (all in the same day!) Lynne is renowned for exira long

vacations. For example, she went to Los Angeles during the November term break (normal duration is 5 days) and did not

return until December (two weeks later), Lynne, however, was able to keep up her good grades (maybe because she had

only four classes) and was accepted at Barnard. C olumbia and U.S,C. (university for spoiled children). In the end, she

chose Columbia because she didn't want to be accused of being a spoiled child! (She only had an Eaton's card and an

American Express card - not a gold one!) Lynne was advised to Keep her American Express card away from places like

Maiko Gardens, especially when with WT, B. A., and S.M.! Good luck in New Yuck. New Yuck!

Chris Cooper

Chris Cooper, born and bred in Oak Bay, came to SMU at the beginning of grade 1 1 . Two
years Chris? You survived TWO YEARS of Polo shirts and "Daddy, can 1 borrow the

Mercedes?"? I tcnow you'll top them all with your red Ferrari in a few years, or is that just

one of those queer, malicious 'rumours', to quote your Valentine's card? Anyway, I'll let

your better half continue! Yes, two years is e.xtraordinary, my friend; your impression has

indeed been deep. I am certain your debating partners will never forget your trembling,

faraway pre-debate disposition and later your trenchant honesty (neither will the rest of us,

for that matter), nor will the cast of "The Drunkard" (ahem, note the title of the play)

allow those harmonious (?) love notes slip from amongst their fondest memories. 1 look

forward to that bottle of wine. Thank you, Chris; you are a good friend and I KNOW that

you won't forget . . . The best of luck!

James Cox

During his six year stay, James "1 should have been a prefect" Co.x, from Richmond, B.C.,

has contributed in his own distinctive way to the many facets of SMU life. Cox, an athletic

supporter during the past five years, was finally rewarded this year with a memorable try

(helped by an assist from his roommate D.L.) in a game against our rivals St. George's. As
well as rugby, James was an avid member of the track & field team, being one of the

school's finest jumpers. However James' talents are not restricted to athletics alone. Now
that Dr. Booth has left the school, let the truth be known that it was James who was the

driving force behind the Computers 10 assignments for the majority of the class. Also, with

Mr. Smith as his mentor, James has climbed the mathematical ladder, his trademark

saying, "1 don't care" whisking him through the grade 12 curriculum. Next September

James will attend either BCIT or UBC to pursue a career in the field of Robotics.
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David Craig

Dave (known as DC. by his laiher. "Pelly Bill") came lo our distinguished school to gain an educaiiona! edge and also to

follow his brother's Tooisieps. Dave set aside his education, as his brother did, to follow ihe family tradition of "social

festivity " Da\id quickly look advantage of a small over sight by William Naihanial Dawson that caused a drastic change

in the social life of this now experienced and educated friend. The past five years have been full of interesting moments
including Chris Wilson's math antics with J. J., meeting the mayor of Walla Walla. Swifisure weekend and partying

privately wiih Jenny and Daine. In his senior year David was often seen going to have tea m Oak Bay with C.R, who was

known 10 catalyse conversation. He also learned how lo breakdance with the aid of modern technology much to ihe

amusement of Pelly Bill. The senior year also saw Dave wandering into school halfway through the day because of his

innumerable spares, even though his course load included Sa'ad. Tim. and John Mc. He could also be seen arguing over

how invaluable probs was with members of the common room. Daine's crisis became a major topic during Christmas

vacation along wiih ihe Nylon's and those marvelous mushrooms. The first party after Christmas evolved into an in-

teresting weekend with sleepover, sushi, four hours of bliss and Dave's memorable question, "tell me one thing, have we
sleeped yet?" SMU has given David international and cultural partying experience with Ociavio, Lawrence, Tracy and

Chris along with an Armstrong, B.C. resident (get down!!) David will always remember SMU for the friends, parties, girls

and oh ya . . . educating.

Martin Davies
Martin Davies is a unique vegetable life from who exists solely on large quantities of coke.

Originating from deep within the metropolis of Quesnel, B.C., Martin arrived at the school

about 4 years ago. The exact date of his arrival is not known. It has been said that he

gradually increased in visibility until fellow students began to realize that he existed.

Nowadays, Martin may be found sliding into the art room, coke in hand, to soak up any

form of conversation that is to be found. However, Martin is not to be underestimated.

Underneath his soft vegetable exterior, bizarre and creative forces are at work. When, for

prolonged periods of time, Martin is subjected to the radiation that emanates from Mr.

Margison's clothing, his central nervous system starts frizzling with millions of electrical

nerve impulses. This gives him an overwhelming urge to create . . . these creations range

from amazingly accurate caricatures of unfortunate teachers to be demented, leering

skeletal forms which he draws in physics and sends to Jennifer Champion as a token of his

fervid love (as inspiring as they may be, she never seems to get the message). Other notable

mutant children of Martin's imagination include "The Smurf from Hell" and his timeless

sculptoral masterpiece, "Alberta Beef Night". Next year Martin will attend the Smooth
Rock Falls Institute of Trapping and Fishing to get a B.A. in porcupine hunting. Enjoy

yourself, continue to create, and above all, have a nice potato.

Bill Dawson
Bill Dawson came to SMU at the midpoint of first term of grade nine from Cedar Hill School. He attended SMU for two

long years before being fortunate enough lo join Ob and Mac in room 209 after his parents moved to Calgary. He was an

avid member of the school Isi \1 and 3rd W teams. He traveled to the UK on rugby tour with the 2nd W where he v*as

called up to ihe Isi \V; however, we all know his playing ability didn't get him there, rather it was his improved con-

sumption ability. Bill will always be remembered for his special way with women. .After a long summer, he let his little

grade 1 1 lose J-M. "slip through his fingers" inio the waiting arms of DC. aflerwhich his friendly relations with D.C.

deteriorated However, he bounced back quickly by becoming the secret admirer of many young Junior School grads.

namely S.B- .\lthough he saw much of her. not a word was spoken. His infatuation with the younger ones was reflected in

his favourite songs: "Little Girls", by Oingo-Bomgo. and Siarship's "Sarah" Upon being stranded by hisex-roommaies

JO. and S.M, for Ihe dayboy life he returned to a life of crime. He was a member ot the infamous Magnificent Seven,

was subsequently falsely accused of stealing a VCR from International House, and accompanied S.M. on his many
rendezvous with the Oak Bay Police Depi. He will always remember his lo\ely bud wallpaper and the official soft drink of

room 105, Ke\m's patented Coca Cola in a can. He would like to be remembered for building fences at the Beesion's and

he and Mac leaving their mark at parties although they were not invited. Before leavmg Bill would like lo say one thing;

"Thanx Buzby for all the cigarettes." He is undecided as to whether he will attend UVTC or U of C next year.

Valerie Denike

Valerie Denike (not Deneek or Denikee, right Bryn?!) dropped in for a quick visit at SMU
last summer on a round trip to university in Eastern Canada. Since then, she has played as

part of a badminton team, and in the last term, as part of the tennis team, as well as helping

with the Saturday night MS bingo. She can always be found in the Grade 12 common room
whipping through physics or math problems, or pouring over pictures of Boris Becker in

tennis magazines. Valerie can also be seen driving her mum's old powder blue granada

which she took following the accident with her first car. ICBC will be forever grateful for

her generous donation of a totaled blue Honda civic with a spare snow tire in the back (ii

wasn't reeeally her fault - was it Valerie?) Homeroom memories for Valerie, include late

morning tutorials with Mr. Richards and gang and the "Mouse" pumpkin at Halloween.

So far, Valerie, came to us from the far away land of Point Grey, Vancouver, has had

acceptances from Waterloo, Queen's and McGill and says she's working on a scholarship

or two for good measure. Valerie's last parting words: "Thanks for all the fun, F.O.,

M.B., V.S., A.M., K.H., and N.K.!"
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Chris Devlin

Hailing Irom upper moliiscan Esquiniall, "Quiiiii" spcnl live years at SMU, bul lie is nol

sure about which one he is most nostalgic. In Grade 12, Chris kepi himscll' busy with S.T.

sessions and B.B. scorekeeping, but undoubtably his proudest moment was being olticially

mentioned in chapel a la .Vpoint olTences and living to tell everybody that he was THE
"one." Regardless, Chris will have many line memories from his last year, the fondest of

which will doubtless include slurpee spills in his car and the weeks spent with his much-

loved Japanese billet Ich. Always the sportsman, Chris participated whole-heartedly in

rugby until the "body-on-the-line" speech convinced him that rec. badminton and curling

were his true c.xtra-curricular callings. In the future Chris plans to avoid Calculus by

studying English at University. "You'll not see none like the mighty Quinn" is true, but

wait until you hear him play his sax!

Reginald De Wit

Reg survived 3 years at SMU and did manage to graduate despite several attempts by the

Saudi Arabian government to prevent him from doing so. A famous saying, "When I was

young I could run the 100 metres in 9 1/2 seconds." Reg often found himself tied up in

highly interesting conversations with fellow grad class members. Some of these con-

versations were even thought to have concerned the location of the ne.xt "social evening."

Reg's best year was 1986, even though he spent more time with his friends than he did

listening to Ozzy. He hopes to, and will attend University ne.xt year, probably at UBC.

Nammarra Dokken

Nammarra, otherwise known as Bird, Nemmie, Nam-Nam, Sweat Pea. Dokken or the K.D, Queen speni iwo fun years in

the SMU scene- She managed to maintain high academic level although studies didn't occupy a large chunk of her time.

Nam created the "Dokken effect" by spending most of her plentiful spares at Ronny Mac's or Muffin Break which

illustrates her obsession with food and her need to fulfill constant munchies. Nammarra was a loyal supporter of almost

all the male sports teams and will be remembered for her outgoing personality. When she was not leaching the better half

how to shot gun. she was to be found cruising the beach m her TR6- Nammarra also turned out to be a part time boarder

paying extra tuition fees. She will cherish the long rap sessions in R&L's room. Nammarra was, however, very involved in

school activities such as choir, vocal jazz, trio and duet singing as well as being the vice-captain of the senior girl's field

hockey team. She was greatly missed on the U.K. lour. Her social prowess gained her membership in the "F263". "Pill

Meadow's 5". First XI and a prestigious captainship in the girl's boat-racing team. Nammarra is looking forward to

University but her years at SMU hold a special place in her heart. She'll always remember those carefree days of card

games, love busting, having rather large parlies, beaver lake escapades, and doing 18.360 spins on the quad in the snow.

Even better limes included confrontations with D.C. and J.P . her wild look on Hippie Day, making tuna nuna with Miss

T on Garibaldi (Thanks Julie!), taking dinky dingy rides to Hornby Isl.. bad luck at quarters at K.C.'s (you look so

young, Mrs. C!). having the infamous 88 can pyramid knocked down by T F. and filling out the drug and alcohol census.

In the warm seasons. Nammarra found herself having a summer fling 10 years too early, initiating "The Camping Trip",

partying in Julie's Condo or proving thai she wasn't nautical minded on the Robertson 11. Next year. Nammarra isoff ic

Ontario to attend Queen's University and study commerce. Don't ever change - we love you! Good Luck!

Robbie Doman

Rob (SMU 81-86) and his Truck (SMU 85-86) have been an integral part of this year's grad

class. Indeed, after Mt. Tolmie expeditions, the Downtown Express, and snowtrucking,

Rob and his Truck are both seriously considering a career in the Demolition Derby. Never

to forget pizza, coke, and his broken glasses at S.C. '84, "Mr. Coordination," as he was

known by at least one local waitress, was notorious for taking luxurious "study" weekends

in Hawaii before exams, strolling the SMU grounds with his cane, or just mellowing out to

loud tunes on his incredible stereo. Although at times his taste in music was utterly

distasteful (a Michael Who?? concert), he was always considered by everyone to be a

"really nice guy." Jumbo plans to study Commerce at UBC in the Fall, but, unfortunately,

his Truck will remain in Victoria. Good Luck, Rob, and thanks for always being there.
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Betsy Donald

Betsy came to SMU in Grade 10 and quickly became known for her unique "bizarre" style of dressing and her incredible

desire lo be a cowgirl (?!). Grade 10 saw this flying-curtain woman ingeniously getting rid of excess baggage with Bubbles

while rock climbing al Camp Thunderbird. singing the Dr. Dexter - hexidecimal song in computer science class, and
laming wild horses and cowboys on midmghi rides in PS. with SRJ- Thai year this talented artist and musician launched

her successful career at SMU by becoming (and remaining) a valuable member of the school Orchestra. Siring Quartet,

and Isl XI field hockey leam. Our perfect Prefect and Chapel Warden was also, during her last two years ai SMU, a

dedicated member of the Student Council and Dance Committee. On the field hockey lour in her final year. Betsy proved

lo be a talented song writer - her JJ "tribute" was sung remarkably often. Our class hippi will be remembered, especially

by the Bay parkade, for her incredible driving skill, for her party taxi service, and for turning the Vista Cruiser into a

hippi-hangoul for a day. Bub's memories include frequently saying "these things don'l/aren'i supposed to happen to

me", [he sudden late-night realization in her kitchen, lunch trips to MacD's with TF. driving around al 5 m/h in the early

hours of ihe morning with SRJ, posing as TS's Spanish mistress, and experiencing clothes withdrawl in Canterbury. Next

year Betsy heads to McGill University - to study French artists and fashion trends of the '60's. Seriously. Bets, take care

and the best of luck.

Gavin Dry

Gavin Dry has spent five long years at SMU and even managed somehow to end up as a prefect in International House,

Although Gavin was never a 'little boy' his 3 1/2 years on the First \V rugby leam haven't been easy and his contribution

to rugby earned him his Colours (in Grade 1 1) and captainship (in Grade 12). Gavin also earned captainship of the cricket

and squash teams. Some of the stupider things Gavin has done will live on in everyone's memories, tike trying to rearrange

the bathroom porcelain at McDonalds with his head, being gated for P.L.'s beer bottle, going on an overnight nature hike

to Beaver Lake with J,C.. K.L. and ND. (and hogging the back seat), his vast number of buddies at the BCLBD (in-

cluding J.S- tv^ice), opening the GDLDB. being L'll Bud's (AS.) Big Bud, making an honorable bul failing attempt at the

21 club (and waking up with hairless legs), learning about Mother Nature with T.F. on Garibaldi, adventures (ugh!) with

UJ at J.L's Pajama* Party, being one of the founding members of the Polar Bear Club, Ru cha cha, wishing the English

rugby leam. "The Best of Pluck", exploring the ledge at N.D.'s (?), being one of the four opuses (opi), trying to steal a

huge box of cookies by hiding it under two packs of hot dogs - "What Cookies?", wet marshmallow fights in the men's

washroom at Ronnymac's with Jenny and Pud. giving J.L.'s mercedes a quick overhaul with G.M., "Bubble Head",

being an accomplice in the dreaded Coneing Incident with K.C. and J.G , and asking a fine young native man to hit him

"right down the middle" while under the influence. In the fall of '86 "Teddy" will be attending a University if he is ac-

cepted. High on his "list of choices" is Queen's University where his close buds: UJ, Kieran and Pud are heading also.

James Dunlap

James Dunlap (a.k.a. J.D., Jay, Huey Lewis, Jamie Dunlop) is a six year vel of SMU. An
avid rugby player and driver, Jamie often found himself commuting between the Victoria

and Sidney campuses in some bizarre co-op program with Parklands. James will be

remembered for car (Firebird), his German sketches (Kermit the Grun), and hair (G.Q.). A
member of the Smokin' Six Percent with R.V., T.C., M.R., D.W., K.S., and W.T., with

registration still pending, Jamie was also a customer in good standing with the block,

Tom's and the Old Town, who will miss him terribly. After years of trying to decide be-

tween Psychology and Linguistics, Jamis naturally decided on a career in Law and will

enter Uvic in the fall. Jamie, we love you; but one final question: how does your hair do

that?

Chris Dunlop

A landed immigrant from the Highlands, Chris was at first denied entry into Canada due to

his religious beliefs and red skirt. A junior school graduate (and chuffed of it), he was
recognized as the tall kid with the funny accent. Memorable quotes include "Foras sesto

pondero ver" (Gaelic translation could not be found). As Chris grew, so did his badminton
ability. On rainy Sundays he could be seen in full kilt, engaging in the Scottish national

sport (water polo) on the moors. Occasionally he could be seen engaging in the Scottish

national drink (is this my trunk?). A naturalist at heart, Dunners returned to the dense

jungles of the West Coast Trail to photograph the bare-breasted pink ostrich's bathing

habits. Guts and Glory (Crash and Burn) found a new home on the lofty slopes of Whistler

where he is still searching for the mogul that got away. Midnight bikerides to dubioui

Saanich locations with L.H. was another favourite pastime. Chris has applied to Westeri

and the Baseball Swing Correctional Facility in Palm Springs. After publishing his fors

buuuk - "101 Ways To Make Haggis Pooding" - he plans to become a drummer for th

Scottich Skate Punk band. Good Luck, big guy, and I'll see you in Caracas.
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Daymon Eng

DaymoM, wiih his pcrcnide blue hair and linlcd blue eonlaels, elaims he is a native

Hawaiian, bin ihe lake lan and polyeMer shin don'i Tool us. A seven year veteran of the

sehool, he has survived [wo years of Piele-scienee and three years of Jonesian Chem ( Ya got

ta get eni butler sulutions down, boys!). A eolourful member ol' the scorekeepers union,

Daymon was the leader ol the 1st Team. Managing to stay under eontrol in the face ol'Twin

Power and Terry "The Animal", he even remembered to start the eloek on lime. The
Karate Man was an avid squasher, and badminioner as well as a powerlanner, but his true

skill lies on Ihe forever sunny slopes of Mt. W., where he ean be found chest-deep in good
corn snow conditions. Ihe Daymon's visit to Ihe .I.D. Centre and conversations with

respectable members of the community near 7-1 1 would like to be forgotten, and he admits;

Jim, I'm a doctor, not a headbanger. Daymon plans to attend l.e College de St. Cieorges to

study automechanies to try to fill the demand for grease monkeys, but will probably end up
on Waikiki selling air-eonditioned shirts. Just remember - When a H--- of a Monday turns

into a B - of a week. Commander Salamander says - 'See you at the beach!'

Peter Ewart

Even though Pcicr veniured late into SMU society on an EngMsh (whoops!) Speaking Union Scholarship Ironi Harrow

(England), he made a formidable impression on his lellow students. His maturity (and la^mess?) on ihc rugby field wa^

strongly appreciated b\ the Second \V; few will forget the mud-splattered, headbanded blonde monsier growling

ferocious advice through his mouth guard in a true, proper English accent! However, his true spordng memories will

surely lie with all memories of ihe Castaways Second XV and the memorable (?) evening at the Globe after which Pete was

forced lo retire to a social member position! Academics rarely worried Pete, yet his contributions lo Mr, Murdoch's

Geography class reflecied his former academic prowess. Being one of IH-t 's six School House prefect "Chaps". Peic

always undertook his duties v^ith a smile and cheered up many a rainy evening for an overworked housemaster. Yet in the

social scene Pele discovered his true fate, indeed i[ seemed thai the word "PARTY" was the only thing thai would rouse

him from his regular afternoon naps! Being willing lo try anything, Pete will never forgel landing four fields away from

the parachute landing strip - "fertilizer bag!", being regularly embarrassed in Grade 10 Computer science tests by in-

telligent Juniors, and most importantly (he good friends he made in his short lime al SMU Whatever happens wc all wish

the best of luck and hope someday somebody may be able to get him to talk at breakfast!

Paul Farrell

One of Mr. Schaffter's more intriguing experiments, Paul harrell had an interesting pre-SMU life. Shipwrecked during an

early voyage into the darkest interior. Paul was rescued by the aboriginal warriors of a small village. Paul, quickly

adopted the free and excessive life led by the natives. Soon, the over e.xcitemeni and abundance of the natives' wild

lifestyle was too much and Paul fell that he would be better off at a reasonably selective private school on Vancouver

Island. Paul used every ounce of his guile to survive and even succeed during the early years of Death Valley and The

Realm. Yes, Paul managed to punch a feu walls but that is ancient history, as Paul rapidly absorbed a few of the finer

points from everything he saw. In grade 10 Paul enjoyed studying English and spending Sundays with his blowdryer. Paul

then became wordly, touring Australia with the First \V, Say no more! Grade 1 1 saw the birth of a new Paul. "no. no. no

don't don that leather lie", for this upwardly mobile sophomore was now a regular attraction on the Firsts. Despite his

success. Paul remained amiable and particularly liked spending cold, stormy nights leaning out his window contemplating

life. Well, it's grade 12 now. and Paul's still living withG.D. although he got nd of that other weirdo. Cool happenings in

grade 12 included Paul's strange fascination with the rodent species. U.K. '86. reminiscing, prefeclship. vice-captainship

(his colors) and observations on the dynamic social scene. Enjoy yourself. "Do 1 dare disturb the universe?"

Bryan Feir

Bryan is a four year veteran of SMU and a long-time resident of Saaniehton (where?), B.C.

He'll most likely be remembered for writing innumerable Maths and Physics contests which

provoked the remark: "I'd have a nervous breakdown but 1 just couldn't spare the time."

Bryan is not likely to forget the lunchtimes in the computer room (known to its regulars as

Grand Central Station) or the great Computer Shuffleboard playoffs that started there.

Nor will he ever forget M. Herique's classic Parisian driving style, Mr. G.'s basketball stats

or Mr. Richards' ridiculously long words (lepidopterous glory?). An avid reader with a

good memory for trivia, he could often be counted on to come up with the most useless

piece of information or fact. Generally non-athletic, he has been nominated for most

improved golfer, having shaved a cool 15 strokes (he's now down to 59) off his score for the

front line. He also participated in soccer, curling, badminton, and shooting, all with about

the same degree of success. Bryan's plans for the coming years include studying electrical

and computer engineering at the University of Waterloo.
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Tracy Fleck

Tracy 'mature' Fleck has a rare personality thai will not soon be forgotten in SMU nostalgia. Coming from PUBLIC
SCHOOL three years ago YUCK!! - Tracy has been quoted lo be "Hawiian. Mexican. Italian and Egyptian" although

none of the above. And yes, this is the Tracy thai lives at "828 Island Rd. .
." She has distinguished herself by becoming a

member of the "Fab 5". Pitt Meadows 5, Speck 3. and the First \l XI. Tracy is known tor her social life in and out of

school. Memorable times include filling out the drug & alcohol census, missing the bus from Vancouver (darn!),

destroying Nam's infamous pyramid, her status as a "ski bunny" (ha ha!) and pickmg up real men m the TR6*- On a

more serious note. Tracy was an invaluable member of the field hockey, soccer, crosscountry (captain), and track & field

teams. She also participated in choir and West Side Siory. The French m Tracy took her on the Quebec Exchange and her

brains to the Commonwealth Conference. One of Tracy's philosophies is, there's no reason why 1 can't do THAT!"
which she demonstrated well {especially on lour), UJ and Fleck collected several addresses on lour but Tracy described her

address as being temporary because her igloo might melt Trace will ever be loved for her home-made bottled beverages

and obnoxious tube rides!! Her modeling career never got off the ground due to her 5'A" midget status (BUT she is still

hoping to hear from Japan ha ha!) Tracy's immortal words tor the held hockey tour were. "IT DOESN'T MATTER
WE'RE NEVER GOING TO SEE THESE PEOPLE AGAIN!'" Tracy is now heading to University and plans to become

chief of her tribe, hoping to promoie sunian machines on the reserve, Hope your future is half as successful as your past!

We'll miss you!

David Forsythe

Being the youngest member of the Grad class isn't easy! Nevertheless, David managed,
over his five years at good ole' SMU to accomplish a few things. He worked his way to the

vice captaincy of the 1st XI soccer team, and after one year of rugby participated in the

1986 U.K. Tour. Active in drama, David likes to create his own worlds and characters.

Often these are turned into plays, normally with some degree of humour. He plans to at-

tend the University of Victoria in the fall and to enjoy life. As an avid Marillion fan we'll

finish with a quote, "Remember, Even Jesters Cry."

Lisa Gaede

Our Lisa Gaede. the infamous Liza, What did we first think of that shy blond in grade 10? W'ell, her turquoise pants . . .

actually all of her pants answer our first thoughts. Just like anyone. Liza loves to party, once she decides what she's going
to wear. Preparation for a party has become a ritual to Liza (a 3 hour or more ritual) For 3 years now she has been trying

to get into the Guiness Book Of Records for 3 things: slowest dresser, most indecisive person, and fanatical hair curler.

But let me tell you, when she's ready, there's no holding her back. But there's a!wa>s that question: "Should I take my
camera?" Lisa's favorite sports include; soccer, perfume, underwear and water fights (for which she is well known).
Contests intrigue our friend. Once she finds a contest there's no stopping her. Did you know thai she stole, scammed and
collected 67 MacMillions tickets and only won small fries and a coke! Lisa can't refuse a bargain, and has become quite a

Mondi collector. Lisa is renowned for her reputable study habits. Around 10:00 she starts her work, and by 10:15 she's

decided to order food or take a break. A synonym for procrastination is Lisa Gaede. Favorite times of hers include:

Mexico, Garibaldi, shopping and eating. Pet peeves are bad marks, hair cuts, and running out of money Her favorite

sayings are: "You area total keener" and "Hey babe, please can I drive your car?" Lisa's only downfall is her passion for

the latest trends, whether they are clothes (COMMANDER SALAMANDER) music, food (mainly ice-cream) or

vitamins. On a more serious note, Lisa has done a lot for the school and has been a devoted "head of house". On a more
personal level Lisa is a great friend, and is always there to help someone in need. Her concern for others outweighs all

other commitments. Harvey House won't be the same without her. We all wish her the best of luck in the future.

Wherever Lisa goes, she's sure to be a tremendous success because of her drive and motivation towards excellence. But her

hard work IS not what she'll be remembered for, instead she'll be remembered for her kind words, bright personality and
warm smile.

Conrad Gmoser

Conrad Gmoser is rather tall and has red hair. When being viewed from the side, his nose
becomes more prominent. Conrad sits in classes and learns things. He can write essays for,

and sing as atonally as, Mr. Featherstone, which pleases both of them. More frequently,

Conrad's brain festers and spews forth ideas, which ooze onto pages in his math binder.

Conrad's math notes disturb Mr. Greenwell. Conrad earns pleasing results in school and
raises his eyebrows when greeted. In ages past, Conrad was a neo-punk, and occasionally

memories of his "slimhood" make him go to punk congregations and thrash vividly.

Conrad wears a grey suit in school. This suit, when exposed to sunlight, becomes as fiery as

Conrad's hair. Unfortunately, unlike other members of the math team, Conrad is unable to

photosynthesize neon light and carbon monoxide. Conrad's German consonants are

correct, and sound like a skull being dragged across pavement. Conrad lives by the sea,

where he engages in his favorite activities: eating food, sleeping, and painting. Conrad's
paintings are called nice by people who don't think and awesome by people who do.

Conrad progresses to McGill next year, where he will continue to eat food, manufacture
phenomenal psilicybin and continue lo define an extremely individualistic reality. Ave,
Verstopfter.
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David Goudy
Dave "R-O-W-D-l-E" Cloudy arrived al SMU Irom Willow^ School silualcd In the licarl of

Oak Bay in grade eight. Ills ahilily in alhlclies earned him a sohd position on ihe Isl XV lor

3 years. He was a member of the starling 5 on the haskethall team lor 2 years and captain in

his senior years. He loured both Australia and the U.K. with the 1st .\V, which led to his

being awarded the prestigous "colours"; where he was though, lor the presentation, no one
knows. Dave led a life of problems at SMU, which Dave "sidestep" Cioudy rarely handled
vary well. He had a few small car accidents in his 1 .8 litre Toyota, one on Tolmie due to a

torrential rainstorm, and another at Tom's House of Pi//a where Dave tried to help

Saanich municipality put in a new driveway entering Shelbourne Pla/a. His troubles at

school ranged from being put on weekly report to being a member of the notorious

Magnificent Seven. Among the worst of his problems were the women in his life. He had a

long affair with L.N. which ended abruptly for no apparent reason. After many llings with

lovers such as T.F. and N.D. this "part-time student", "part-lime lover", settled down
with K.M. Unfortunately this relationship lacked a bit of honesty, i.e. "I'm just going to

the car with J.O. to get a tape". Dave will remember his everlasting "fondness" for the

mods, D.C.'s respect for his party music and saying "how could anyone go out with her".

He always had a strange way with the truth, his ultimate scam pulled al the 1985 Grad (how
was grad anyway, Dave?). Dave will attend UVIC next year to predictably take leisure

studies.

Michelle Greene

An immigrant from N.H.S., Michelle became a SMUPER - student last year just before
Christmas, and much to the disgust of most of us, didn't have to write any e.\ams. Michelle
will be fondly reiriembered by all her teachers for not being in class, not paying attention if

she was in class, and not studying for their tests (even if she was in class AND paying at-

tention). Shel will also be fondly remembered by her fellow classmates for her awesome
driving "abilities" ("but, Shel it's not a POLO car!"), her extensive wardrobe (half of
which doesn't belong to her), and her big blue eyes (they're GREEN!!!). Shel had the lead

this year in the school play "The Drunkard", where she proved she could sing almost as

well as she drives (just kidding!). Michelle's many memories of SMU will include the Gr. 1

1

climbing trip (with it's trips to Dairy Queen), Muffin Break with Mr. Peach, and setting the

record for being late to tutorial the most number of days in a row. Her Pet Peeves include

too short hair, too big diamonds, and too big parties (ahem!). Michelle hopes to go to U-
Vic first vear, then carry on at Queens, but, failing that, she plans to be a Y.D. instructor.

(Just kidding, Shel!).

Kelly Greenwell

Kelly Greenwell . . . FG + , FG-, FT-t-, FT-, DRB, ORB ... A graduate from Mr. Bill

Alford's grade seven class in 1981, Kelly, better known as FC, has scored his last hoop at

SMU. After six years he is still trying to persuade us that the little, bald guy in room 34 is

related. Co-captain of the senior b-ball team, Kelly's highlight was not finishing 6th in

B.C., but running up the unconquered "Ml. Oliver" with F.L. His "Dunking" technique

was well used off the court with the 1st .XV on the U.K. Tour, as was his "driving to the

hoop" in X country and golf (we all hope he keeps his "driving" off the road!). Kelly plans

to pursue a career in either sports - medicine or physical education next fall.

Joelle Hann

G.L Joelle, a refugee (pardon the expression!) from booming Saltspring Island, has spent 3

soopa years at SMU. A dedicated music student, Joelle managed to survive Fiddler and
WSS ("what an effective fog machine!"), hairy dog French, working "busily" in the T.S.,

and countless "Lumpi" escapades with A. A. ("Hey! There's a GIRL in there!"). She has

been known for her disastrous evenings on Ihe town with M.W., limitless psychological

help, being a PPP, rambunctious Hallowe'ens ("Come and see the Dayglow Abortions and
Red Tide!") ballons downtown, and distinctive finger clapping in Feather's English class

(oho oho oho!), Elton John (oh. thai wink!), trips lo Port Townsend, Dire Straits, the WCl
("Sprout"), the Oriole, helping P.S. in B.S.'s lovely Rower garden and semi trucks con-

stitute her most memorable moments. Speaking of P.S., Joelle will always remember
having to endure endless weeks of "1 knew you were going lo say that!" A devout choir and
orchestra member (she plays a mean clarinet, you know), Joelle was also a discus enthusiast

(SO adept!). A badminton fan (seems to me, there's still a grudge match with T.C. and
P. A.!), and the much more reliable member of the Wednesday duty prefects. G.I., also a

brain, plans to go to Queens, hopefully on the national bursary. Whether you are cavorting

about in yellow dresses or chasing, sans shoes, certain someone's across the quad, we'll

miss you, baby, but know you'll be doing magnificently, "Somewhere!"
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Angela Holmes

Angle. Boogie or Fury Inga the Amazon, a thriving social butierfly Irom Calgary, Alberta, has spent 2 effervescent years

at SMU. Ange, a member of the Pitt Meadow. 5 and the IBTC, has survived Physics ("we'll have to get together on that,

isn't that right, sweetie!" Aaaa!), Ken Math ("Angela, are you quite finished",), Mel Jones' instincts and intuitions.

("Moo, Angela") and her 18th Birthday ("look guys, it's Halley's comet"). She has spent some memorable evenings,

feeling particularly "lofty" m Siacey's car, ("oh no its 1st party syndrome!") and on excursions vsiih the other geeks.

There were hot tubs (paranoia!), brownie scum, gala keap & lortellini. and Harpo's - which brmg to mmd potato heads,

P.S.. K.C., and her penchant for English Boys, Angle's diversified activities have mcluded \ollevball. choir. (SO on key!)

and track and field. Occasionally. Ange can be heard singing to herself ("\^e' re driving in your car . . ,"), discussing her

advanced care of hat head on the >A'CT with Raoul and Gungula, and has been known for her famous bunk bed epics

("Your name's in lights!"), poo-shirt, and Beaker imitations. "P,T." will remember Dire Straits excursions in "The
Monster" (giving the horn and leaving it in drive), and bombing about and spilling Slurpees in the Bimmer. Ange's heart's

desire is to lake a year off school to "romp" around Europe. See you at the tennis club, and remember, we love you.

Fury!

Kim Hope

Kim Hope came to SMU in Grade 10, after exhausting all the opportunities open to her in

North Delta. Her experience as an out boarder has been generally good - with the exception

of the ham sandwiches ("I HATE ham!"). Kim has earned many distinctions in academics

and was a member of the field hockey and cross country teams; the latter of which she

participated in willingly - in any weather (Ha Ha!). Kim intends to go to IVlcGill in Sep-

tember - if her '74 Datsun makes it all the way there. There she will study medicine (a wise

choice - she will then be able to diagnose the high blood pressure she invariably gets during

Friday afternoon Chem labs!). Kim's "other interests" including acting as a hood or-

nament for C.D.'s car with IM.T. To the only one who could miss her own birthday party,

get up at 6 a.m. to go jogging (yes - more than twice!!), and correctly identify "Guido" the

fetal pig during every Bio lab - we wish you the best of luck!

Jennifer Howard

"Like Bert, you're totally wrong - Pepperdine is sooo much better than Harvard!"
Jennifer, the model of Pepperdinian perfection became a boarding prefect within a month
of her arrival at SMU. Jennifer, an invaluable member of the debating team ("en mass"
perhaps?!") not only attended the National Public Speaking Competition but also the

Provincial debating championships. One of the last survivors of High Prairie, Alta,

("where?"), Jennifer came to SMU expecting an intellectually stimulating atmosphere -

but little did she know! She soon became addicted to couch parties, lemon bonbons, and
pepper fights. Jennifer's school spirit was also invaluable, - without her, neither the diner's

club nor the aerobics club (by membership only of course!) would have been able to sur-

vive. Jennifer will be fondly remembered for her incredible modern art collection (the envy

of all of boarding!), her promptness ("wait - I'm almost ready!") and for her disgusting

habit of getting lOO'^'o on physics tests. Jennifer's goals are to be able to remember if a

slight deviation in the whip-kick is allowable at green level and to ban polyester (a coal by-

product, you know!). Jennifer will be going to Queens next year to study engineering (that

is, of course, if Pepperdine doesn't accept her!)

Michael Hughes

Michael Hughes (SMU 1981-86) an avid Kinks fan, who believes in SMM, aspires to

develop a beautiful smile by means of calculus. .\l school, he participated actively in math
contests, badminton, track and .X-country, a sport in which he exhibited his unique
"bounding" style of running. Although he plans on a career in engineering, certain friends

expect him to become Cordova Bay Real Estate salesman who will in the end, "leave town
and play with money." While at SMU, Mike's pastimes were somewhat slightly strange:

duckhunting with golf clubs, mispronouncing (jerman words, and attending peace mar-
ches. .After barely surviving the Sayward Starvation Trip, Mike celebrated food and held an
unusual ceremony of canoe sacrifice with M.T. His obsession with defective T-shirts was
only surpassed by his love of the movie, "Kiss Meets the Creature of the Park". He could
often be seen at the movies on $2.50 Tuesday with J.G.B. and a large supply of safety pins.

As for next year, his brother, Andrew has good reasons to suggest that Michael's university

studies shall include a course in axe use instruction. W'e look forward to the publication of

his travel guide "Calcutta on 6 cents a day". Good luck to your omnipresent search for the

"Talisman" Mike.
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Shelley Hulko

Wc can. perhaps, bcum Iht- linal analysi> of Shelley Hulko by conirasiing her wiih Ihe Icachcr o1 her tavorile class, ihe

lilcraiure-devolfU, caiisiic Mr, lealhcrsumc, Shelley is shoricr ihan Mr. heathcrslonc, but is easily as sarcastic when
confronled wiih liberal drivel. Shelley doesn'l smoke, bul makes up tor Mr. |-cathersione's insane skiing style with an
equally insane calc-hopping style, Shelley's hair ranges (rom a vibranl, fiery red lo a powerful burgundy, depending on
her degree of anger and the amouiii of champagne in her system. Shelley allegedly drove lomiula One once, and this

assumption bears up when one realizes thai her Mustang X! has two speeds: extreme and glacial, and thai the elapsed

time between the aforementioned speeds is minimal- Her delighlful memories of S,M,U. will include a certain leaclier's

blazer, which interfered with the operation of electronic devices in ils vicinity, and a certain literature teacher who
thrcalened the grade nine class with prolonged, painful death Shelley is perhaps the most politically conscious member of
(he grade 12 class, and certainly the only one who knows Right from wrong. Shelley's private cosmology revolves around
money: she will not gain the world and lose her soul, but she will profit. Next year, she will race eastwards and learn how
lo make money ai McCiill. She will retire at 4<), and hopefully survive until age 65, when she will have the pleasure of
refusing Welfare pensions.

Lindsay Hunt

T.E.M., or Gizmo, as he was sometimes called, was our Grad Heman of 1986. When not

contemplating LOFE, he could usually be found pumping iron at Henderson, sprinting a

quick five miles, or even hanging off of his balcony singing "Hold Her Down, You Zulu
Warrior" or the theme song to the "Turtle People." Other pastimes included "alarming"
elevator-riding, confronting local tennis players with the bare substantial facts, and posing

with his friend while canoeing. This do-or-die South African mad Arab plans lo return to

his primitive jungle homeland and maybe live in a tree, but might first attend a civilized

Canadian university. One of his most memorable quotations was "Good Afternoon,

Gentlemans! What can I do You for?" bul he wishes to close with his favourite: "No
matter how much you shake and how much you dance . .

." Cheers to the future and to

angora rabbits! See ya in SA!

Stacey Rae Jessiman

siacey Rae came lo SMU in Grade 10 with a mouih full of braces and. many thought, a closet full of miniskirts. Thai year
ihis founding member of the SLA was ofien seen flying across the quad at 100 m/h carrying more textbooks than there
uere subjects to study. "Nothing ever happened" to Rae until after her "transfiguration" the following year Since
t-veryone was always SO NICE, she couldn't figure out why things kept happening. This confusion, however, didn't stop
ihis woman from becoming our Head Girl and leader of the Student Council, Her Head-Girl-iype activities also included
playing on the 1st XI girls' field hockey, badminton, and tennis teams. As well as being athletic, Rae had a beautiful
singing voice and during her career at SMU participated in the school choir, vocal jazz group, vocal trio. West Side Story,
French Play. eic. etc, Jessiman was (also) Editor of the yearbook (Stacey would like it to be known that she did not ac-
tually LIVE in Ihe Board of Governors' Room) and Head of Winslow House, Even so, our Head Girl did have some
Haws, such as ihe inability lo physically close her mouth, pui the right amount of ketchup on a hamburger, hail a 'TAB' in

London, and keep her hands from shaking. Permagrin (as she was often referred lo) also (thankfully) unsuccessfully set a
iree on fire on her Grade 1 1 outdoors week, Rae will be remembered for her wild, extravagant ideas and for her laughing
fits (at Grad in Grade 1 1 and at TF's with AH) and will never forget naming the spiders on her roof wiih BD, failing to get

an uninterrupted night's sleep thanks to BK. Ihe ambulance ride with TS on the "ski" trip, being relieved to find thai it's

ok. to rent a movie by yourself, the irip to M.H.'s with AH and JO. being introduced to "jello" by KM and LG. and
discovering KC's sauna with GL. Next year Stacey ventures forth to Westminster School in England in search of field

hockey players who appreciate beautiful countryside and Idi Amin (she was sure she spotted him on the field hockey
tour). Anyway, Rae, all the best of luck in London next year and at Stanford in '87.

Mark Jung

This talkative young "Cowboy" moseyed on in from the cultural center of "Cowtown" (Calgary). Grade ten was spent in

peaceful isolation in order to fully expand his inquiring mind, This included a constant war against "The Donger" in

order to listen to "The Hour". All this is amazing considering Mark was a minority in his dorm. When Mark returned for

grade 1 1, he began, with the help of his friends, lo blossom into the "social butterfly" he is now known as. This involved
a partial name change lo "Hermie" and the continual practice of his oral skills. His Orwellian abode, room 101, con-
tained among its other horrors, BG's "Area", "the power", JJL's reactor and the convenience of the M.D, caller. Living
there trained Mark to tread softly around caves and to use walls well. When he returned for grade 12 he found himself
part of the "HJPS Shuffle" and ended up living with JJL once again. He found room 43 in SH intriguing with "the
Creature", "the Crack" and the window His prefect lifestyle suited him well through the absolute bliss of "sleep-in
spares" and "mega-sleeps", although morning duties were not relished ("I'm too tired to salivate!"). Mark will never
forget Cas' Nights with L.L, and R.S. in room 31. Mr, Pizza Man!, screaming EM! at peons of all ages, the comfortable
South end of S.J.'s house. Whydbye's weekend in Seattle, Sunshine Village with R.S.. L,L. and JJL. New Year's Eve
with "The Hair" et al or "the cabbie". As grade 12 progressed, Mark began "talking" more and more to members of the
other half; "Honest guys, I was just talking!" or "I'll be back in TEN minutes!" as he look off with M.W. in the wee
hours of the morning, (J.C. will attest lo the fact that Mark does own a few good books). As well as being a member of
the elite Four Musketeers, Mark participated in tennis, a short stint in rugby, track and field, swimming and "whisking".
Mark plans to become a doctor (or the W.C.C. with R.S.) and will attend university next year in Alberta or Ontario.
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Jocelyn Keen

This has been Jocelyn's first and final year at SMU, and she has fitted in with considerable

ease. Although a somewhat quiet member of the grad class, Joss has been known for her

ready laugh and quick smile. She has participated actively in sports: being on the basketball

team, playing tennis and doing track. A common room regular, Jocelyn is frequently heard

saying "Oh My God!" in a voice of utter astonishment. She is primarily interested in

enjoying life, and plans on devoting the next few years in doing so at some prestigeous

university or other. Best of Luck in the Future!

Brian Kelly

Brian, known 10 many as Boo, came to SMU five years ago from ihe Kingdom of Boo Boos and Panda bears. In his career

ai SMOO Boo accomplished a greai deal. His participation in games at parlies musl be recognized. Lei it be known ihai

Brian was ihe first and probably the only legiiimate 'Bishop' of the grad class. Brian was also a devoted games person on
the field, where he starred lor 2 years on both the First W and the First \l soccer team. Boo's other achievements in-

cluded being the only person, ever, lo fall asleep at a Dire Straits conceri, findmg the 'long way home" from A & H's

house. getting 94'Po in Grade 1 1 Algebra, being constantly tongue tied, and successfully imitating either Elmer Fudd or a

chipmunk in his last term at the school, Brian was also a world traveller. As a regular member of the First XV. though he

isn't in the picture. Brian loured the U-K. in his final year. Boo also travelled to the Far East (Remember - don't put

anything important in your shoes). Perhaps it was in the Far East that Boo developed his fetish for the 'chest' Brian
was definitely the 'adventurous' type . . Even looks of shock, avalanche zones on Garibaldi, soup- like fog on the trip to

Whistler and lightning storms on the way back from Hornby Island could not discourage him. Boo will definitely be

remembered by his Grad class, SRJ and AH will miss his late night prank calls and EVERYONE will miss his blunt, rude
comments that were never called for, No one will ever forget his infamous "*HSi^'^. truck." which always seemed to have
a good supply of blankets and can admittedly overtake a Fiat on Cedar Hill X Road, Brian will be remembered for his

calm easy-going manner, except when playing gas scratch and win. making SRJ eat her ketchup drowned hamburger, or

telling TF and ND to "shut the @#*& up" on his 4 day 'ski' trip with TS. PE. SRJ, TF and ND. . . Just remember the

three important rules for life Boo, and nothing should ever 'irritate' you again. After graduating, Brian intends to study
business at either UBC or Western but will more likely make millions selling his novel on "The An of Sleepmg in". Good
luck in the future Boo- we'll miss you.

Nelson Ko

Nelson Ko (A.K.A. Punk) has spent the last five years of his life attending S.M.U. and

writing Billions and Billions of math contests. Known for his unusual haircut and trendy

clothes, Nelson spends most of his time either being relaxed and calm or throwing Susan's

books out of the window (it must be the Pepsi he drinks). Nelson has spent his entire

seventeen years in Victoria and is now desperate to be away from the city. He has plans to

go on to the University of Toronto (Trinity College) and from there he hopes to make some

quick bucks, buy a porsche, and retire at the elderly age of 26. Knowing Nelson he will

succeed in doing it. His greatest feat of grade 12 was losing the only set of keys to his fiat

sportscar (you know ... the little white one). We all hope he has learned from his mistake

and hope that he makes a duplicate set for the Porsche.

Gretchen Ladd

During her two years at SMU. Gretchen became known as the "cute red head Grot," She came from Norfolk House

making a prominent mark at SMU, gaining rightful recognition as a Key member of the tennis and badminton teams, as

well as being one of the industrious members of the History 1 la class. No one could ever say that Gretchen was not an

avid outdoor sports woman; she demonstrated her various talents on Garibaldi where she established a performing totem

pole on which she starred as the Tse Tse Fly, she also passed the test as a true Power P. Although she is a scholar at heart.

Grot does without a doubt, enjoy the lighter side of school life. At various social events held at local Japanese restaurants,

Gretchen was apparently spotted trying to perform ancient Japanese customs with: a blow up whale, her arms and legs

and some sort of destroyed birthday cake - all while under the table? This procedure is still unknown to many Japanese.

Gretchen will remember stomach slams ("You broke my bed"), damming the sewer, the plunger attacks at S.R.J.'s. But

"Ralph" will long be remembered for eventful New Year's Eve parties, Stretchin' with Gretchen not to mention the theft

of the fish crackers - "Help, I'm blind! I can't see." Gretchen recalls a recent Toga party at which she exclaimed "My
God, you have huge !" (no comparison of course!). Gretchen will continue her educational career at the University

of Redlands. (A true Californian, "ACES DUDES") Good luck Grot and remember; "BUCKWHEAT IS ALIVE"
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James Latham

Hailing from the small agricultural centre of Spruce Grove. Alberta, James has greatly

contributed to all aspects of SMU lite during the past four years. As a front row in the first

three years, he blossomed into a true athlete. Unfortunately, much to the rugby team and

Ken's chagrin, James opted to play in the school orchestra as the backbone of the viola

section. Under strict orders from Joan and "Sid", James was forced to spend countless

hours practising his favorite instrument. This James did do in a restful way, from the

depths of his duvet since, "Thinking about it is just as good as actually doing it." As an

avid debater, he never failed to put forth and explain in detail his point of view on any

subject. When his voice failed him, he used "THE HAND" to whisk peons out of his way,

even while he himself was whisking to Ron's on his scooter. James' fond memories of SMU
will include; Ki.Ni's delicate hands, Ed's whisking service, his long talk with Mrs.

Morewood, the nest above the Bat Cave and his bed. Our memories of him shall include:

"Say it isn't so", "Tragoedia has struck" and "It's happening!". We wish James all the

best in his attempt to become a "COWHAND" at Medicine Hal College. Good Luck!

Susan Leach

Susan went to Norfolk House for eleven years, and the biggest question is why, if she lived

but a girl's stone's throw from SMU's front gates? The answer to this question is wrapped
in red tape, but in her lone year here she has made life interesting for many people. Usually

found being a Socialist in the Communist room, her favorite activities included running,

debating, acting (a bewitching Agnes in "The Drunkard") and playfully wrestling with

guys twice her statuesque size. Susan's sense of humor, like her thoughtful remarks, tends

to point out life's more tolerable ironies. Her main goal in life is to have lots of friends who
can deal with her sometimes wild emotional swings and who can afford to pay for her share

of the inevitable coffee tab. Her memories include M.G.'s party, the weight room, S.S. and
the insane socialists, shoe and tickle fights, Mt. Tolmie ice-climbing tours, M.T.'s dinner

("The turtle! The turtle!"), late returns to Lit. classes ("onions! great! Spencer wanna
pickle?") and too many muffin breaks. Susan is off and running to UVIC next year, where

she will apply her insights into human behavior and dazzling smile to child psychology.

Susan really sees what goes on behind wasted words and webs - as Husker Du says, "You
can sing any song you want . . . but you're still the same." Farewell, actress extraordinaire -

may you find whatever kind of love it is you need.

Lawrence Leake

Lawrence Leake the Yank (alias Tucker) trekked from Seattle five years ago to join the

SMU crowd, "in what country"? Since then Larry has become a true Canadian. "Your

laws don't affect me I'm an American." - Something to live and almost die by: "Stop or

I'll shoot!" During his stay, Lawrence has attained the ever coveted positions of prefect

and chapel warden. Larry's "spaz-out" running technique as wing on the 2nd XV as well as

his straight arming crippled many an opponent on and off the pitch. Wenman House shall

also be grateful for his track and field prowess. Academically, in his early years Lawrence

was an advice studier, but lately the new word is procrastination. Lawrence could often be

seen giving many hugs on the Quad and everywhere else at anytime. Jim-Beam - and his

avid "deep breathly" and "have another R&C" - will remember whitbey weekend in

Seattle with the famous four. Always clear in his mind will be the car trip back from

Gordon's, McD's at Swiftsure, innumerable cas' nights with pizza of course (charge it) and

an admirable attempt at the XXI club, (it was the perogies). Lawrence plans to continue

partying and possibly his education in sunny California at Santa Barabra.

Koon-Kau Leung

Having stepped off the plan from Hong Kong and mastering the English language before

anyone could master his name. Ken (that's easier) soon became a smash hit at SMU. Not

only did his magical violin lull every boarder to sleep at night, but he was also the classical

music supplier for International House, owning everything from Tchaikovsky to the

Koonlight Sonata. To most Ken is still a mystery. From room 104 came strange sounds of

guttural languages and buzzing noises from hairdryers that puzzled the passers-by. Besides

being a soccer star. Ken was also A&B Sound's best customer. When the wakeup bell rang

he would also became the duty prefect's despair. On top of this wonderful pile of com-

mendable qualities, he was also a math whiz and Scott's sumo wrestling partner. His

present and modest ambition is to attend UBC in the fall, which he surely will be invited to

do . . . when he applies. Best of luck, Herr Mozart! (ask anybody).
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Fraser Leversedge

Fraser has been our resident soccer jock for the past seven years. At 3:16 every day, he

could be seen in full soccer attire, books in hand, walking to THE blue Volkswagen van on

campus. If his smooth riding machine failed him, however, he would routinely hoof his

way to practice. Of course, if it happened to be an under-19 national practice or game in

Vancouver to which he was hoofing, he would simple swim the extra distance. As well as

playing soccer, Fraser made guest appearances on the 2nd Fifteen. His most amazing
achievement (aside from running Mt. Oliver), however, was playing for the Senior

Basketball team after a two year retirement period. His quickness and passing were only

matched by his uncanny ability to shoot. Fraser has been an integral part of this year's

Grad class, despite his absences. Next year, he will attend U-Vic, unless Dartmouth buys

him first.

David Lim

During his ihree year slay as a boarder at SMU "Davey" has coniribuied more than his share of lime and energy lo ihe

school and to the people he loved. His legacy began in Sepiember of 1983 when he moved into room 208 in IH with

"Herman" and the "Donger". Two on one was Irequenlly played in order to catch the Hour in between Backgammon
crushings- Mr. Herique's 2;00 am garbage detail was always looked forward lo as well as the all too familiar "Wakey.

Wakey!" of this young man's favorite uncle. Dave's habil of gambling with CW. was soon wheited with putting for

dinners wiih M.J, Grade II saw Dave with MJ and JJL in IH for a brief two months before he was snatched up to do

prefect labours m SH. Once Dave became one of the chosen few his harsh outer coaling was melted by the genuine

friendliness of the SH children. AA's mfluence soon manifested itself upon Dave in ihe form of midnight McDonald's

trips and ihe increasingly frequent sojurns with the Gym Family. All this was made possible by his unlimited credit rating

with the Bank of Alan. When Grade 12 rolled around, the infinite wisdom of HJPS decided that Dave and the "Erb"

should be roommates in order to accommodate the precious ESU "sacred cows". Procrastination was the buzz word with

this pair along with Ihe delights of the South. When all the Chnsimas fesiivities were over, Dave was found destitute on

the Quad looking for a home after his surrogate mother, Mrs. H.. evicted him because "He wasn't happy". After ihe

appropriate grovelling. Dave found a new home with JC and SC. Dave will always be remembered for his outgoing

nature. This should help him as he prepares to enter Business at UWO after graduation.

Jennifer Lowan

Jen. originating from a hippie colony somewhere in the dark interior of B.C., arrived at SMU in grade 10 destined for all

round success. She began her three years at SMU by fighting off numerous advances from Mark the dog (not to be

confused with Bob the dog) and wearing "the dress" which actually started ii all. Jen can proudly say that she was the

first of S.M.A.M-'s MANY women and a member of the triple dale squad on M.T, with A.S. P.P. B.D, R.S. and of

course G.M. In grade 1 1 "Jen and the MG" emerged along wnh the famous "flirt skirt" (successor of "the dress") which

began the year of "Bunnies. Teddy Bears and ITSY BITSY BIKINIS" (Jen's favorite things!). Grade 1 1 was also the year

of Jen's debut on the First XI soccer team and the year she learnt to spell (ie: C-I-D-E-R cider). It was also the year of the

invasion of La Belle Provence where Jen successfully gained her 'wings" on the flight over with help from T.F. & A.S.

Grade 12 arrived and the question that was most frequently asked was: "Where's Jen? . . . Where's Daine?!" A member
of the Pitt Meadows Five who managed to get themselves kicked out of the Best Western and then say, "We drank it all

officer", Jen will be remembered by M W. & AM. for her "seaweedy arms" and her paranoia which occurs only under

certain conditions in certain hot tubs! Jen will remember hostessing countless all night parties (even though some of us

may not!), that Dire Straits was her idea, and thai "we seni out with these "ZOOMERS"!!' Next year Jen plans to attend

the University of Western Ontario (Hmm ,1 wonder why^!) to pursue a career in psychology. In parting "Jen will . ,

love you and love you and hug you and hug you and squeeze you and squeeze you 'till all your stuffing comes out!" ">ou
can't always get what you want . ,

,"

Alberto Lusarretta

Alberto came to St. Michael's from Spain in January. Immediately he put on his skies and
went off to Whistler. There he gave certain IX's some needed lessons in control on the

slopes. Apart from the odd "Ooh Alberto", life at school was fairly serious. Within two
weeks Alberto was playing soccer for the SMU first XI and helped design posters for the

Island Basketball Championships. This enthusiasm continued in his classes where he even

succeeded in taking notes during Mr. Murdock's geography class (not an easy feat even if

your first language is English!). After Easter Alberta took off to the high seas on the

Robertson 11. A week later he returned with a pair of unstable sea legs and an abundance of

sea-faring jokes. In September Alberto will begin his studies at the University of Navarra
and we wish him every success. Buena suerte, Alberto, to echaremos de menos.
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Anne-Marie Middleton

Anne Middleton (A.K.A. Annc-Maric) joined us from Norfolk House in 1984. She im-

inedialely found SMU life challenging, not lo menlion cheni. labs with C.C. Anne found

lime 10 parlieipale in varied activities around the school. Her freckles shined in choir and

on the field hockey pitch (or was it sweat?). Anne is "ranked" in womens' tennis in B.C.

Among other activities, Anne went on the ill-faled Grad Ski Trip (she skis quite nicely, even

on ice!) and the Field Hockey Tour (where she was heard asking P.S., "where are all the

sheep?!"), she also participated in "West Side Story". Yes, believe it or not, Anne still

found time to do homework, even for a certain teacher whose clothes reminded us how nice

it is for styles to drastically change in 12 years! Anne's tiiore recent achievements include:

passing Algebra, stalling her car (in front of F.S.) and calling R.T. a "sweetheart". Anne
will be going to UVIC in September.

Sheena Mitchell

Shcena. the Queen of ihc Jungle and a boarder Ironi Prince Ruperi, B.C .. has i^penl I wo successful yearbal SMU. She will

be remembered for her cheerful and disiinci laugh, prep lime duly in H.H., and of course, ihe Huggy. Loving, Kissy face

Sheena is also very active in Brown Hall conversations and you can always lell it she is there or not. "Don't come i*i

dinner if you are not expecting to have a corrupted mind," she said. We enjoyed having her. the happy camper, on our

grade 1 1 outdoor week. "I refuse lo risk my life on canoeing down the while water, etc.." was her favorite quote during

the Say ward Forest (canoe, portage and survive) trip. However, she did manage to risk her life skiing downhill with R. f ,

without much complaining. Sheena is interested in many activities such as skiing, jogging, saying good-byes, going to hoi

tubs and having coffee. She also enjoys steamed rice more than the Chinese do. Sheena has a unique style of fashion

"Esprit is all I ask for." she says. As. a house prefect, she is always able to put people into bed on time, and then go out loi

coffee after lights out. Her favorite quotes in H.H. were: "What should I wear?", "Be careful with my plants .". "My
Esprit pants do NOT go in the dryer!" and "1 hate homework!" She will remember "the window with a rainbow", the

grade 10 dorm, B.A.'s Lotus - Mount Doug Beach, flowers from R.T. every week, the hallway of Harvey House. McD's

at Mcmidnight. and of course, the delicious Brown Hall food, Sheena has been accepted to McGill, Western Ontario.

Dalhousie and Carleton; and the lucky winner is McGill. Montreal (where the legal drinking age is 18). She made ihis

decision because there is no tax on clothing in Quebec and also because it is not too far from London, England. "Besides,

what's a hot tub like without a sexy Londoner?" she asks. Sheena, we wish you all the best!

Andrew Moore

The boy in blue who ruled the school from five- foot-two. While being the living proof that

good things come in small measures, Andrew was also the '85-'86 Head Boy at SIVIU, and

one of the driving forces behind many of the events and activities of this school year. One

could never be sure of seeing him in the same place for more than three minutes. One thing

is sure: "DC comics, inc.", "Jonathan Livingston Seagull" and "Doctor Who" are secure

as long as Andrew dwells on earth (which he occasionally does!!). When not seen joking

with Mike in French class, bombing past in Bert's Lotus, scribbling basketball statistics

(ask Mr. Greenwell), or saving helpless maidens from despicable wretches (see The

Drunkard) Andrew was heard talking of life with Scott, after-life with Nick, or the meaning

of life with Herman, (sparing a moment, here and there, for the latest math competition.)

A direct descendent of King Arthur, Andrew follows Merlin into the magical and arcane

healing arts . . . (i.e.: He will begin pre-med at the University of Toronto this September)

The rest? It's a bit complicated. Warmest wishes to the whirlwind and Amen.

Gordon Morewood

"PUD", as he is affectionately known, has endured three years at SMU. Gordon spent grade lU m boarding, where he

was a renowned rebel. Little did he, or anyone else for that matter, suspect that he was destined to become our School

Captain. SMAM's frequent extracurricular activities earned him yei another nickname - STUD! (i.e. "Hi Stud"). This all

changed one weekend last October when he met S.S Due to Gordon's unknown ailments, he was unable to go on the '86

U.K. Rugby Tour, but you can be sure we toasted to him many a time! He was. however, part of the '84 Australia Rugby

Tour, where he claimed "Foster's Flop" (yeah, right Stud!). Gordon was a psychotic rugby player, and his driving proved

It; whether he was in Ihe Starship Corolla or the U.S.S. Matador Although unable to attend the meeting of the infamous

21 club, he did make an appearance later in the morning only to be taken home several hours later (Why he had tooth-

paste in his hair and how it got there, no one will ever know!) Gordon will be remembered for: being a headbanger in

grade 10, a brief appearance as "white lightening" at J.C's. a founding member of Ihe Polar Bear Club, being a "cot lee

table' on Garibaldi during grade II outdoors week ("Honest you guys, I can't get out; the tent zipper is struck!!"), telling

a certain lady whose husband is of quite high ranking in the school, to, "Grab a brain!", camping trips, ski trips

(WHAT!), constantly playing with S.S. and having SMALL talks with A,S. under certain balconies. Our "LITTLE high

school boy" looks forward to going lo Queen's next year and being a B.D.O.C.!! Upon leaving, Gordon has just one

thing to say, "Come in Rubber Duckie, are ya out there." Keep it up!!
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Daine Murphy

Spud came to SMU halfway through grade 9, the reason, his mother says, is because he

kept falling asleep and for some strange reason she could never wake him up? His better

moments include three's not a crowd, the mirage pond at the Empress, his so called CS
bathroom trips, explaining (unsuccessfully) the finer arts of bonging to Uncle Willy, at-

tempts at rolling golf carts, one way streets, Chinese delivery cars, and taxi trips with the

Mexicans. He will soon not forget CR curtains, I'm as #@*@*!! I can walk from here,

reliable speakers, and of course drives to the Coachman, or wherever else took him. Our
heralded "Lifestyles of the Rich and Drunk" stands out in the charity department receiving

$200 a month from JL's mother. Daine's social devotion to SMU will soon not be

forgotten. His question to all is "are we having fun yet" and his advice to all is "CREDIT
CARDS ARE LIFE".

Kara McCulloch

Kara is the only member of the graduating class who hails from Newport Beach - or is it

Malibu? Although she has been with us for only one year, Kara's contributions to SMU
have been many. Due to her accompaniment of School House prefects on their nightly

chapel lock-ups, Kara became a HH prefect in record-breaking time. Affectionately known
as Madonna, Kara made her singing debut at BM's cast party. A strong believer in physical

fitness, she was dedicated to both her diet plan and her early morning jogs. The time she

spent outdoors bike riding helped her gain a tan in early February. She also showed the

grads the many variations that there are of homemade jello. As an enthusiastic participant

in SMU'S dramatic presentation Kara experienced going for a graze, a pony club vault,

executing flying changes down Victoria Ave. and lengthy stays in the Ladies room.
Reknowned for her decision making ability (so, Kara is it on again or off again?), her one
decision that hasn't fluctuated daily is her decision to become an MD. She hopes to attend

UBC (or McGill) this September. Whenever, whatever and wherever she ends up we all wish

her the very best.

Bryn McLean

The Wiver Bwyn, who joined SMU in Grade 6, was definitely the most noticeable grad this

year as nobody could miss his amazing technicolour clothing coordination. Our concert

connection has learned by personal experience to stay off the slopes and remain in the bars.

His corny humour has flourished over the years; even Mr. Alford in the Junior School got a

KICK out of him (literally). As everyone knows, Bryn's academic ability was much ap-

preciated by K.J.S. and D.P., Bryn's favourite teachers. Plans for the future include a

career in selling used cars on a California beach, marrying a rich woman with a chronic

heart condition, or designing fashion clothing, but his premier ambition is to attend UVIC
and maybe even finish first year. His closing comment: "Hey man, let's cruise!" We all

know he'll go out in style.

Elizabeth McLeish

It would take so much room to list Elizabeth's achievements over the past three years, that

it's probably better to just list the things she didn't do. Liz (more commonly known as

Lizzy-Bee or Lizard) did not play on the First XV, though she did try to persuade Mr.
Walsh to let her play one Hallowe'en. Liz was also not in the school orchestra, or Grade 9

wind ensemble. Liz will be remembered as the only grad in pursuit of the perfect uniform,

and also as the only SMUPER-student to consciously try to hold back on all those math
contests (right Mr. G?!). Liz plans to go to Ontario next year to study Commerce and
languages. Good luck Liz, and don't be too envious of those gorgeous green demented
roosters, O.K.?!
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Stephen McLellan

Sieve "MiK'" NUl clLin siaiicJ lH>.irdiiig in graJc 1 1 alicr leaving his home in Rcgina. Saskaichfwan. He lived cnjoyably

with his iwo pals. \i O and JO uiiMl he louk up a belief upporiiimiy in move in wiih his uncle Al. Ii was rumoured ihai

he moved oui ol Iniefnaiional House aticr a small eompcniion with B.D. over one ot Dave Craig's nev^ly acquired

possessions! J. M.). Asa boarder he tondly remembers his midnighi sirolls loChalloner. tailing asleep lo J.O.'s intriguing

siorics each night, and his interesting "friendly" relationship with Mr. McLaughlin. He excelled in rugby with ihc 3rds,

tip in the 2nd XV, bui to his dismay rejoined his former team males on the 3rd XV. His basketball ability shone in bis

senior year as a member ot ihe siariing 5. Unloriunaicly however, he missed ihc BX". b-ball finals due lo injuries caused

by a love quarrel over S.RJ. During his senior year as a pan-time siudeni. Steve speni a large amount of lime thinking

about girls. He enriched a 'friendship' at one dance, and later became noticeably mfaiuaied wiih a prominent grad 10

badminton player. If ever looking for ihis prestigious member of the Magnificent Seven, one could look on the back quad

for his while maverick or up on Toltnie parked beside a police car. As graduation neared he spcm his time quarelluig with

Ihe naiivesde. T.I ,). dog-fingon i he quad do J.O.'s and D.G.'s dismavl. explaining his absence lo Mr. Jones ("Honest

sir. KISW gave me ihe day off), ot bonging some of I).C's "suds" on Tolmic. His weekday evenings were spent talking

lo his favourite uncle or forsythe on the phone. Sieve will continue his post-secondary education lo study law at ihe

Universiiy of Saskatchewan, unless he gels there before his iranscripi docs!

Robin Neroutsos

"Wow man, psychadellic!" This is a typical comment of other grads as they cry on Roh's

glasses. Best known as a laid back, cruisin' kinda guy, Zoodles (as he prefers to be called)

will be remembered for his streamlined siationwagon, his Dirty Harry imitations and his

unique style of eating bagels. In his 5 years at SMU, Rob has managed to make the oc-

casional Monday morning chem class ("wey hey hey, it's a boofer solootion"), and has

participated enthusiastically on drop-in golf sessions at "THE HILL". His love of clashing

colours can be seen in his Commander Salamander T, his vile green Hawaiian shirt, and his

persistent attendance of A.M.'s calculus class. An actor at heart, Rob is noted for his

3izarre French skits, and for working backstage at major play productions (Hey Rob, T.L.

wants some PC mi,\). Rob's future plans include being accepted to McGill, and mashing

moguls at the Whistler downhill. He intends to hitchhike to Caracas, to see if the ratio

really is 8:1 His final comment: "A h--- of a Monday turns into a b— of a week"

Jason O'Byrne

The "Big Guy", hailing from Porcupine Plain. Saskatchewan, came to SMU at the start of grade eleven with his J.V.C.

ghetto blaster in one hand and a curling hroom in ihc other. He had high hopes of playing on the football team, but

unfortunately, someone in a very high position didn't exactly tell him the truth. After moving from room lo room. Jase

hitched up with Mac in the beautiful surroundings of room 209. Fortunately for all of us, Jason was found by a cop after

getting lost shopping in Vancouver with Neil Brommeli. Jason will always be remembered for playing charades with D.G.,

hating the mods, saving "Eh" in response to a question, being the person who it was assumed would do the talking for the

Magnificent Seven, leaving B.D. stranded in Iniernaiional House, and being ihe best looking guy on the basketball team.

After a year and a half of boarding. Jason moved to his new house in Bowker with his new brother, DC. Although D.G.

was the older of the two. we all know that Jase was the older looking, better looking, and the most loved by their parents.

If ever looking for "Ob" at a party you could find him posing his infamous stance by the stereo; if you couldn'i find him

there, Dave Craig could always tell you where he was. Jason's fame was achieved when he reintroduced ACDC lo the

ranke of SMU's social life. Even though Jason suffered from "spinal" problems at the start of his rugby career, he

became a regular on the 2nd XV. He also became Ihe essential third man on the school curling team (much lo the dismay

of his old roommates and D.G.). Due to bad knee troubles and lack of tape, his basketball career ended afier grade 11.

During his 2 years at SMU, Jason became quite a Romeo. After a short affair with J.H,. whenever he was caught wearing

Polo, his roommaies would ask "who is it tonight, Michelle or Shelly?". Neanng graduation he became romantically

involved with a spinney blonde from Ml. Doug, Laura, This relationship was not highly acclaimed by her old porch-

wrecking boyfriend, by young grade 10 girls infatuated with Jase (Happy Valentines Jamie), or his "subconscious mind"

which often thought of Olive Oyl. Jason will be remaining in Victoria to attend UVIC because he is lired of Prairie

winters. To the good, the bad and the ugly, we'll miss you big guy.

Francis Olivier

Francis came to SMU just in time for grade 8. Highlights of his 5 years must include: The

soccer game versus Glenlyon in grade 8, Biking in a VERY SAFE manner every day to and

from school and adventurers at Camp Thunderbird in grade 10. The grade 1 1 outdoors trip

proved to be very muddy even if it was fun. BUT HEY! Who can forget New Year's Eve

(Thank God for the stereo!). New Year's Day (too bad for the stereo!) and assorted ad-

ventures to a very pleasant bistro at lunch hours in grade 12. What about grade 10 Com-
puter Science? (Troy, where are you?) The numerical interludes during these classes? The

teachers during these classes? Honourable mention must be made to English 12, sunglasses

and the Beatles. His Helter Skelter life will continue with A Little Help From His Friends

while attending McGill taking either psycology or biology. Franc would like to think

Everybody's Got Something to Hide Except for Him and His Monkey but A Day In the

Life with this Fool On the Hill will prove to be quite fascinating. Best of luck!
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Bryan Pullman

Bryan Pullman is a three year SMU veteran from Manitoba. After boarding for his first

year. Bryan has found it is more fun to spin his wheels on the way to school every day.

Daily practice has given Bryan the reputation for driving like a Mad man, just ask anyone
in his English 1 1 quote lives on: "Hey Bob, what ever happened to Ms. Hurdle?" Similarly,

excerpts from the Marchand family and their hair have been heard. Musically, Bryan's

taste can best be described as 'alien'. Despite all this, Bryan plans to attend university in

Ontario to study arts, since experiences in the Sooke basin and screams from Nitnat

obliterated all plans on becoming a canoist.

Eric Randall

Eric hails from somewhere along the eastern seaboard of the United States. He leaves after

4 years at SMU, not with the reputation of Rambo the prefect, but as the world's fastest

reader. At 3 e.p.m. (encyclopedias per minute), Eric could tell you the middle name of

George Washington's dog, and exactly how many troops occupied any given region at any
time in recorded history (and their dogs). He is credited with the development of the

"World Trading Game" (in the Commonwealth Conference) and has used his strategic

skills to play every wargame in the known world twice. The entire school will fondly

remember the clarion "Good Morning" that Eric issued to all comers as a chapel warden.

Without such inspiration in the morning, how will the school function? Knowning Eric, he

will send postcards. Eric goes to the Navy, and then to Vanderbilt University to eradicate

subversive left-wing insurgents.

Jane Rees

Jane (alias "Bob i he dog") was on the Oak Bav High recruits who came loSi. Mikes in grade 10. Since ihai time, Jane has

made her mark on the school as an outstanding athlete and leader. In ihe past three years, Jane has been a member of the

basketball, volleyball, field hockey and soccer teams. She was also an enihusiasiic house captain of \\ enman and an elite

day prelect (whip and chain). Jane's enthusiasm and energies were not only present durmg the week but also on the

weekends. Throughout grade 10, she devoted Friday and Saturday nights ;o bringing about the meiamorphis of sweet,

mnoceni girls into "PARTV ANIMALS" (wanted b\ ihe Saanich R-C-M.P), Jane has aUo given much of her time to

social clubs that the SMU students have mdependcntl> lormed- These mclude: the Fab Five. Power P's united, the

Window Hoppers association, the Stomach Slam Society and ihe famed Buckwheat (and Leroy) Fan Club, (Jane claims to

have seen and been spat on by Buckwheat at a French pia\ when he posed as an exchange student) No one will verify the

sighting, but she and other fans claim that, "BUCKVV HEAT IS ALIVE!!") C.B. was also a regular at "hen" events such

as pre-dance \okohoma dinners, where she not only ate. but launched her food off chopsticks into the neighboring

booths, and once decided that n was up to her and Weenie to redecorate G.L.'s house with Safeway birthday cake. Jane is

known as an adventurous person who often look it upon herself to lead "night expeditions" that included: "the search

for the Great Fish Cracker" and "the Damming of the Sewer" (wuh human Hesh) and the "Great Elk Lake Parlv

Plunge". Few of Jane's friends were lucky enough to see some evidence of her "creative" side, but what she (and other

women - JL. & A.S.) did with the bottle caps in togas deserves some type of award. Nevi year Jame will go to Uvic lo

further her education and train more P.p'k.s! Good luck baby! Bottoms Up!I

Mauricio Rodriguez

Mauricio was ordered from Mexico in 1984 to replace a far too - decadent grade ten

Mexican, O.G.G. Mauricio however, immediately distinguished himself from all pre\ious
Mexicans by refusing to substitute tequila and cologne for protein and by avoiding the tar-

pit of neon - shirts - and - topsiders dom. No, this face went the way of the three-botton
suit and parka. After a year of life with some of the coolest cappuccino cats alive and dead,
Mauricio settled into a more regular daily routine (which was anything but). Mornings
("anybody got a shmoke?") preceded afternoons ("what? Oh, I see, calculus isn't con-
fusing us enough, so you're going to . . ."), which were followed by evenings at the F.O.E.
with the Crow and a casually caustic K.M. ("Tim, you're a nice kid, but sometimes you
really . . ."). Mauricio's art, a combination of sick, primeval Mexican bacteria and brilliant

heat stroke delirium colours, never failed to provoke a reaction (and when this reaction
implied thought, the results were disturbing). Modricio flirted with rugby, but "lifting pints

wid de mates" provided far more entertaining exercises. Para un gato moy buena onda -

cool because he doesn't wallow in cynicism yet can cut through wasted words like six -

molar acid with a smile - Oi! be good to "de women" and keep your head as straight as

your first pint. A Muchas Muchachas!
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Richard Schutte

Richard Schultc, an Kdiiioiilonian, has spcnl five cra/y yet enjoyable years in boarding
here ai Si. MiLJiaels. During those years Richard was an immensely aelive individual -

parlieipating lully in the school's spori, rugby, as well as basketball, track & field and
cricket; not to mention the social responsibilities thai go with these sports. Ihe summer of
1984 found Richard down under playing second row for the First XV - thus establishing

himself as a jumper, competitor and asset to the team. Rich has also had the rare pleasure
to be equally versed on the basketball court and as a result was able to experience many
basketball trips • including two B.C. finals. In spite of Richard's continued commitment to

athletics he was able to squee/e in the job of prefect in grade 10 and II (in Harvey House no
less!) and as a senior head of boarding, member of the dance coirimittee and Student
council. Rich will be remembered as an ultra conservative, and a founder of "cas night".
He will remember only half the weekends, the fate of doing too many repetitions of 40
Iber's in one night and his promotion to Ambassador for Canada • thus losing his two year

lease on the "ROOM". What does the future hold for this smiley social success? further

education at either the University of Alberta, Queen's or McGill. Major: something organic
. . . Biochem?! And if all else fails we all know that Rich would make an excellent

meterologist!!

Simon Smith

It was 5 years ago when from a Tardis stepped Simon James Smith onto the front quad of

the school, direct from the homeland of Doctor Who. Through his next few years at SMU,
he fooled all his professors by pretending to be totally confused by all the sciences yet

occasionally astounding them by finding structural defects in their diagrams. Besides those

astounding feats, who would ever think that Coca-Cola's financial stability would depend
on this guy's lead lined stomach (who else has a locker full of coke?!). In his final year, the

term 'coffee', took on a whole new meaning, as he left every minute to find the popular

coffee spots. His contribution to SMU was impressing us all with 19th century acting as

Renceiaw in the Drunkard. For the future, or the past (only Dr. Who knows) Sim will head

off to UVIC, or step back into the TARDIS and enrich another time zone. Bon Voyage.

George Stady

George "only I'm savage enough" Siady came lo SMU from the barren wastelands of Alberta five long, long years ago.

He tell in love with an unrefined warrior and another refuge from the wasteland and in an ancient pagan ritual at

Thunderbird formed the infamous trio. From this modesi beginning lo the union of the Fabulous Five and the reign of

pov\er in School House, George has undoubtedly made a name for himself at SMU. "Crazy-legs" played First XV soccer

and very ethusiasiic First XV rugby (UK '86) in his own aggressive style. Switching from the physical sphere of SMU,
George entered Ihe political domain of school life. Deslmed for greatness, he was a member of the Student Council (I

want a car!!!) a prefect and the fearless head of International House. As if ihai wasn't enough, George has also managed

lo squeeze in some spare time for J.R.! Among George's remotely memorable experiences; ihe Crystal Garden's

bathroom, Bonzai ball and Sinai sticks, Elvis Costello (any paraphernalia of the foremeniioned). a fifty dollar crab. THE
TIE!! (K.C. and P.F,}, "I want duck on my pizza, NOT pineaple!". and life at SMU. What's next tor the man with the

deadliest sock in the west? George is planning to take over the Peniagon (L.L.?) and initiating his very own SDI plan

(World famous, even though it won't work! - G.D. & P.F.) or lake over the world and outlaw Mexican food and camels.

Rumour has it that George may remain in the vicinity of Victoria next year (Mmm - I wonder why?) or follow the masses

back cast. For now he'll sit back on five years of memories, tears and laughter. Thanks for being you, (P.F.)

"We are the siuft that dreams are made of."

(The Three Musketeers)

AHx Stewart

Ali\ came lo SMU wide eyed and innocent afie her twelve year confinement at Si. Margaret's. However, [his was not lo be

the situation after much more than half a term when she experienced the Ml. T triple dates (with J.L. G.M. B.D. R.S. &
P.F.) and "Betier get a bucket" (which the female half will choose to torget!). Maybe it was the first dance and the in-

fluence of "The Dress" thai caused the breakdown of "the Pact". Or possibly grade 10 outdoors week; "surviving with

Bernie". Mark (bark!) and ihc bag searching pervert was the point at which "Moose" decided lo move onto bigger and

better things. These included breaking all [he rules on overnights with Alix's "deaf cousin", displaying her bra strap with

Bubbles at [he Yokohoma and inventing "bottoms up" with Bob the dog. Mile K's French XI class will fondly remember

Alix's boot and chalk fights, which G.D never could win Alix was an active participant in several school trips. She

probably still has nightmares about Quebec: acid rock concerts, factory tours and cheezie moustaches. Although she did

do her best to reciprocate the favour - napping under O.S cafeteria tables (do you think ihey were impressed?) and giving

guided tours of Donui House, Alix also visited Europe in the summer afier grade II. which meant discovering Malibu,

Italian men and topless sun-tanning. Alix's senior year opened up new dimensions. She joined the ranks and became

another one of "SMAM's" women and L'll Bud also learni to drive ("Is ihai another new Honda?") Alix ended the year

with an eventual sports day (thanks to modern science), but even after a finale like thai, PS. couldn't even remember her

bottlecaps! Famous Alix quotes: "Do you know what you can buy for $3.50?", "We went out with those ZOOMERS!!".
"Stop being SPECIAL" and "You can't always get what you want". Alix is off to Queen's in September, and is planning

a career m business. We know she'll do well and v^e wish her all the best, with all our love.!!!
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Chris Stolz

Herr Stolz is a unique mutant humanoid "Aho originaies from the foot-siomping city of Cowgary, Alberta. Disdaining all

possible forms of mediouniy. he is a lover of Bach. Krach, and absolutely nothing else (with the possible exception of

Rambo). Stolz is tail and graceful, striding from point to point with a disjointed, flopping gait, surveymg all around him

with a sardonic leer. Durmg his brief career as a cross-country runner. Stolz spent many a busride discussing the apparent

stoicism of Senecan Tragedy, Such seemingly profound conversation is the staple of Siolz's vasi intellectual appetite. As

far as his wordly appetite is concerned, the slurpee is essential. Thai and the occasional ihrash to cold, live punk-rock, are

all that is needed lo dull ihe edge of his baser cravings. At limes, when Stolz's passion for life is satiated, he will sii down

and contemplate Shakespeare's sonnets, practise on his classical guitar, or go out lo see violent, right-wing movies with

Modrico the Mexican, Being so well versed and refined, Stolz has a natural urge lo critisize (an urge accompanied by an

absolute lack of discretion). Along with his proudly displayed school spirit. Ihis earned Slolz a rather abnormal image.

His failure to be accepted by the crowd caused many strange thoughts to fesier within Siolz's mind and explode onto the

tattered sheets of his demented psuedo-prose book (a book containing many dark and twisted scribblings). After many
years spent wandering through the fog of high school. Stolz now plans to attend the Uni'.ersity of Nashville to study

Nihilist Philosophy and the history of Fascism. Of Chris, no more can be said than Acchhh. Schiults!

Kevin Storey

The enigma that is Kevin Storey is hard to unravel. Behind the blue clouds and little white

sticks that promise to send him to an early grave, one is aware of a quick biting wit and

great intelligence at work. Having been untimely ripped from the gentle arms of mother

Wigan and shot into Victoria B.C. he quickly found a niche in both the smoke hole and the

common room. As International House's very own "man in Black" he views the outside

world with a mixture of sarcasm, cynicism and acid humour, and can often be found

playing the role of tragic hero (or tragic penguin . . . ask R.T. P.S. or N.C.). Indeed, the

greatest tragedy surrounding Kevin is his too short career in SMU rugby, which was due to

an unfortunate misunderstanding between the ground, his ankle, and some hulking

Brentwood slob. To finish, perhaps it should be placed on record thai Kevin is not going to

a polytechnic, nor never was, nor never even thought of going to one. But has aspired to the

lofty heights of the London School of Economics, perhaps even to follow in the footsteps

of Mick Jagger who "never went to no poly neither!"
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Peter Sullivan

Peter, the demon painter of Southport, Australia, will be fondly remembered by all his

friends at SMU and especially the "room 102 sheep". Often seen patronising Brown Hall at

breakfast, he has special affection for French and the appetizers at Romeos (Parlez-vous

Renault - Peugeot, Escargot? - Ask A.T.!). Peter's grasp of the French language was only

matched by his grasp of various pint-sized objects whilst on lour in the U.K. (Ask the tour

party). Whilst not sailing, windsurfing, skiing or playing that stupid game Peter, was rarely

found in a horizontal position, but prepared to imitate the reclining Buddah of 102 who

finds it difficult to recline properly when various Australian pop groups are playing on the

stereo. His ambitions include becoming a shepherd and studying law at university.

Valdine Swan

Valdine Swan came to SMU from Edmonton at the beginning of grade 10. Remeinber note-

passing in English and being picked up by the cops after "Blame It On Rio", Val? But how
can we forget grade 12? What a year! I'm sure the grad class won't forget you either.

Hardly a day goes by when Valdine doesn't saunter into the common room singing at the

top of her voice, with high heels and half eaten chocolate bar: "I'm on a diet, really!"

Trinity Western College awaits the Swan Tornado; her compassionate and understanding

nature is enough to knock anybody over. In ten years, Valdine, you'll look back at SMU
when you've got four kids and a family dog and you'll laugh. Good luck Val, but you won't

need it because you're a very special person. All my love.
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Toby Sykes

Toby, and lo his close friends - Tubs, has been a irue ambassador from England on a

E.S.U. Scholarship lo SMU for ihis pasi year. This old C hellonian has been a valuable

alhlete lo Ihc school, playing lor ihe Mrsi W and ihe lirst XI cricket learn. His marvellous
prel'eclship in School House earned him ihe lille as one of l.H-l.'s "Chaps"! Allhough his

academics were nol of number one importance, his maturity in class was much enjoyed by
everyone, especially in Mr. Marchand's English and I.H-L's History set. We will never

forget the moment when he announced in chapel that his favourite colour was
"YELLOW!" or perhaps the time he exposed himself to 7-elcvcn and MacD's so as to help

fund his future travels. But above all, "iron belly Sykes" will be honoured for years to

come by the members of the Castaways club lor his truly outstanding performance at the

Globe after a rugby match up at Port Alberni. His popularity rose considerably throughout
the year, along with his natural ability to party! Therefore, it would seem fit just to say that

he has had a very eventful and experiencing year. If he ever returns to England after his trip

around the States in the summer, he plans to read law at Bristol University. Take care Tubs,
but please watch out for those ferocious dishwashers in the future!

Arif Tajdin

Better known as "Peugeot" (ask Peter) Arf, the King of Zenouls probab'y taught more
than he learned here at SMU. For one thing he demonstrated that clothing your body could
be an art and that Polo underwear is better than fig-leaves. He is a very wise man and one
of his philosophical sayings which he usually muttered before classes was: "To sleep or not

to sleep, what is the excuse?" Arif always sees life as colourful and fun, for how could it be
otherwise seen through "Vuarnet" lenses? His duties as an International House senior did

leach him one thing: the entire list of videos ever published somewhere between 1953 and
1986. Besides windsurfing like a pro, horse-riding like a Moghul, embarrassing Boris

Becker and skiing like a ... fa gene, Arif really showed Victoria what squash is all about.

Either breaking hearts with Niko, raiding classy boutiques or speaking French with Nick,
his easy success was hard to understand. But when you could catch him, usually in a

horizontal position, he would gladly explain and make it all sound so. easy: "Party's the

name; Business the game!" Arif is having an affair with "Lady Luck" so we'll just say:

"You made '85-'86 a great year! See you at Maxime's. "El en avant la musique!"

Michael Talbot

Michael "Gu-Gu-Gu" Zolian Blaquiere Talbol (the truth has finatiy been revealed) will be remembered for his love of

punishment. After suffering through the Sayward Forest and twelve years of SMU, Mike has siill managed to maintain

some level of sanity (though his recent "voluntary" entrance into the army shows that it is quickly decreasing). Mike's

athletic accomplishments include playing on the badmmton team and attending aerobics classes. Mike and Lorien were

often seen on the badminton courts on Wednesday afternoons, trying to determine Ihe badminton champion of the

Universe (and Mike's brief encounter with the S-D. almost lost it for him, too!). However, Mike also likes to take guick

breathers from his life of punishment: Mike's favourite pastime seems to be watching movies with M.H and A.M. at

three in the morning (his all time favourite is Kiss in Central Park). Despite his grade one pledge to become a dentist with

JOB. Mike plans to spend the neM year as an ESU scholar (?!) at Tonbridge School \shere he will be able lo show off his

mathematical skills, his "SUPER" rugby talent and his excellence in "mass debating" (he will also be able to get away
Irom his darling brother). Mike will always be fondly remembered tor his constant and everlasting convulsions in class,

his attempts at looking dignified while being body-checked in chapel and his demotion for the Talisman. Mike's parting

i-omments will most likely be ihe same ones he started SMU with: "gimme f is e. aaa> dynomitel"

Meg Tassie

When you see a bright yellow gortex coat and a Hash of red hair, you can be sure thai Meg
is close at hand. A native Victorian, she came to SMU in gr. 10 after a long and prosperous

career at Norfolk House. Meg is the original "master debater" and a keen Youth
Parliamentarian (as she will surely tell you!). Meg's major achievements over the past year

have been organizing the Commonwealth Conference, participating in the National

Debating Championship, and convincing Lorien to ride her bike to school, the latter of

which was by far the most challenging. While she is not running cross-country, Meg enjoys

other forms of transportation - she has even been seen masquerading as a hood ornament.

Meg likes to set her own fashion trends, such as "sheep-dog look" hairstyle and the "one-

leg-up-one-down" pant style (particularly suitable for beachwear or chasing kites into the

ocean). Meg's house is home to unique forms of entertainment including dinner parties,

"couch" parties, "charades - in -the-early-morning" parties. Meg plans to spend next year

in England as an ESU scholar perfecting the fine arts of Calculus. English Lit; and
(Hopefully), Speling.
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David Tebby

David has been a patriotic member of SMU for five years. In this time, he has dabbled in

French and Enghsh drama (ask him about the gallows), he has written x + y/(e-2) math
competitions, he has swam up and down the West coast trail beside his canoe, and he has

supported nearly every SMU school team - partaking in rugby and other recreational

sports. (One might, in particular, mention his particular devotion to the SENIOR GIRLS
basketball team, mightn't one?). About David, one thing is sure, if he is not at school, he is

washing dishes in his sleep. Among his more "rememberable" memories (at least those fit

for public consumption) is the Kamikaze portage, his art (right Martin?), organized notes,

slave day, and his annoying addiction to THE POLICE. David, therefore leaves us with

one last lyric . . .

Do I have to tell the story Of a thousand rainy days

Since we first met

It's a big enough umbrella

Getting wet.

Good luck at UVic David - watch out for French cheese!

!

But it's always me that ends up

Richard Thomas

The story of the quiet "God-child" who made an uncannily deep mark on the life of SMU
is difficult to understand. He was never seen at work and got everything done. He taught

the teachers patience and got their affection. He worked anything out of amazing situations

and gave an unforgettable definition to the word ESU. Richard could be seen droping out

of an airplane, windsurfing, skiing, sailing, travelling, eating, and with a lot of luck, in

tutorial. But he was always seen enjoying. The very best of luck to someone who won't
need it. SMU salutes you, the ghost in the machine.

Wes Thorpe

At the school since Grade 7, Beak's proudest achievements include being a charter member
of the Smokin' Six Percent ("Spare one?" to T.C., D.W.. M.R., J.D., K.S.. and P.V.).

"Spare SOU for coffee?" was another favourite. In all fairness, though. West did have

heavy costs; trenchcoats are e.xpensive and he kept a contingent of part-time chauffeurs so

he wouldn't have to bother with a Driver's Licence. After experiencing the psychological

effects of Bingo, Wes decided to attend U-Vic to study Psychology. Auf Wiedersehen,

Roomie.

Scott Tong

Scott has been a respectable member of the S.M.U. community for four memorable years.

He is noted for his achievement in badminton, both on the court as well as off (for how
many times has he com.plained that he should be playing?!). Scott is also known for his

fantastic ability to confuse the strongest minded of professors. In ten short minutes, while

discussing both calculus hieroglyphics, as well as the most recent basketball game, Scott

would bring Mr. Greenwell to his knees! Then there was the "pink lady", one of Scott's

more intimate frustrations (as foetal pigs go). Then the devious "3" that Scott could never

quite get right. He is proud of his career as sports manager (he now knows the com-
binations to two more locks in the world!) He will never forget the ups, downs, gripes, and
complaints that he shared with selective members of the 'diner's club' (or should that be the

'diner's club' will never forget?!). It has been four full years of academic devotion,

friendship and fun, and enough tongfoolery to bring the house down. On the road of life,

this one is as crazy as they come (especially if the road is wrong and leads to Point Roberts!

)
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Greg Tooke

Greg Tooke stepped of a plane from Uirmiiigham, Rngland, at Vancouver International

Airport four years ago with one ques.ion predonunant in his mind, "what am I doing

here?" Although Cireg never fully answered this question, he formed lasting friendships

and found his own place while attending SMU., first as a boarder and then as a dayboy.

Greg was known for his often deliberate and frank remarks, (whether they were asked for

or not) hut underlying were his best qualities of sensitivity, ihoughtfulness and individuality

which set him apart from the crowd. Who could possibly forget Greg's very, very bright

burgundy shoes? Although Greg's hair colour never reached burgundy, it seemed to be a

different shade every week to the point when nobody in the common room noticed until

Greg would practically leap up and announce his "new look". We'll probably never know
what Greg's natural hair colour is!! He also became notorious for his frequent trips to

Muffin Break where all the waitresses knew Greg by name and learned to bring out another

crate of butter from storage when they saw his coming, much to the Sex Goddess's disgust

(alias V.S.). During grade twelve, Greg became a Canadian citizen which is a good thing

because rumor has it that his British Passport had found other subterranean uses!! Greg
plans to go on to IVIcGill University next September after spending a month in Europe this

summer, and all of our best wishes and affections go with him.

Lotus Vermeer

Lotus tied her mare up to SMU's hitching post in Grade 10. Nearly three years on. she

hasn't made it on time to two classes in a row. Although dedicated to her schoolwork,

Lotus' greatest contribution has been outside the classroom: a flawless floutist and vicious

soccer player, as well as being a Walk on the West-Sider. "Could you please be quiet?"

resounded through chapel all through Grade 12. She won't forget breaking muffins with

K.M. and L.G. and Mr. Mac's "Your peanut brittle is in the mail." Her infamous Grade

12 hen party will always be remembered; hair in rags, pizza, and "When is T.C. going to

show up?". An incredible little ski-bunny, she & T.C. tore ahead at a breakneck pace to

prepare the chalet. She never could convert her dearly beloved to health, but she had fun

trying (an apple a day) Her favourite Grade 12 question was "What's Fred doing there?"

She rides off into the sunset towards Montreal, but if the snow hits too soon she'll stop at

Saskatoon. "Au revoir, ma chere lapine, je t'embrace!"

Richard Vida

Richard, affectionately known as "Porous Maximus," "Commander Nandor", and, of

course, "Dicky", was a lifter at SMU. Rick will always be remembered for his car ("trust

me, the engine's just gotta warm up"), his transcendental poetry interpretations, and his

dirty knees. A closet ninja. Rick's physical ability did help him in rugby, but not in his

junior school fight with M.T. As a student, his favourite remark was "Hey, that's easy!"

but, unfortunately, he could rarely find the marks to back him up. Richard could always be

found in the smokehole or at Tom's H.O.P., and, if anyone should seek him in the future,

they should probably try Maiko Gardens, where he will be candlelight-dining with his girl,

Nat. So, what does the future hold for this illustrious Grad? Probably U-Vic or Queen's,

although his lifelong dream was to study at Howard Johnson's. Good Luck, Dicky!

John Watts

Here's Johny, our alarming G.Q. dollboy from somewhere near San Francisco (no one's

quite sure where). John could usually be found sinking his tooth into hamburgers in foreign

Macdonalds or pricing pet food in 7-11, and was sometimes even entertained by in-

ternational salesmen in prestigious Vancouver menswear stores. He will always be

remembered for his adept ability at closing garage doors, working jelly bean machines, and

applying shaving cream. When not searching for the ultimate R.H. device, Doll Boy was

either travelling to Mt. W. in a state of shock or moving furniture at a somewhat slower

pace. John's future plans are to attend the U.B.C. BBQ Chicken School of Cooking, but he

will probably end up becoming a lawyer due to his unequalled understanding of penal

servitude. He will then buy up the 7-11 chain and restore the price of pet food to an af-

fordable level. Just remember to stay away from J.G.'s milkshakes! Best of luck in future,

J.W.!
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Darren Webb

Yes, Derwood, there is a groovy town. Ciao, baby.

Meris Williams

Meris, Meri-loo, Bigbird. Morris or Miss E. (or E.M.) - whichever you know her as. began grade ten ai SMU wiihout (can

you imagine?!) her BMW (handles included), but did bring with her the things for which she is most infamous: her

basketball and her wall*., She and Jane took SMU to the B C.'s 2 out of 3 years and finally made the provincials ("we are

human too. you know!") But she also took on drama, choir, vocal jazz, volunteer work, and other athletics, of course

She's known for her undying fascination for her hair in Lit., hiccups in English, "p-pounding". being a (former')

Duranie "Three in the key L,B.". losing her shoes (and her lines) in W,S,S., I.R., her antics with AH-, J.L.. N.D. and

G.I., adventures at Club Cal, sleeping in the T.S ("bucket??" - P.P.) and themidifectib voibs in hairy dog French,

"P.H.". (as she is also known), and elite member of the Piit Meadows 5 and the IBTC will remember toothpaste in the

drone zone, Quik Fes; ("but I jusi want to sit and TALK to someone!"), VO. the Worm on Roger's lawn. Bob the

sleeping bag (ho! ho! ho!), hot tubs and paranoia ("get your sea-weedy arms off me!") and sticking her foot in her mouth

constantly, She can still occasionally be heard singing "Rubber Ducky" with her cigar smoking WIT crowd and fondly

remembers being the only girl in her Camp Thunderbird group. She hasn't forgotten her prefect duties since October, bui

her car keys haven't been half as lucky! Looking ahead, Meri-loo's aim is to play "ball" for Toronto or. failing that enter

a possible modelling career (ha!). Whatever, whenever, from Elton John to Dire Straits it's been an experience, "Happy

Life" Morns, and remember beastiality's best!
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Hippi Day
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Ballroom Dancing

This year the members of the grad class met in Brown
Hall once a week to master the fine art of ballroom

dancing. Mr. Jones, our learned mentor, endeavored

to teach us dance steps such as the waltz, the Fox

Trot and the Gay Gordon. We hoped to master those steps by the end of the year to impress our parents at the

grad ball. By continually circling from left to right, we managed to avoid any serious collisions as most of us

were too busy concentrating on our feet to watch where we were going. All in all, it was a lot of fun and many
thanks to Mr. Jones for coming every week to teach us.

Toga Day

'ii^^J—- la
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Skip Day

The early hours of the morning ot May 30 saw some ralher ridiculous and unusual

changes to SMU. The chapel was filled with a colourful array of helium balloons and

Brown Hall was temporarily moved onto the roof. Early morning breakfasters at

Brown Hall discovered a SQUID floating in the juice dispenser and parents and teachers

alike were slowed down by the presence of a rather large bus blocking the driveway. The

graduating class would like to thank Mr. and Mrs. Hulko and Shelley

for bravely undertaking the whole lot of us at their fantastic house

during the day and Mr. and Mrs. Keene and Jocelyn for hosting the

nocturnal activities.
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In Loving Memory

There are not many first-rate School Chaplains in the

world. They have to do much more than merely give

addresses or lead prayers in the morning assembly, or

take Sunday services for the boarders of their

denomination. That is perhaps the easiest part of their

job.

First and foremost, a good School Chaplain has to

preach by example: he has to be a role model, an

exemplar of his Christian faith. (Who was it who said,

"I can't hear what you say because what you are is

shouting in my ears"?)

Terence Davies' pupils listened to him because they

knew him to be a man of deep and genuine convictions,

. a caring, thoughtful and sympathetic individual in

whom they could trust and confide. His concern for

others shone through in everything he did.

As an English teacher, for instance, Terence Davies was

noted for his regular and frequent setting of essays and

for his meticulously written comments and corrections.

Always he was encouraging. He knew that only by writing could young people learn to write. Terence's family,

who saw him evening after evening and on weekends marking English essays, knew just how much that work

entailed. To Terence Davies, it was a labour of love.

His pupils may never have realized the long hours he devoted also to the preparation of his lessons but the>

appreciated the results, just as they appreciated that, however busy, he always had time to listen. He became for

many of his students at SMU a true friend, always firm in his own principles and beliefs, but never judgmental.

SMU is blessed with a multi-talented staff and Terry fitted that mold by being also a fine athlete. For years he

coached the junior girls' field hockey team and he died only four days before he was to set off with his team,

during his Easter holidays, for a tour of the British Isles.

By his colleagues, Terry was admired for his quiet integrity, his kindliness, humour and wit. He had a rare ability

to deflate pomposity with an amusing aside and always with a twinkle in his eye. He was neser puffed up or the

hero of his own anecdotes.

In his dealings with young people, and in handling the stresses and strains of schoolmastering, Terry was im-

mensely fortunate to have a stable and happy home. He and his wife, Barbara, only last year celebrated their

twenty-fifth wedding anniversary by taking a trip together through France and the Mediterranean. Their three

children, Briony, Hali and Simon, all now young adults and all graduates of SMU, are a credit to them both.

All of us at SMU feel that to have known, to have worked with or to have been taught by Terence Da\ies, was a

rare privilege. The school, and all associated with it during the last ten years ha\e been blessed by that

association. He will be sorely missed but he has left a deep and lasting impression on many lives.

John Schaffter, Headmaster
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Eric Randall, Michael lalhoi, Lisa

Gacde, Bdsy Donald, Lawrence

Leake, Lotus Vcrmeer

Chapel Wardens Lotus

Vermeer, Betsy Donald,

Miehael Talbot, Lawrence

Leake, Eric Randal and

Verger Lisa Gaede assisted

Reverend Davies by we

coming guests, quieting the

students and handing out

Chapel Supplements at special

services (Thanksgiving,

Remembrance Day, Carol

Service). This year's wardens

were thankful to have been

able to serve under the fine

guidance of Reverend T.

Davies.

Chapel Wardens
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Student Council

B.R.: A. Moore, D. Turko, A. Greig, G. Slady, R. Schutte, B. Donald, C. Purves, V. Vass, J. Cane M.R.: E. McLeish, Mr. Murcoch, Mr.
Schaffter, S. Jessiman, G. Morewood, M. Tassie F.R.: M. Kasapi, C. Ryan, J. Petzing, C. Brown, J. Wale, L. Bradbury

This year's student council suffered a sad

loss in March with the untimely death of

Rev. T. Davies, its chairman. His fine

qualities and leadership will indeed be

missed.

The student council met regularly

throughout the year: its purpose, to act as

a means of providing the student body
with the opportunity to make suggestions

for the betterment of the students and the

school. The range of ideas was broad,

from suggestions for improving facilities

on campus to thoughts on how our school

could help others in the community less

fortunate than ourselves.

Appreciation is due to the representatives

from each grade who gave their time on
behalf of their fellow students.

Keith Murdoch (Student Council

Chairman)
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Prefects

B.R.: J. Hann, G. Stady, R. Schutte, L. Leake, J. Latham, J. Howard, P. Ewart, N. Chambers, A. Holmes, L. Chui, S. MitcheM, B.

Donald M.R.: V. Swan, L. Vermeer, K. McCulloch, L. Gaede, M. Williams, A. Moore, E. McLeish, Mr. Schaffter, S. Jessiman, G.

Morewood, T. Sykes, J. Rees, G. Dry F.R.: M. Talbol, E. Randall, D. Eng, P. Armitage, D. Lim, M. Jung, B. Kelly

Under the direction of Mr. Gardiner and the Head Students, the day

prefects had the duties of collecting lunch tickets, supervising early prep

and detentions and trying to make people stick relatively close to the

dress code. The boarding prefects basically had the duty of tucking

School House and Harvey House boys and girls in bed at night and

waking them up in the morning. They also had to supervise evening prep.

Grade 9 Monitors

A monitor system was introduced

this year by Mr. Faulkner (Head of

the Middle School). Cathy Juricic,

Marina Kasapi, James Moore,

Ashley Highton and James Stone

were the grade nines chosen to

enforce proper dress code, watch

for rough-housing in the halls and

generally keep an eye on the lower

grades.

C. Juricic, J. Stone, Mr. Faulkner, A.

Highton, M. Kasapi, J. Moore
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Halloween

At Halloween, SMU held its annual costume contest. It

was a tough decision, but it was finally made: the best

costume award went to Nick Chambers as "God". The
second best of the same category went to Miss Hyde
(our trusty physics and astronomy teacher) for her

depiction of "something from somewhere". Andrew
Greig and Paul Stapleton won the most creative award
(as two bunches of grapes) and James Latham was
second as the big red tomato.



Debating

B.R.: M. Talbot, B. Farrell, M. Goodenough, G. Mehl, T. Worsley, C. McCune, G. Morley, P. Hulme, K. Wand, B. Kelcey, K. Gunther,

B. Archer, C. Boehringer F.R.: S. Leach, C. Cooper, J. Howard, E. Lee, M. Tassie, Mr. Featherstone, S. Ramji, D. Longridge, J. Ford, N.

Dong, J. Cane.

The debating team had another tremendous season this year. The first tournament was the

Newman F.LS.A. which was held at York House in Vancouver. It involved all the independent

schools in the province. In the senior division .lennifer Howard was the top senior debater and the

team of Meg Tassie and Emil Lee was the second place team of two. In addition Meg Tassie was

the runner up senior debater. In the junior division Salim Ramji was the top junior debater and

David Longridge was runner up. The team of Salim Ramji and DSvid Longridge was the top team

of two. David Longridge was runner-up and Jason Ford was third in the individual category. The
next event was the Ravenshurst competition which involved all schools on Vancouver Island. It

was held in Nanaimo in November. Chris Cooper was the top affirmative debater; the team of

Meg Tassie and Chris Cooper was second overall and the team of Eniil Lee and Nonalee Dong was

fourth overall. In the junior division Salim Ramji was second; Jason Ford was fourth and David

Longridge was fifth. The team of Salim Ramji and David Longridge was first. At the Regional

Championships, which is the qualifying tournament for the Provincial Championships, Chris

Cooper was third and Meg Tassie was fourth. In addition we had the third and fourth place teams

of four. Of the twenty senior debators who were chosen to represent the region al the Provincial

Championships Jennifer Howard, Meg Tassie, Emil Lee, Nonalee Dong, Chris Cooper, Susan

Leach, Jacqueline Cane, Calvin Wong and Bert Archer were all chosen. In the Junior Division

SMU won all the first six places; we won the first, second and fourth teams of four and Salim

Ramji, David Longridge. Jason Ford, Gareth Morely, Paul Hulme, Brian Kelcey, Kirsten

Gunther, Chris Boehringer, Aly Hirji, Todd Worsley and Kelly Wand were all in the top twenty

and were chosen to go to the Provincials. We qualified more debaters, both junior and senior,

than any other school in the province! At the Provincial Championships SMU was chosen to

represent the Province at the National Seminar for the seventh year in a row: Meg Tassie was top

in her region and third in the Province. In the Junior Division Salim Ramji was the top debater in

the province and the team of Jason Ford and Salim Ramji was the top junior team. In addition to

these "standard" competitions, and SMU student, Jennifer Howard was chosen to represent the

province at the National Public Speaking competition in Winnipeg. It involved appro.ximately

fifty debaters from across Canada and Jennifer was fifth in Persuasive Speaking and eighth

overall. In May, Meg Tassie competed in the National Debating Competition in Halifa.x placing

second in Canada and first in British Columbia!

While the performance of the senior team was e.xeniplary, it was the junior team which outdid

themselves this year. They won the Newman F.LS.A., Ravenshurst, the Regionals, and the

Provincials: a perfect record! This depth will stand us in good stead for the next few years. Well

done everybody!



Student Commonwealth Conference
B.R.: C. Wong, D. Longridge, S.

Ramji, E. Lee, T. Fleck, B. Archer,

M. Talbot F.R.: E. Randall, B.

Donald, Mr. Murdoch, Mr. Williams,

M. Tassie, A. Moore

The Fifth Annual Vancouver Island Student Commonwealth Conference took

place over the winter term long weekend. The 36 participants were from public

and private schools from Victoria and Nanaimo. The agenda items concerned

health, militarism, and the role of youth in Africa. A few of the highlights

were Eric Randal's International Game", Betsy Donald's firm control of the

meetings and "the war", as well as the impromptu speaking competition

which more than lived up to its name. Though Betsy Donald won one of the

places at the National Student Commonwealth Conference, she, like several

students from other schools, was unable to go. However, SMU did not go
unrepresented as Tracy Fleck and Emil Lee both went to the Nationals. As in

past years, Mr. Williams' help was greatly appreciated; with his retirement, the

character of the conference will change. Next year, the task of organizing will

pass to Emil Lee and Mr. Murdoch, who will be able to make next year's

conference as great a success as the organizing committee of Betsy Donald,

Susan Leach, Andrew Moore and Eric Randal did this year.

Student Chairman
Meg Tassie

Commonwealth Essay Prize Winners
B.R.: Mr. Murdoch, C.

Broun, G. Dunbar, S.

Bradbury, G. Leeming, A.

Behennah, N. Jones F.R.: K.

Gunther, K. Ward (Firsi prize.

Group B), G. Damant (Second

prize. Group B), R. Curran

(Second Prize, Group C)
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Dance Committee
Gordon Morcv\oo(J, Jane Recs,

Richard Schulle, Daine

Murphy, Rob Donian, Betsy

Donald, Slaccy .lessinuin,

Grelchen Ladd, Shannon
Berhn

The Dance Committee, made up of students from grades 8-12, got together to plan and organize

school dances. Unfortunately, we were only able to have two dances this year. We could say the first

dance was somewhat of a learning experience for the Dance Committee but our second dance with

the theme of 'Beach Night' was very successful.

Computer Science Monitors

fi: ^- .A,.

Chris Dunlop, Rob Doman,
Tim Cashion, Michael Hughes,

Mr. Gary Laidlaw

'i

\

The computer science lab was open during lunchtimes this year due to the efforts of the above. 1 wish to thank

them on behalf of the many students who appreciated their efforts.
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The Robertson II

How can one talk of the famous Robertson II without

mentioning the anchor watches, the dizzying height of

the masts, the superb cuisine, the ever forgiving ever

patient crew , the evening sing-song, the joys of soaking

in cold sah water (courtesy of the sea), the skipper who
never seemed to rest, and Karen, the watch leader who
never lost her temper. However, in memory of the trip, 1

shall include the song that was sung on the last night.

The Ship Full of Surprises

There is a boat in Victoria

They call the Robertson II

And you can get wet and scrub the decks

And get up at half past two

The skipper is a crusty S.A.L.T.

And seems to know the best rain

And next time we leave Victoria's shores

We're sure to go by plane

The ship is full of unv\ashed souls

And that, I'm afraid, includes you

And if you get up in the morning

There might be a surprise for you

The cook can cook amazing things

Their stroganoff was known through the land

But one thing they never cooked at all

Was mutton, sheep or lamb

The crew was frankly brilliant

At night they'd strum and they'd sing

All but Andy and his whistle

Who couldn't manage a thing

The girls were rarely ever seen

They spent all day in their beds

The boys would be straining at the ropes

Whilst some would be locked in the loo

And now the trip is nearly done

And now we're on our way home
We'd like to thank all of those

Who made this trip so much fun
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Ski Trips

This year, as in past years, students spent many
weei<ends on fun and adventurous ski trips. Si<i

resorts sucli as Bai<er, Wliistier-Blackconib and
Wasliingion were plagued by SMU skiers on a

regular basis. And if Mr. Piete needed a break, the

dedicated skiers among us organized ski trips

themselves and it was back to the slopes.

A special congratulation must be given to the ESU
students, who had never seen snow before and at-

tended almost every trip. Many thanks go to Mr.
Piete and the teachers who helped him take us skiing

all those weekends and who were so patient and calm
when dealing with all the problems that faced them.



Japanese Visit

^ "Sr
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In March, 12 Japanese students from Victoria's twin city, Morioka, stayed with host families from
SMU for two and a half weeks. During that time, they were introduced to Mayor Gretchen Brewin
and toured Victoria on the Piete bus. Everybody who acted as a host thought the students were great

and really enjoyed having them here. Following their stay in Victoria, they flew to Toronto and then
back home to Japan.
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International House

Life in Iniernational House has been very pleasant ihis year tor all concerned. This assessment is not just the product of the imagination of a
sentimental old Housemaster who is retiring in a feu weeks time, I can assure you. Having a team of well-motivated and energetic Assistant
Housemasters has helped. Sure, ihey dash off lo play rugby at the drop of a hat and see that their university disciplines are well taken care,

hut they put the same drive into the affairs of the House, and the same sincerity and caring. I've been delighted with my devout staff and for

the best of reasons.

The prefects under "Gentleman George"' have been splendid. Their approach has been essentially low-key, yet the delegated responsibility

and the House lines of communication have been most productive. With an eye not dimmed with time, but rather made more perceptive. I

think, I have noticed the next generation of House leaders is developing particularU well. The coming year, under the direction of the new
Dean of Residence, and House .Master of International House, Mr. Peter Tongue, looks very promising in all directions, staff, prefects and,
equally as important, the sheer decency and straightforwardness of the students.

The House has been a happy comfortable sort of place, a home lor 75 "chaps"
which has been remarkably self-regulating a lot of the time. A few adjustments had
10 be made in the "early days", something which is indeed standard operating

procedure. Great, and I am sure lasting friendships have sprung up and grown
stronger. An increasing number of boarders from the Senior House have become
mvolved with music, choir, cycling, horse riding, acting, the martial arts, baseball

and cricket. This contrasts \er> forwardiv from even just a lew years back when the

lockstep of rugby (much of it vastly inferior in spirit and skill compared with today!)

seemed to blot out everything else in the boarders' young lives.

Christmas came and went, with a lot of fun for all. My doggerel about Santa's

supernumerary eleves seemed well received. This time no single member of the

House was without "a mention" however llectingl Da\id Crossley obliged with

beard bells and sack of goodies.

Thank you to everyone for a good year and this includes Jim our janitor. Irwin.

Tom. Mrs Bo, Marlene. VVendie. Louise, Jerry, Lynne, Tammv, Cliff Smith and
Co., friends who forgave us our trespasses and helped us in our constant needs.

Internationals, Olel and "labadabadoo again.

Douglas J. Williams MA (0\0\) F.R.S.

Housemaster
Deputv Headmaster (Residence)
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En Partant

Thank you Lisa and the Vear Book team for yoin invitation to say a tew words as 1 move on and up the tiill

. . . though not over it I hope! My fourteen years association with St. Michaels University School (1972-

1986) was, by all and any standards, busy, varied and totally absorbing. "Never a dull moment" is indeed

and apt way to describe it and with real chums like Chris Pollard, Charles Burch and my dear wife Dickie

at my side, 1 was able to survive, and perversely, with a smile.

The students were the best part! Working, living, playing and Just being among the "young beauties" and

the "hairy dogs" made up for everything else, for it is among the girls and boys, boarders and others alike

that 1 found the greatest sincerity and honest affection. 1 tried always to return these things. "Good luck

and may God bless you all."

Douglas J. Williams MA (O.XON) F.R.S.

Deputy Headmaster



School House

It has been a most interesting year for sixty boys in School House. With a new
housemaster, there has been the odd confusion and a few scrapes, but also

much hilarity and, overall, a predominant tone of good natured tolerance.

The usual array of festivities and contests have come and gone. The external

judges pronounced the "Air Band" a success; the Mastermind and Ping-Pong

tournaments drew a flock of entries, the Iron-Man didn't. The House Grade

8's played a Challenge Cup competition against Shawnigan - a great evening of

indoor soccer, basketball and Reach for the Top. The School House Talent

Show unearthed some brilliant performers.

Many thanks to a hard working and talented House staff - Messrs Yorath,

Walsh and Holmes and also to "Prof" Eng, leaving in June to further his

studies at university in Ontario.

To the prefects - thanks also for your time and assistance. Richard Schutte,

Lawrence Leake, James Latham and Mark Jung were joined by two ESU
"scholars", Peter Ewart and Toby Sykes, and all helped keep the boys on the

straight and narrow.

It has been a refreshing year. Indeed, "chaps, chaps" it has been "more than

good enough"!



Harvey House Girls

Harvey House 1985/86 promised to be a great year right from

the beginning. We welcomed five new grade tens, one new grade

eleven and two new grade twelves. The arrival of this basketball

generation gave us all something to look forward to.

I'm sure we'll never forget the panty raid dilemma caused by our

beloved grade twelves on skip day. Some of our famous

quotations:

"Does anyone have a taxi chit?"

"What am I going to wear?"

"Can I borrow. .
."

"Does anyone have any food?"

The overall participation, whether in seriousness or in fun was

outstanding. With ups and downs throughout the year, we all

made it through as a family and each of us will go away with our

own special memories.

A special thanks to the 1985/86 prefects (Lisa, Kara, Sheena,

Lynne, Angela and Jennifer) for keeping us under control.

TOGA!

I



Harvey House Boys'

A wonderfully mellow group. This year has been one of quiet activity:

computer evenings, Mt. Tolmie forays, weekend movies and camp
trips on magical Chatham Island.

The Boys have represented their school in basketball, soccer, gym-

nastics, rugby. Many of them were in the Robin Hood musical (who

will forget "Houman", the tree with glasses) and all performed in the

orchestra.

Talented, kind young men one and all. Special mention must be made

of Charli von Maldeghen who epitomised the brotherhood that

boarding is all about.

Sincere thanks for wonderful care to House staff: Mr. Goodwin, Mr.

Nahhas, Ms. Keziere and prefects Chris Avery, Paul Stapleton and to

all the special young men of gr. 7 who taught me so much, good luck

next year in School House.

Merell Harlow

Senior Resident
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we are many-faceted in ourselves

though we know it to be true

we can't consider for others

and for that we suffer much
1 am a boy, a man, a Icing, and a slave

I'm cruel and kind and bitter and passionate.

My life is many, so why isn't his?

the answer is: his is.

I saw a man a while ago

his ideas were not my own
1 never thought that those were not the only thoughts he owned
I have opinions, they vary now and then

so why can't theirs do the very same thing?

the answer is: they can.

I can't permit those not like me
to enter my sequestered life

but what I'm not seeng, when I think these things

those people are just like me.

Bert Archer

Grade 12
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The Voices

This is my world - the voices are whal ciel'inc mc, and what isolaie mo. I live in ihc sludge brown whirlpool, alone wilh the

voices. They whirl slowly above, around and below me. I cannot fall, yet nothing stipporls me. I see the laces all the time,

distorted, long and wide, drawn between the separator lines. These laces are the voice source.

The voices are my walls, which I try to get through. Now and then 1 succeed, and it's an icy scrape into the next whorl, and it's

usually empty and full of wistful echoes. I met another once: a girl, but she had a mad, hunted look in her eyes, and melted

into the wall of twisted faces. 1 can use the \oices' words, but they say simple repelelive things, and I miss the pattern. The
words are mine, the meaning theirs and both are our walls. 1 have changed, but the voices remain the same. When 1 was

younger, uncountable non-tiine gone, they were as they are now. The voices echo, virbrate, chatter, howl and moan, and leave

me lost and lifelessly lonely. I don't want to fade into them, but I ask myself who or what enjoys more? Whatever the voices

are or myself? Sometime, I know I will become one of the wailing faces. This is my world - and my fate.

Christopher Stolz

Grade 12

Eulogy

Someone who loves makes life much more than not being stone cold dead. Death makes love's duration shorter, but far

more intense. True life is like the light of brilliant firework blasting into the night sky. One part of the .scintillating circle of

light burns more brightly than its fellows and falls too quickly down to the black ground. Bui the still floaing fire ring

comes closer together and burns more brightly thereby, yet it too ends it sickle shaped llight as cold, black embers. Gravity

and darkness take all. and bring all down to a dull average. The average, on the other side as well, conquers all, over and

over. Gravity's scythe curve slashes everything to an eventual nothing, but only slightly bends bright light.

When its yellow lamps are gone, life is loveless, life goes on. Life goes on, but fireworks memories burn like infinite can-

dles. A smile or a moment of music become glimmers that live and bring love, if only in tleetng fitful dreams on windy

nights. Everything falls to fragments, but the light can endure as long as someone watches it.

* Christopher Stolz

Grade 12
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f For Christine

Your smiling face I won't forget

Your courage everyday

Your selflessness, belief and hope

With us will always stay.

f-

i cry because my mind's confused

It all seems so unfair

How one so young, so full of life

Had so much pain to bear.

And yet, I know if you were here

You'd smile and then you'd say

Don't worry - go on - enjoy your life

I'll be back with you some day.

And so your smile I won't forget

You gave the greatest gift

Your life, your love, your happiness

Our hearts and minds will lift.

'i
Stacey Jessiman

Gr. 12
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Senior Stage Band
B.R.: M. Strange, D. Un-
derwood, J. Beaver, A.

Highton, S. Lundgren, I. Ball,

D. Proctor, A. Finall, D.

Geronazzo, S. Davis, P. White,

Miss Thompson F.R.: J. Wale,

B. Middleton, S. Sargent, M.
Kasapi, B. Jubb, A. Gordon,

L. Hammersley, 1. Parish, C.

Juricic, K. Schmidt

The SMU Early Birds (so called for their pre-dawn Tuesday practice sessions), also known as "Mr. McKay and

the Stage Band" continued to add to their list of successes.

In the fall term, they received a favourable rating at the West Coast Jazz Festival. In April, they were given an

"excellent" mark in the Greater Victoria Music Festival.

They also played for the Parent-Teacher Art and Music Evening and participated in the SMU Spring Concert.

Undoubtedly, their biggest gig of the year was performing at the first annual Parent's Dance on May 3.

Band members are hoarding their money and dusting off their suitcases in anticipation of their tour to Japan

scheduled for Spring, 1987, and their performance at EXPO 86 in September.

The calibre of the 1985/86 Orchestra ab-

solutely overwhelmed Miss Thompson. In

only her second season of "orchestrating"

she was able to hold auditions for this

talented group. Their main pieces include

Eine Kleine Nacht Musik and Beethoven's

Egmont, which were eventually recorded in

the January concert.

Their season ended in the second term when
the members followed their various paths to

the Senior Brass Ensemble, Junior Orchestra

and Grade 8/9 Concert Band. It should be

noted that although cordially declining, the

SMU orchestra was invited to play at EXPO
86 in September. Like a great proportion of

the music department, the orchestra awaits

the proposed SMUsic tour '87.

Senior Orchestra
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Junior Music
Full Concert Band

B.R.: M. Stranyc, D.

Underwood, .1. Ik'avcr, S.

Lundgreii, A. Highlon, 1.

Ball, D. I'roctoi, A. FInall,

D. Geroiiazzo, S. Davis, P.

White M.R.: Miss Thom-
pson, V. Field, S. Evans, A.

Gordon, L. Hammcrsley, 1.

Parish, J. Williams, G.

Dunbar, A. Behennah, J.

Berry, P. Kayal F.R.: B.

Prael, J. Wale, B. Mid-

dlelon, M. Kasapi, D.

Sargent, B. Jubb, C.

Juricic, J. Hann, V.

Schmidt, S. Muzio

Fall Term, 1985, saw (he inauguration of a number of new SMUsic programs. Fortunately for the Junior members, two of the first creations

of maestros Thompson and McKay were the Grade 9 Stage Band and the Grade 9 Band.

The Grade 9 Stage Band, still in embryonic form, managed a chapel and festival performance, and will continue to practice busily for next

year, and for some, the Senior Stage Band.

Late in the winter term the Grade 9 Band metamorphosized into the Concert Band with the addition of a few Grade 8's, lO's, 1 1's and later

12's thrown in for good measure. The musicians in this group had heard rumours that they may be asked to perform al the closing day

ceremonies. After receiving second class honours in the Victoria Jazz Festival, they found these rumours verified!

As the year progressed, the aforementioned Concert Band produced some offspring, namely the Scarlatti Ensemble and the Gigue, both of

which will play in the GVMF with their parent Band. Additionally, a Grade 9 Canon in D and a Strings Ensemble played for the Parent-

Teacher An and Music Evening.

Having now their performing appetites whetted, the musicians of Grade 9 can't wait to see what heights they may scale in Grade 10.

Grade 9 Concert Band Grade 9 Stage Band

B.R.: C. Miller, T. Bevan, T. McCarthy, S. Lundgren, M. Adey
M.R.: P. White, P. Stapleton, I. Ball, J. Pengilly, N. Oliver F.R.: D.

Swan, H. Emerson, D. Freeman, G. Morrison, A. Greig, L. Warren,

M. McKay

B.R.: S. Lundgren, A. Highton, D. Underwood, J. Beaver, J.

Dryden M.R.: P. White, J. Moorman, A. Finall, D. Proctor, L
Ball, M. Strange, Mr. MacKay F.R.: C. Juricic, N. Magnus, R.

Potter, D. Klassen, S. Jackson, L. Hammersley, 1. Farish, A.

Gordon
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Junior Orchestra
Grade Eight Concert Band

B.ROW: S. Simson, C. Clarke, R.

Forbes, G. Clarke, M. Longridge, T.

Margison, V. Field, J. Pengilly, C.

Mckenzie, P. Kistoff, B. Davis M.ROW:
Mr Mckay, C. Hutchinson, M. Ben-

dickson, J. Pelzing, M. Verbruge, Miss

Thompson. F.ROW: S. Alford. A.

McNeilly, M. Wilson. T. Masuda, G.

teeming, T. Robb, A. Behennah, P.

Kayal, M. Bowers, A. Smith.

Grade 8 Stage Band

B.ROW: S. Simson, C. Clarke, R.

Forbes, E. Bashford, C. Dyson. M.ROW:
J. Pengilly, T. Margison, M. Longridge,

G. Clarke, G. Leeming, B. Davis, Mr.

Mckay. F.ROW: M. Bendickson, G.

Reilly, R. Marker, T. Cooper, J. Berry.

Grade 8 Quintet

Other distinguished ensembles included the grade

eight woodwind quintet, grade eight brass ensemble,

the Telemann ensemble, the Scarlatti ensemble, the

Rimsky-Korsakov ensemble, not to mention the

various soloists who dedicated their morning Chapel

services to the school's musical entertainment.
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Drama

B.R. R. Neroutsos, C. Dunlop, D. Tebby, D. Eng, M. Davies, V. Richards, Mr. R, Richards, E. McLeish, G. Tooke, J. Latham, B.

McLean, S. Smith, S. Capier. F.R. R. Curran, L. Vermeer, H. Davey, C. Cooper, M. Greene, N. Chambers, J. Champion, K. McCulloch,

J. Cane, A. Moore, S. Leach.

This year's major dramatic effort at SMU culminated in Mr. Richard's annual French play. However, it came as

a shock to all in February when members of the cast informed their prospective audience in a whisper and with a

wink: "But, shhh . . . it's actually in English!" "The Drunkard" or "Down With Demon Drink", as it is

otherwise known, was our first endeavor at melodrama - indeed it was an admirable endeavor at that. It was the

first appearance on SMU stage for both the heroine and the hero (played by Michelle Greene and Chris Cooper)
and they proved to be tremendously successful . . . the audience adored the amourous couple. But, by far, the

loudest cheers were for Andrew Moore as William Dowden who won hearts with exemplary ways and jolly

nature. The "boos" on the other hand went exclusively to the "nefarious" Nick Chambers who played a

stunning Mr. Cribbs. Though not always up to par with the Julliard School of Voice in song (to put it mildy) but

with an outstanding supporting cast, crew, and admirable pianist (Rachel Curren), our beloved Mr. Richards

behind it all (and of course, the tree), this is destined to be remembered among our truly unique performances.
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Drama Week

Over 60 of the drama students of Mr. Marchand and Mr. Hodges were involved in five different productions
presented at noon during Drama Week: May 20-23. The grade nine production of "Juvie", as shown in the
photos, was performed and produced by (L TO R) Borna Noureddin, Alex She, David Underwood, Leigh
Large, Conner Ryan, Laura Lewin, Philip Quinn, Alison Bodkin, Marina Kasapi, Ann Gordon, Trina Talarico.
Sarah Beeston, Cathy Jurisic, Jenny Lament and Laura Hammersley.
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Christmas Choir

B.R.: K. Hope, T. Molnar, K. Masuda, F. Schindler, E. Merino, B. O'Connor, N. Oliver, T. Browne, C. Miller, B. Strickland, R. Schulte,

T. McCarthy, K. Dobell, A. Greig; 3RD R: V. Swan, G. Ladd, H. Dong, A. Holmes, M. Williams, G. Tooke, P. Stapleton, O. Jost, S.

McLeish, D. Talbot, L. Leake; 2ND R: L. Bell, S. Evans, J. Screech, E. McLeish, J. Hann. N. Dokken. S. Jessiman, M. McLeish, L.

Lewin, S, Edgell, R. Curran, B. Middleton; FRONT R: M. Filmer, J. Cane, N. Dong, B. Burrage, H. Wallace, S. Leach, M. Hogg, M.
Kinders, A. Middleton, S. Mitchell, N. Stewart

Once again Miss Thompson fearlessly invited all who wanted to

sing (it was not necessary to know how) to join the grade 8-12

Christmas choir. This delightfully talented crew produced, in less

than ten rehearsals, four Christmas arrangements and three hymns

with descants. Rehearsal time was invaded by a blizzard (for

Victoria) and countless basketball practices, but Miss Thompson
and her dauntless team of music-lovers persevered and made the

Christmas services enchanting for all.



Grade 1 1 Singers
B.R.: A. Greig, K. Dobell, J.

Graf, P. Stapleton, T. Browne, C.

Miller 3RD R: B. O'Connor, R.

Nicholi, N. Tooke, O. Jost, N.

Oliver, T. Molnar. 2ND R: G.

Bray, B. Buraage, S. Crawley, S.

Berlin, H. Wallace. 1ST R: E. Bell,

J. Cane, N. Dong, C. Fisher, S.

Evans.

A new introduction to the school's thriving music world

were the Grade 11 Singers who served as the school's

choir. Bursting with enthusiasm (and almost as much

talent) this choral group produced an extensive

repertoire from folk to classical to jazz during their

classtime rehearsals. True to Miss Thompson's per-

formance spirit, the Grade Eleven Singers have ap-

peared in Chapel numerous times, including a seasonal

reminder to FEED THE WORLD. Selections were

prepared for: a November concert (which took place in

January due to a snowstorm), the West Coast Jazz

Festival, where they were accused (to the shock of many
members) of being S-Q-U-A-R-E, and the Victoria

Music Festival where they won in their category . . .

well, tied. Chris Miller and Neil Oliver deserve

recognition and congratulations for their adaptation of

some popular songs, especially SCARBOROUGH
FAIR.

To round off this ambitious and original year, Miss

Thompson decided to prepare a musical revue and take

it (and the Choir) to the United States, an overnight trip

to Tacoma!

Known by many names and seen in many places

(especially the First XV rugby pitch), the Grade Eleven

Singers kept the rafters ringing and the music lovers

entertained.
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Vocal Trio

The girls' vocal irio consisting of

Joelle Hann, Stacey Jessiman and

Nammarra Doi<i<en often bright-

ened up the morning Chapel service.

Their beautiful numbers such as

"Streets of London" and "Bridge

Over Troubled Waters" were self-

arranged and self- rehearsed. We'll

miss you next year.

Vocal Quartet
There were a number of reasons that Joelle Hann,

Trevor Browne, Nonalee Dong and Oli Jost got

together to form this year's quartet, but a shared

love for vocal jazz and a yen to keep up the

tradition were probably the most prominent ones.

These four dedicated singers often gave up lunch

hours or skipped church on Sunday to come to

school to rehearse numbers such as "Satin Doll"

and "Twilight Zone". But just as they were ready

to go on tour, a stroke of bad luck hit and

Nonalee, the star soprano, took ill. Thanks to the

last minute vocal talent of Heather Wallace, the

tour turned out to be a success.

Good Vibrations

This selected group of guys really

worked hard at achieving that

"Beach Boys" sound and were

quite a hit at Annie Wright Girls'

School in Washington. Was it

because of their singing? Well

done, Nick Tooke, Chris Miller,

Trevor Browne, Tod Molnar and

Neil Oliver.
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And These Are the Candids
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Badminton
B. ROW: V. Wolfe, N.

Dangerfield, C. Juricic,

Mr. Gardiner, A.
Hughes, B. Middleton,

S. McLeish, M. Hughes.

F. ROW: J. Lasmont,

K. Murphy, G. Ladd,

M . McLeish, E.

McLeish, S. Jessiman,

T. Tomaszewsli, L.

Lewin.

What a season! Once again the SMU teams have shown not only great strength but also a depth of players is beginning to emerge so that

there is much competition for team places.

In the L.V.LS.S.A. league the A team easily won all matches except against Mt. Doug who defeated us 5-6 - a tactical error on our part

which cost us the league title. The playoffs for Lower Vancouver Island produced a different result. In the semi-finals we defeated a good
Victoria High team 7-4 with Mary McLeish substituting for her sister in the singles. The finals were very exciting with some boys' doubles

matches going to cliff-hanging tie breakers - the overall result however a splendid 10-1 victory over Mt. Douglas. Unfortunately, the team

was not able to participate in the Provincial Tournament this year because

many members were on tour in Britain.

The B team boys, playing with a team of girls from St. Margarets School,

placed fifth - just missing the playoffs.

Independent School matches told a similar story with SMU dominating in

both the boys and the girls tournaments. The boys team placed first - un-

defeated except for a hard-fought singles final. The girls team also placed

first undefeated and the Junior girls placed second to a very strong York
House team.

Next year promises to be an equally strong if not even better season with

many of the present team returning. Many thanks to all the players who
trained and played so hard to produce this excellent season.

Senior Boys: Eric Curtis - singles

Vining Wolfe singles

Andrew Hughes - A doubles

Neil Dangerfield

Michael Hughes - B doubles

Stephen McLeish

L.V.LS.S.A. A TEAM
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Elizabeth McLeish (captain)

Stacey Jessiman

Gretchen Ladd
Kari-Lynn Murphy
Tania Tomaszevvski

Mary McLeish

L.V.LS.S.A. BTEAM

Vining Wolfe (singles)

Stephen McLeish
Michael .^chtem

Daynion Eng

Eric Curtis

•Andrew Hughes
Michael Hughes
Christopher Dunlop
Neil Dangerfield

Stephen McLeish

Philip Quinn
Michael Talbot

Andrew Moore
Fenton Eng

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS TEAMS

Senior Girls: Elizabeth McLeish - singles (Capt)

Gretchen Ladd - .A doubles

Kari-Lynn Murphy
Stacey Jessiman - B doubles

Tania Tomaszewski

Junior Girls: Mary McLeish - singles (Capt)

Beth Middleton - A doubles

Cathv Juricic



Basketball

Senior Boys

B.R.: A. Moore (manager). D. Duke. B. Ross, .1. Grat, J. Marshall, K. Greenwell, C. Purves, S. Tong (manager) F.R.: T. McCarthy, H.

Greig, A. Greig, S. McLellan, Mr. Greenwell (coach), F. Leversedge, R. Schuite, D. Goudy. J. Pous

The Senior Boys Basketball Team had whai mighi ha\c been ihc bcs( season m school basketball history. The "chaps" went undeleaied m
league play (10-0) For the lirsi linie ever. As a result Ihey cniered I he Vancouver Island Championships as i he "1 lower island seed and as well

had the home court advantage. Three victories later, and the SMU SAINTS had their second Vancouver Island championship iiilc It was

probabK the first time ever that a team had achieved this Icai using an aiua^^ing 13 players (all oi whom scored) in every game.

After the Islands, hopes were high lor a B.C. Championship. These hopes were quickly thwarted by St. Patricks (arch rivals) who managed
to survive a great comeback elfort by the "chaps". The Saints, however, recovered in tine fashion and won their next three games and

finished 6ih in the province. It was the first time an SMU basketball team had ever won 3 games at the provincials.

As well as participating m the City League. Vancouver Islands and B.C.'s the Saints played in three loiirnaments: Pitt Meadows. Doctor

Dunk and the IS. A. championship. The Senior Boys came sixth at Pitt Meadows and earned a good sportsmanship award, but captured

both the Doctor Dunk and I.S.A, championships.

The "chaps" put m a lot ot effori this year and would like to thank Coach "Wild Bill" Greenwell for his lime, support and on bench tactics.

Also, special thanks to Ian Hyde-lay lor his help, the scorekeepers, Scott Tong and .Andrew Moore and everyone who came out to watch us

play.

"Who Can Forget"?:

The final year of the Goudy sidestep. Mac and his hacks. Hambo's being [lamed CompuiCT Man. Fraser's outside shooimg. Kelly's patented

knees and elbows drive. Mi. Oliver. Conan's lOO'^'o shot. Andrew's costly toss to the rafters and his famous desperation lunges. Bobby Ross

and his "bad" tunes and "bud" hat. Richard's transformation from Para-Schuiie to Twin Tower. T. MacCanhy's record for fouls per

second. John Graf and his >eagull and inside power moves. Jaime Pous and his Mexican "look at the coach and shoot" move. The Wrecking

Crew goes lo the Provincials, Bulk Food. Spencer's running and dunking. J. Marshall and his left hand meathook shot, \\'iid Bill and his

record tor Technical Fouls. "Have a swale, have you guys ever played rugby . .
.". OT at U Vic. Full Gymnasiums. The last home game,

mm



Basketball (continued . . .)

Senior Girls
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B.R.: M. Leach, J.

Chant, L. Warren, S.

O'SulMvan, A. Jung, S.

Crawley, S. Mclnnes
F.R.: J. Keen, M.
Lewis, M. Williams,

Mr. Hyde-Lay, J. Rees,

K. Mant, J. Clark

The team enjoyed the finest season in the school's history, winning the City and Island championships, capturing the Ladysmith Doctor

Dunk title for the third year in succession, and placing a very competitive 7th in the provincial title, where our drive for the crown was the

only just sidelined by a 50-48 quarter final defeat to then # 1 ranked Summerland. City AA rivals Spectruam and Ml. Doug were also

dispatched, while our only other losses came in exhibition play at the hands of Ladysmith and Port Alberni.

Competition for spots on the team was keen, and for the first time ever pre-season cuts w ere necessary to produce a final roster of 1 .1. While

not terribly quick, the team was big, and in most games overpowered opponents. Key performers were Mandy Lewis and Jaimee Clark, two
tall talented Grade 10 forwards, and guard Kristen Mant, a competent ball handler and passer, and only in grade 1 1. Off the bench, Jocelyn

Keen and Lea Warren were very steady and played a lot of minutes. The rest - Shannon O'Sullivan, Josie Chant, Sandy Mclnnes. Sarah

Crawley, Margo Leach and Andrea Jung, while not playing a great deal, all improved and will challenge for floor time next year.

Understandably, the bulk of the scoring, leadership and direction came from the co-Captains, Jane Rees and Meris Williams. Both enjoyed

outstanding seasons in their own ways: Meris around the hoop where she averaged 27 ppg; Jane leading the team in assists and doing all the

"little things" always unnoticed in the boxscores. Both were invariably .Ml-Stars at tournaments, and both richly deserved their nomination

to the B.C. ".^-AA" High School All-Star Game, an honour which capped outstanding 3 year careers. They will be sorely missed. Indeed, to

add icing to the cake, in May Meris was selected to the provincial U 21 team, one of only 3 high school players to be so chosen.

10 players return next year, so the 86-87 version of SMU girls BBall will be good. This year's team found out that work produces results, and
that winning is fun. It is to be hoped the trend will continue.

Lots of memories. 6:30 AM practices, scrimmaging Friday nights when most of the girls would perhaps have been elsewhere. Jane and Meris

supremely happy having destroyed Ladysmith in the Island F-inal. Another breathtaking athletic move by Mandy. 13 girls (and 1 coach) in

tears after our last second loss to Summerland. Brilliant tactical talks from assistant coach Rees. The crazy notion that makeup and jewelery

were not necessary to be a good player. The press break. And those oh so critical foul shots.

Thanks to Alan Rees for superlative help - definitely not your standard \'s and O's assistant. Thank you Jocelyn for a fine season. Thank
you Jane and Meris for a superlative couple of years. To the referees - we start tomorrow . 30 second shuttle - must be back in 29. Looking
forward to it. Hope you are.
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. More . . . Basketball
Junior Boys

BROW: Mr. Hytle-

Lay, L. Bradley. O.

Duke, S. Robb, J.

Stevens, Mr. Tongue.

F.ROW: D. MacGaffe,

P. Campillo, D. Free-

man, R. Pickard.

The Junior Boys leam enjoyed mixed success, finishing in the middle of a highly competitive 18 team city league. When "on song", the team

could play with anybody, as evidenced by our 43-35 win over Island 3rd place finisher Arbutus. Too often however, lack of basic skills under

pressure proved our undoing, though perhaps this is inevitable with players with such limited basketball backgrounds. Happily, almost all

the players are fine "ballplayers", so could develop. Better to have talent without experience than experience without talent.

The bulk of scoring fell to forwards Dan Duke and Locke Bradley; both very talented though often undisciplined. Dan especially was a

"marked Man", but overcame tight checking and foul problems to average 24 ppg. Locke was our main outside shooting threat, and was

also capable of spectular rebounding and passing streaks. Jeff Stevens and Steve Robb rounded out the front court; two rugby players who
learned as quickly as possible and became effective players.

In Doug Freeman, Rich Pickard and Paolo Campillo we had three of the quickest guards around, who gave opponents fits on our 2-2-1 zone

press. With his emotions under control, Paolo developed well as a floor leader, while the other two made sure our was the "fastest break" in

town. Unfortunately, none of the three provided the needed outside threat to complement Dan.

Rounding out the squad were Dean Macafee, an unpredictable but exciting player, and grade 9s Tyler Hadfield and Kai Schmidt, both ot

whom watched and learned, and who will contribute extensively next season.

For the record, the team finished 6th out of 18 in the City League before being knocked out in the playoff quarterfinals. We also finished 2nd

in the Cedar Holl Tourney, losing 59-54 to the hosts in the final. To all who played - my thanks, and the suggestion you work hard on your

game if you want to both enjoy it more and make the Senior squad next year!

!

IHL
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Junior Girls Basketball
(B.R.) Julie Ko, Susan

Stewart, Ann Gordon,
Tanis Laidlaw, Erinn

Grant, Paula Psyllakis,

Anna Helmer (F.R.)

Julie McLay, Hester

Dunlap. Donna Danger-

field, Trina Talarico

With the loss of all but two of last year's players, this year's team started fresh. There was a range of ability

among the players but during the season they all improved their skills. They played many very strong and ex-

perienced teams and lost all but one game. This game is worth considerable mention. The score of 39-37 ended a

very close, exciting and fun game. The student support was greatly appreciated and proved that enthusiasm can

win a game. The team would like to thank Julie Ko and Michelle Pollard for managing and a very special thanks

to Melina Gaiga and Mary Kirchner for coaching. A job well done!
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Island 'A' Final Basketball Tournament
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Still More Basketball!
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Cricket

Senior Boys

B.R.: Mr. Goodwin, T.

Lee, J. Graf, G. Dry, S.

Robb, T. Sykes, S.

Liddell, R. Kothary

F.R.: E. Haq, J. Stone,

C. Hemingway, A.

Watl<ins, P. Campillo,

N. Tooke

Despite poor weather and consequent lack of practice the 1st XI fielded a strong side in their first match against

S. Petzing's XI, an experienced Victoria side.

Played at Beacon Hill the School scored 174 for 6 out while the opposition replied with 122 for 4 out by the close

of play. This was an excellent start and we had some dazzling batting from Nick Tooke (51), Toby Sykes (50) and
Gavin Dry (34). These three senior players also bowled well and both Toby and Gavin collected 2 wickets. The
fielding by everyone, even though it was wet and cold, was lively and quick.

Against St. Georges in our annual fixture St. Georges scored 91 with Toby Sykes capturing 7 wickets for 41 runs.

SMUS started well and were 60 for 2, but then lost three quick wickets. Gavin Dry (11) and Adrian Watkins (14)

rescued us with a valuable partnership and we scored the remaining runs winning by 3 wickets. Top scorers were
Bill Strickland (26) and Toby Sykes (30).

It was an excellent day with an exciting finish.

Other Results - Mr. R. Wilson's XI: abandoned (rain) after 1 over
- A Victoria Club XI: Win by 7 wickets. This was highlighted by a strong innings of 74 not out by John

Graf. William Strickland also scored 35 runs. Best bowling figures by Ershadul Haq: 2 wickets for 25 runs
- Staff XI: Win by 9 wickets. Again John Graf had a splendid innings of 65 not out and Nick Tooke con-

tributed 27. Toby Sykes 10. This was a convincing result and completed the all too short season very suc-

cessfully. Next season looks very bright as eight of the team will be returning and there are several very

promising juniors. Well played the XI.

J.J. Goodwin
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Cricket (Continued)

Under Fifteen

B.ROW: Mr. Tongue,

J. Dryden, P. Wood-
cock, P. Mochrie, M.
Crawly, R. Baniston, J.

Morman. F.ROW: J.

Petzing, P. Westoby, T.

Hadfield, M. Crowther,

M. Druce

Due to inclement weather the independent schools season was reduced to just one match against St. Georges on
the last Saturday of the term. The squad trained hard throughout the season and much progress was made by all.

The big day arrived and SMU were put into bat first. After a slow but sensible start the side ammassed a total of

98 for the loss of seven wickets in the allotted 30 overs. Rodger Bannister batted extremely well for his 30, Mark
Crowther scored a steady 15, while the innings ended in a flourish of hitting by Jann Margison and John
Dryden.
When St. Georges batted they had no answer to the accurate bowling of Mark Crowther 6 wkts for 12 runs and
Tyler Hadfield 4 wkts for 16 runs or to the excellent fielding of the whole team and were bowled out for a total of

36 runs, leaving SMU winners by 63 runs.

It was a most enjoyable season and our thanks go to Mr. Alan Rees and Mr. Michael Walsh for their tremendous
enthusiasm and help during the season.

P.K. Tongue
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Cross Country
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B.R.: R. Gmoser, J. Berry, H. Emerson, L. Shrout, S. Muzio, K. Vollmerhause, M. Hughes, C. Hemingway, P. Campillo, S. Barrett, T.

Worseley, L. Hunt, J. Lament, K. Greenwell, C. Juricic, B. Murphy, T. McLeod, S. Archibald, J. Wale, C. Reiily, M. Patterson, M. Lewis

M.R.: A. Helmer, S. Elford, J. Mclay, S. Leach, L. Keziere, Mr. Peach, C. Fisher, J. Cane, B. Middleton, S. Carrington, C-A. Collis F.R.:

C. Merino, A. Behennah, M. Roberts, T. Robb, M. Crowther, B. Noureddin, D. Skulbru, R. Harker, C. McKenzie, D. Gombos, C. Brown,
H. Merino

1986 was definitely one of the best years of cross country running in recent memory, with the

number of participants in this year's races reaching an all lime high.

During the senior season the girls had a great start, placing well in many of the city's weekly

league meets. Runners to be noted for their regular contributions to the team are: Beth Mid-

dleton, Mandy Lewis, Carol Fisher, Jacqueline Cane, Susan Leach and Meg Tassie. Although
the girls, due to injuries and other commitments, did not form a team large enough for a

qualified finish at the Islands, Mandy Lewis and Beth Middleton placed well in the race (10 and
16 respectively), and qualified for the B.C. Championships as individuals.

The boys had a fairly strong team this year, placing 4th in the city meets on a regular basis.

They also managed to capture 4th place in the Island Championships, thus qualifying the team

for the B.C.s. A sizable team was sent to the B.C.s in Abbotsford composed of: Michael

Hughes (Captain), Kelly Greenwell, James Wale, Chuck Hemingway, Jason Wale, Mike
Patterson, Stephen Barrett, Conrad Gmoser, Robson Gmoser and Kurt Vollmerhause. The
B.C.s became the climax of the season with the two girls placing well in a field of over 300 and

the boys' team finishing in 7th place - the best the school has done yet!

The Midget, Bantam and Junior season in the second term was equally successful. There were

impressive performances by Julie McLay, Travis Robb and Adrian Behennah in the Midget

category and by Todd Worsley and Cuck Hemingway in the Junior boys' division. The Bantam
boys, led by Jason Wale, ran extremely well and placed second in the city league.

The running season ended with the Basil Parker which was two races in one, for it also served

as the annual meet between the Independent Schools. In this race the U 14 and U 16 teams

placed 1st and 3rd respectively in the city, while all our teams, from the U 14 to the seniors had

a clean sweep of first place team ribbons against the other Independent Schools.

Special thanks are due to Mr. Peach and Miss Keziere for their time, enthusiasm and en-

couragement without which a successful cross-country team would not have been possible.
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Curling
B.R.: J. Wheeldon, G.
Wylie, C. McGovern, J.

Newton M.R.: C.
Moore, S. Smith, Mr.
Laidlaw F.R.: E. Best,

C. Devlin, S. Evans

This year saw the start of a new sport at

S.M.U. Curhng took place two days a week

during the first and second terms. The Curl

Canada program was used in teaching the

game to the new curlers. The school's top

team placed 3rd in the South Island. The

enthusiasm shown by many has made us

plan on having a full-time school curling

league next year.
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Golf
B.R.: P. Hamillon, C.

Dunlop, K. C'ltcenwell,

Mr. Dunlop l-.R.: .1.

McKcDwti, T. Hadl'ield

About twenty SMU students participated in golf at

Cedar Hill during the fall and summer terms. In the city

championships on May 7th, our team placed seventh,

not quite good enough to advance to the Island final.

The annual staff-student match at Uplands on May 29th

resulted in a tie, with two games won by each side and

two games halved.

J.S. Dunlop
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Grass Hockey
First XI

B.R.: C. Trumpy
(coach), T. Fleck, S.

Jessiman, L. McLeish,

K. Hope, J. Forth, J.

Chant, T. Laidlaw, B.

Donald, M. Marshall,

J.J. Goodwin (coach)

F.R.: J. Rees, K.

Murphy, S. Mclnnes, J.

Muir, C. Collis, A.

Middleton, N. Dokken

This Proved to be a very successful season. The 1st XI were ably led by Liz

McLeish who scored 32 goals during the season. A strong forward line with

Tracy Fleck, Josie Chant, Betsy Donald and Nammarra Dokken gave strong

support. In the middle Anne-Marie Middleton, Stacey Jessiman and Jane Rees

proved inexhaustible as they distributed the ball to the front line. Jane Rees

was also invaluable in the defence where she had great support from Stacey

Jessiman and Tanis Laidlaw. Jenny Forth had an outstanding season in goal.

During League Play we only lost to Claremont who finished first in the Single

A Competition - 2 points ahead of SMUS. Our most outstanding game - and

certainly the most memorable was against Oak Bay whom we defeated 4-2. We
also beat another AA School (Spectrum) 1-0.

Finishing second in the league, we hosted the Island Tournament at school.

We again finished second. Participating in the ISA Competition we again

played very well and the team displayed great spirit and determination. We lost to Brentwood College in the final

but I was delighted with the team's performance. We concluded the season with a well deserved berth in the B.C.

Championships held at the University of Victoria. The weather was wet and cold but on the first day we were

delighted to play on the excellent surface at U. Vic. We bent

Agassiz 3-1. On the Friday (at Lansdowne) we lost to Rossland

and the Charles Bloom School from the Okanagan. However on

Saturday we defeated Howe-Sounde (Squamish) 5-1 and also

Esquimau 2-0. This placed us 5th in the Province. Liz McLeish

and Jane Rees both made the B.C. U-18 team.

A great season, and my thanks to Mrs. Carrier Trumpy for all

her excellent coaching and to the team who worked very hard

and deserved their successes.

J.J. Goodwin.
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Grass Hockey
Junior Girls

B.R.: M. Hogg, D. ^HgjA'-^jkilvt'

Dangerfield, J. Screech,

C. Juricic, S. PrevoM,

T. Tomaszewski, M. •^'l-^^fctf^^

Gordon, E. Grant, J.
vv 'VHi^^!^^

Lamonl, A. Helmer,

F.R.: M. McLeish, E.

Middleton, J. McLay, SaK^^K

'

S. Beeston, T. Talarico,

L. Hammersley, M.

Gordon

'•tai
'
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For the second consecutive year it was possible for the Grade VIII and IX

girls to enter a team in the Victoria Girls' Field Hockey League.

Throughout the season, we improved in both skill and experience, thus

making it possible for us to place fifth in the Vancouver Island Tour-

nament.

Memorable moments: - defeating Oak Bay in the River of Duncan
- bus journeys to and from Duncan

Rev. Davies motto: "no matter how much it hurts, don't say ouch". No

one influenced our game or our attitude as much as Rev. Terence Davies

to whom we owe an enormous amount of gratitude. We will always

remember his constant support and advice.

R O W D I E that's the way we spell ROWDIE
ROWDIE, ROWDIE, let's get ROWDIE!
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Rugby
First XV

B.ROW:S. McLeish, P.

Stapleton, T. Browne,

H. Greig, G. Stady, B.

Strickland, J. Marshall,

T. Bevan, Mr. Rees

M.ROW: A. Greig, T.

Sykes, B. Ross, P.

Farrell, G. Dry, J. Graf,

D. Goudy, G. More-

wood. F. ROW; J.

Purden, M. Yee

At one stage in the year it looked very much as if this would be the most disappointing and frustrating season on record. The crippling

weather had shut us down from October until the end of February; we had to contend with early season injuries to key players; and
Provincial High School regulations prevented us from competing in the local High School league.

Fortunately we were able to rise above these adversities, and at the end of October we were joint leaders of the Independent Schools Cup
Championship when the snow and frost arrived. We will certainly remember that Saturday before the snow, for the Isi ,\V gave us a superb

display of running rugby in the mud, as we beat St. Georges 31-0.

We did not resume rugby until late February as we attempted to prepare ourselves for a major tour of England, Scotland and Wales. Despite

some unfortunate late withdrawals, twenty-nine players and two members of staff left these shores for a five game Tour of the U.K. Because
of the industrial action taken by British teachers, many of our original fixtures had to be cancelled and we found ourselves facing a much
more difficult set of games than planned. The Tour was a great success both on and off the field and we returned with a Won 2 Lost 2 Draw 1

record.

The game against Nealt Terciary College was without question the highlight of the year for the 1st XV. We played under lights at the famous
Knoll Ground at Nealt, before an excellent crowd of approximately 800 spectators, and with Mr. Clive Norling, arguably the best referee in

the world, as our official for the evening. The stage was well and truly set for Canadian Schoolboys to prove how good their skills are and
how competitive they can be. S.M.U. did not fail the flag, as they gave the performance of their young rugby lives. A knowledgeable crowd
was stunned into silence as we methodically wore down the opposition to eventually emerge winners 21-12. We had taken away their two year

unbeaten record - this was no mean achievement for the College side contained four Welsh schoolboy internationals. It was possibly the

finest win ever by an S.M.U. team, and that has to include our very successful win at the Brentwood Festival Championships in the previous

August (N.B. Nealt College had beaten Brecon College 24-3 in September).

We returned to Canada a much more confident and skilled squad, and yet again it was evident that tours bring out the very best in young
players, both in terms of their playing development and personal development. Within four days of our return we faced Wellington School,

Somerset - a school that had beaten us in the first game of our tour. To the delight of a large crowd, we played some very attractive rugby in

downing our visitors 27- 1 and thus preventing them from going home with a perfect record.

Some of the local high schools had offered to play us on an exhibition basis and convincing victories were recorded against Reynolds,
Esquimau, Mt. Doug and Stellys. During these games the 1st XV averaged 38 points a game as they showed us how skilled they were and how
determined they were to leave the season on a high note.

The Old Boys game was to be the vehicle for a classic finale. They returned with a formidable team that contained three Tide rep. players in

the pack and a back division that could hardly be called 'shabby'. S.M.U. were not to be intimidated and a very exciting game finished in

dramatic style with the Old Boys losing the ball over the line in the last play of the game. The school had won 26-20. Gavin Dry accepted the

Michael Walsh Cup which was initiated for the first time this season. It was a very fitting occasion to honour a man who has given so much
to S.M.U. rugby.

A season that had been crippled by bad weather had now blossomed in the early spring. Provincial honours were to present themselves for

some of the players in post school rugby play. John Graf, Gavin Dry, Paul Farrell, Hamish Greig and David Goudy were all selected to the

B.C. Junior Squad. These boys were to join Andrew Heaman, Karl Loreen and Gareth Rees (all Old Boys) in a squad that now contained

eight S.M.U. players. This representation is unprecedented in B.C. rugby and possibleany other Provincial Junior sport.
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We had finished in great style, and at the time of writing we are optimistic that school will be joining a 'Super League' in the Fall that in-

volves Independent Schools and Vancouver High Schools.

A special word of thanks to Gavin Dry (Capt) and Paul Farrell (V. Capt) for their dedication, skill and leadership. They decided that the

elements would not destroy their last season of rugby at S.M.U. - they were so right.

Colours were awarded to: Gavin Dry (re-awarded), David Goudy, Paul Farrell and John Graf.
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Rugby (Continued)

Second XV
B.ROW: Mr. Jones, L.

Leake, K. Calder, P.

Stady, P. Ewart, T.

McCarthy, C. Moore,

K. Masuda, M. Achtem.

F.ROW: C. McCune,
M. Joss, B. Dawson, C.

Avery, T. Lee, G. Day,

N. Tooke, R. Nichols.

A short but intensive season for the 2nd XV. The '85 campaign opened with a heart breaking injury time loss

away to St. George's. The game at Shawnigan was a repeat performance of the opening game, the team con-

ceding a try in the last minute of play. A period of intense training paid off with a win over Brentwood, the

forwards dominating their black and red adversaries.

The early season loss to St. George's was avenged in fine

style with a comprehensive victory on our home field.

At this point the team, led by Chris Avery, was eagerly

anticipating the climax of the season when the snow
came . . . and stayed . . .

M.J.
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BR A. Beesloii, P.

Stady, D. Murphy, J.

Cox, B. Dawson, O.

Jost, C. Moore, T.

McCarthy, J. Pous, G.

Roberts, B. West, D.

Lim, M. Patterson, S.

McLellan, K. Calder,

M. Adey FR - 1.

Scanlan, P. Hamilton,

B. Dolman, K. Ang, J.

Yang, T. Osachotf, M.
Joss, M. Garcia

Rugby (Continued)

Third and Fourth XV

The 3rd XV had perhaps their most successful season
this year. The team matured with each fixture and
having lost to St. Georges and Shawnigan away, in

two very close games, we beat them handily at home.
Perhaps the highlight of the season was the defeat of

Brentwood, our annual nemesis, which put us in a

position to win the league. Unfortunately with the

onset of an unseasonal and longlasting snowfall came
the demise of the season. . . . Well played!

The poor weather last fall robbed the 4th XV of an
opportunity to redeem itself against the opposition.

After a slow start, which saw us lose three very close

games against St. George's, Brentwood and Shawnigan,
the team came to life. In the fourth game, which proved
also to be the last, the 4th XV easily defeated St.

George's, the best of their opponents, and seemed ready

to finish the season victoriously until the weather in-

tervened. By way of compensation, however, several of
the team members did go on the U.K. tour where they

played well.
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Rugby Candids
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Rugby (Continued)

Senior Colts "A"

BR - D. Turpie, S.

Muzio, N. Jones, D.

Freeman, D. Swan, D.

Duke, R. Kolhary, M.

Grier, Mr. Tongue FR
B. Coombes, B. Clarke,

D. MacKenzie, P.

Campilo, J. Stevens, G.

Daniani, J. Quirk, S.

Robb

The Colts rugby teams had a very productive and successful year. In regular season games all three sides A, B &
C went unbeaten in 18 games recording convincing wins over Brentwood, Shawnigan Lake and St. Georges.

The strength of the sides lay in the tough uncompromising forwards who produced much good ball for the ever

improving backs who ran straight and with purpose. Due to bad weather the season was curtailed, but right at

the end of term the Junior High School Championship play offs were modified into a one day tournament which

S.M.U. won defeating Stellys by over thirty points in the final.

At Easter a squad of 34 Colts went on tour to England and Wales playing a total of ten matches against very

good opposition. The boys were admirable both on and off the field and although more games were lost than

won, it was a marvellous learning experience. We look forward to seeing many of these players emerge in the

senior sides over the next two years.

My special thanks to Mr. Rhodri Samuel, Mr. Ian Hyde-Lay, Mr. Alan Rees and Mr. Tim Cummings for their

invaluable help and advice.
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"SENIOR COLTS "Bi ir% 9 9 9 5

B. ROW: R. Samuel

(coach), G. Webster, D.

Weeder, R. Graham, K.

Rogers, J. Smith, C.

McQueen, S. Liddel, L.

Shrout, D. Longridge,

B. Coombes. F. ROW:
C. Elford, S. FrankHn,

L. Bradley, B. Clarke,

C. Elder, D. Margison,

J. Stone, R. Vaas
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B.ROW: A. Highlon, B. Jubb, M.

Crawley, K. Shmidt, M. Slrangc, D.

Kothary, R. Banister, P. Mochrie.

F.ROW: D. Klassen, C. Cameron, J.

Margison, J. Wale, T. Hunt, T. Beaver,

D. Yong.

Rugby (Continued)

Junior Colts "A"
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Junior Colts "B" and "C"

B.ROW: B. Davis, C. Ryan, T. Dul<e, L.

Van Maldegan, M. Miilis, M. Wenger, S.

Jackson, J. Zurba, P. Quinn, A. Barrett,

T. Masuda, D. Underwood, Mr. Hyde-

Lay.

Having suffered some heavy defeats as U 14's, this years U 15's were somewhat hesitant as to what to expect in

the new season. Happily, most of them were bigger, tougher and faster, and as the early practise sessions came to

a conclusion, a feeling of optimism was in the air.

This optimism was somewhat short-circuited with a 24-3 loss to St. Georges in our opening game. However, we
were not too disheartened as we had thoroughly beaten them up front, before falling apart in the backs after the

premature departure of flyhalf Jann Margison. Brentwood also beat us before we recorded a 22-4 win over

Shawnigan; a positional shuffle saw Jason Wale at No. 8 and big Kai Schmidt supplying punch in the centre.

Things were definitely looking up, and while we lost the return to St. Georges, we felt confident of beating

Brentwood and Shawnigan, and so finishing at 3-3. Yet, unfortunately, "Mr. Winter" interrupted play in mid-

November, leaving the fields under a foot of snow and the season incomplete.

Some lovely rugby was played in the matches and in the training sessions. Players who stood out included Tony
Hunt, Jann Margison, Martin Strange and captain Jason Wale. It was especially gratifying to see the latter two

play so well as part of school U 1 5 side which defeated Stewarts-Melville 20-4 in April.

All the players and myself would like to thank Mr. Cummings, Mr. Samuel, Mr. Tongue and Mr. Rees for their

contributions both on and off the field.
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Rugby (Still)

Junior Junior Colts "A"

Junior Junior Colts "B"

Mt^. ^%*

B.ROW: Mr. Yorath, M. Rigollet, P.

Woodcock, J. Martin, S. Fletcher, P.

Kistoth, B. Murphy, G. Ben. C. Clarke, T.

Margison, F.ROW: R. Forbes, M. Doyle, G,

Clarke, T. Robb, R. Lockwood, T. Purden,

P. Westoby.

BROW: Mr. Yorath, M. Van Camp, P.

Woodcock, D. Gombost, T. Park, R.

Cosmatos, A. Schutte, C. Brown, M.
Robertson. F.ROW: P. Westoby, J. Bennett,

R. Lockwood, J. Pelzing, M. Longridge, D.

Gurnsy, M. Bendickson.

The under 14 rugby team, although lacking superstars, was as good an all round team as we have had for many
years. Unfortunately there was very little competition to stretch the team, added to which the appalling weather
conditions further curtailed the season.

Brentwood and Shawnigan offered no test at all as we comfortably defeated both. St. George's however was a

different story. The two games against the Vancouver School were most unusual and of very high quality. We
lost the first 15-24 (the only defeat) ani won the second in magnificent style 29-24. The St. George's number 8

was like a man amongst boys and scored six tries in each of the two games. Were it not for this very large fast

player we would certainly have won both games comfortably.

To make up for the lack of outside competition a weekly inter-squad game was played and the standard of play

was first rate. These Thursday morning contests enabled the whole squad of some 40 players to develop a fine all

round team game.

In the backs outstanding displays were put on by Travis Robb, Marc Rigollet and Eric Hotton. The forwards
produced vast amounts of ball from all phases of play with Jim Martin, Peter Kis-Toth, Chris Clarke and
Michael Doyle catching the eye. The future of this group looks good and there should be lots of competition for

'A' team places next season.

Mr. Yorath
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Post-Rugby Candids
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Soccer
Senior Boys
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B.ROW: D. Richards,

M. Patterson, A.
Luseratta, T. Osachoff,

D. Forsythe, A.
Watkins, J. Purden, C.

Avery, B. Kelly.

F.ROW: M. Grier, T,

Lee, B. Clarke, Mr.
Rees, G. Day. M.
Penaluna, B. Dawson

Mr. Bill Rees chose a group of young but skilled players to form this year's First XI.

After only a few practices, the First XI had to play each of the other Independent schools. The team lost to Shawnigan and St. Georges in

two very close games before beating Brentwood. At the I.S.A. Soccer Tournament in March, we faced Brentwood in the first round. This

game went into penalty kicks and SMU won 3-2 on goals by Dave Forsythe, Adrian Watkins and Captain Greg Day.

After only ten minutes rest, we faced St. Georges in the final. We kept them at bay for eighty minutes until fatigue took over and we lost the

final 4-0 to take second in the tournament.

A 2-1 victory over the staff XI in April gave the First XI a final record of 3 wins and 3 losses. In retrospect, it was a highly pleasing season for

all involved.
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Soccer
Senior Girls

B.ROW: J. Cham, S.

Crawley, L. Warren,

Mr. Mclntyre .

M.ROW: J. Cane, 1..

Vemeer, J. Rees, J.

Lowan, L. Gaide, C-A
Collis, A. Gordon.

F.ROW: C. Juricic, J.

Muir, S. Stone, M.
Gordon, M. McLeish,

D. Dangerfield.

This year's soccer team was unable to play in the High

School's league but did play four exhibition games

against local schools. Although the record was

disappointing (two losses and two draws), many new
players did show promise. Next year's team will play in

the league and should do well if the level of enthusiasm

is as high as it was this year. Special thanks must go to

the Captain, Jane Rees, who led the team well. We will

miss her next year.
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Squash
B.R.: A. Beeston, G.

Dry, Mr. Goodwin, B.

Khosrowshahi, D.
Murphy F.R.: D. Lim,

D. Eng, D. Craig

This was the first full season at SMUS where the teams played against other schools. We were very fortunate to

be able to practise at the Victoria Racquet Club twice a week and it was soon evident that we were going to have a

very promising side.

In our first match versus Shawnigan Lake we were up against a strong side whose No. 1 and 2 played

representative squash in Alberta. It was a close tussle but we were edged 7-11.

We played Brentwood College twice. At Mill Bay we won 9-3 and at home 18-6 where we were able to play a

Senior and Junior team.

Gavin Dry, Daine Murphy,

Daymon Eng and Chris

McQueen were our most

successful players - but Arif

Tajdin, David Lim, Adrian

Beeston, Behzad Khos-

rowshahi and David Craig

all played strongly and

achieved wins.

With some very promising

Juniors playing this year,

next season looks most
encouraging.

J.J. Goodwin
Coach
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Tennis
B.R.: D, Murphy. J.

Piirden, A. Calder, M.

Jung, I. Scanlan, M.
Patterson, S

C. Talbot,

aszewski, G.

Kothary. S.

M a c K e n z i e

Mcl.eish,

T. Totn-

Mehl, R.

Pihl, I).

Mr.
Cummings M.R.: H.

Kong, P. Quinn, F.

Eng, A. Beeston, K.

Mant, M. Filmer, E.

McLeish, V. Denike, S.

Bradbury, A. Mid-

dleton, F.R.: R.

Neroutsos, B. Mid-

dlelon, A. Helmer, A.

Scanlan, C. Juricic, J.

Lament, J. McLay, M.
Pollard, L. Lewin

Although a summer sport, tennis began early in the spring term with Friday practices at the Oak Bay Bubble. These sessions is much to

elevate the standard of play of the regulars and much to "sell" the sport to those who might have remained on the fringe. Some 85 com-
petitive and recreational players from grades 10, 1 1 and 12 signed up for tennis as their summer game. This response put real pressure on the

available courts, and many players, particularly the recreational ones, gained only limited exposure.

Regarding the competitions. 1 can safely say the school team has had a successful season. In the senior high school league the team had some
very good moments, losing but one match to a strong Mt. Douglas team. Had we won one of the two remaining games (close 6-4 results) we
would have emerged as 6-5 over all winners, and champions in our division. Nonetheless, we defeated Reynolds. Claremont and Parklands

to gain second place and to assure ourselves of a playoff berth. Because of exam pressure however, we were unable to compete in the B.C.

High School Championships; this also excluded us from the local playoff picture.

No need for disappointment though, the intra-school tournament was continuing and the independent school matches were forthcoming!!

Well, athletic injuries and other sporting and social commitments have slowed the progress of the tourney, and the weather itself has caused

the virtual demise of the I.S. A. Competition.

The senior and junior girls competitions were abandoned before a ball was fired and we, of all the teams, I felt had the most to lose. The TV
cameras were assuredly in the wings and the trophies were almost on the way to the engravers! All we could manage subsequent to the event

was a single exhibition match with our juniors and those of St. Margaret's - this we won quite handily.

The boys under 16 competition was partially completed over two weekends - for some inexplicable reason we were not in the hunt for the

gold. At the senior level however, I felt it was unfortunate that we could not complete the competition. Our boys had dispatched Shawnigan
8 matches to nil and, in my opinion, would have held their own with, or would have overcome the players from Brentwood and St. Georges.

Three additional matches, played at the Oak Bay Bubble, are certainly worthy of mentioning: Shawnigan juniors on a very good day
defeated our virtual best - 8 matches to nil. our recreational crowd led by the likes of Mike Joss, Dean McAfee and Alex She defeated a

similar crew from Brentwood 8 matches to 2, and probably the most competitive exhibition of all saw our mixed senior team soundly defeat

an almost - to - strength Brentwood side 7 matches to 2.

It is hard to single out individuals for special mention when in fact every participant gave of himself and herself so willingly - both on the

court in the games and the practices, and off the court in encouraging the scribe to strive for "that

better system". One of these days, Alice! Nonetheless, many thanks to Daine Murphy for being

our number one singles player and for working extremely hard against frequently superior op-

position. Another special mention must be made of Anne-Marie Middleton. whose dependable
nature and truly determined attitude kept us in many matches, and allowed me to keep the few

remaining strands on my headpiece. Another mention should be made of Suzanne Bradbury and
Kari Lynn Murphy whose quiet solid presence both on and off the court have given them real

leadership roles. Finally, I should thank both "kids" of the team. Julie McCay of Grade 8 and
Michelle Pollard of Grade 9 for their overall commitment and utterly brilliant play at the senior

level.

This year we were unfortunate not to have taken the available tin pots - next year I am certain we
will have better luck. Thanks to all participants who have given me and Mrs. Ball a most enjoyable

introduction to the program at SMU.

T.C.
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Track and Field

Seniors

* B.ROW: Ms. Keziere, K. Vollmerhouse, 1. Scanlan,

J. Wale, T. McCarthy, H. Greig, J. Cox. M.ROW:
S. Mc Leish, G. Day, K. Greenwell, S. Barrett, P.

Stapleton, A. Greig, R. Joss, S. O'Sullivan, J.

Chant, T. Fleck, C. Fischer. F.ROW: H. Merino, C.

Talbot, M. Hughes, M. Patterson

Juniors

B.ROW: Ms. Keziere, B. Noureddin, S.

Fletcher, C. Mc Kenzie, S. Franklin, T.

Worsley, J. Stevens, S. Muzio, K.

Masuda, C. Hemmingway, P. Campillo.

G. Merino, R. Pickard, S. Prevost, P.

Quinn, T. Lee, E. Dale, B. Coombs, J.

Lockwood, S. Mahoney, T. Masuda, D.

Kothary, J. Wale, A. Behennah. F.ROW:
M. Roberts, D. Skulbra, A. Helrev, V.

Richards, M. Pollard, B. Middleton, J.

McLay, S. Donald, J. Lanant, K. Juricic,

L. Hammersley, S. Beeston, M. McLeish,

M. Wilson.

The Junior/Senior track and field season was a very successful one in which lots of hidden talent, strength and speed were discovered. The
season consisted of All Comers races. All schools relays, boys and girls I.S.A.s, lower Island and Island championships.
The Juniors distinguished themselves as a very strong, multitalented team this year and Ms Keziere and Mr. Yorath feel very confident about
the team's potential in the next few years. At the Victoria/Sooke/Saanich meet they placed 5th overall (23 schools involved) and the

following athletes are to be recognized for their efforts: Richard Pickard, a triple winner in the 100 m. hurdles, 200m and 400 m hurdles

(tying record), Mary McLeish's new record in the 100 m hurdles, Beth Middleton winning the 800 and coming a VERY close 2nd in the 1500,

Moira Wilson winning the 200 ni, Jeff Stevens winning the discus, Travis Lee (400 m) Koji Masuda (100 m) Jason Wale (1500 m) and Todd
Worsley all placed 2nd in their events. The Grade 8 girls 4 x 100 relay team (Sarah Elford, Jenny Lamont, Moira Wilson and Sacha Edgell)

sprinted their way to a victory and we're all looking forward to a repeat performance next year.

At the Islands, in which 29 SMU individual and 7 relay teams had qualified, SMU placed 1 1th overall with outstanding performances from
the following athletes: Richard Pickard shining once again by winning the 100 m hurdles and placing 2nd in the 100 and 200 m, Travis Lee
(400 m) 3rd, Sean Mahoney (javelin) 2nd, Beth Middleton (500) 2nd (running with a stress fracture!!). Special congratulations to Simon
Franklin who broke the discus record to be rated 1st on the Island and to Travis Lee, Jeff Stevens, Koji Masuda and Richard Pickard whose
4 X 100 m. team is the fastest on the Island!

!

The Senior team took track and field a little less seriously than the Juniors - some due to injury, others because of A. P. exams but STILL
managed to be recognized as a major power in the city. At the All schools relays the boys team was awarded the 1st place trophy and at the

lower Island meet they placed 2nd!! Special congratulations go out to the following: Mike Hughes (110 m. hurdles) 2nd, Greg Day (4(X) m.)
2nd, James Cox (high jump) 2nd, Steve McLeish (javelin) 2nd with 1st place titles going to Hamish Greig (400 m) Steve McLellan (high

jump) and Paul Stapleton (hammer and discus). Greg Day, who was recovering from a shin splints injury also represented SMU at the

Islands and placed 3rd in the 100 and 5th in the 200!

The ISA meets for both boys and girls were VERY competitive meets. The girls placed 3rd in all 3 age categories with special mention for

Beth Middleton (800 and 1500 metre winner), Cathy Juricic and Jane Rees (both discus winners) and Angela Holmes (100 m hurdle winner).

The highlight of the meet was the group effort by Beth Middleton, Anna Helmer and Cheryl Nelms (Junior School athlete) which was
awarded with the 1500 m trophy!

The boys placed 2nd over all to a very strong team from St. George's and special congratulations go to Colin Cameron who came 2nd in the

100 m hurdles, Jason Wale 1st in the 3,000, James Wale 3rd in the 1500, Colin Cameron 1st in the long jump and Duncan Selwood 2nd in the

shot put and Jeff Stevens 2nd in the discus.

Special thanks go to all those who participated this season and especially those whose names have not been mentioned but without whose
efforts SMU could not possibly have had such a successful season!
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Volleyball

EMiPRiiFNrv nnoR Some excellent progress was made
by the girls' volleyball team this

season. Due to snow at Brentwood,

the ISA tournament was cancelled

this year. Thus the team was not

able to defend its championship of

last year. However, at a Western

Canadian ISA tournament held

earlier at Brentwood, the girls beat

the highly favoured team from

Balmoral Hall School, Winnipeg, in

a fine display of volleyball. Meris

Williams, a leader throughout the

year, was named to the tour-

nament's all star team. In city

league championship play, the girls were narrowly beaten and stopped from advancing to the city finals.

Graduating this year with Meris are Angela Holmes, Jane Rees, Jennifer Lowan and Lisa Gaede, all of whom
contributed skillful determination to the team. With the remainder of the team consisting of returning players,

the future looks bright for continued success in volleyball.
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UK Tour '86 -Rugby
First XV

Senior Colts

Junior Colts
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Rugby Tour Candids
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U.K. Tour '86 - Grass Hockey

B.R.: E. Sparling, L. Hammersley, J. Lamont, C. Juricic, S. Bradbury, S. Prevost, M. Gordon, A. Gordon, T. Tomaszewski. F.R.: K-L.

Murphy, J. Forth, J. Chant, S. Jessiman, T. Fleck, Miss Keziere, E. McLeish, Mr. Goodwin, C-A. Colhs, J. Chant, J. Rees, A. Middleton.

This year was the first time the rugby boys dared to take girls along

on tour. Although we were separated for most of the 20 days spent

away from home, we saw them for some memorable days and

nights in London and Cardiff, Wales.

We were fortunate to be able to see an international hockey match

in Wembly with 25,000 screaming school girls. The match was

between England and Canada, with Canada coming up with a 3-1

victory, much to the disappointment of the overwhelmingly British

Crowd.
We did find time between night clubbing and shopping to see some

sights and even play some hockey. The 1st XI team had a shaky

start losing 6-0 in Croydon, but improved rapidly to win a couple

of games in Coventry at an international tournament. The

countries involved were Holland, France, England and Canada

(us). We met many a hockey fanatic and played on the best

astroturf in Britain. We learned how to cope with the speed of the game and adverse weather conditions, including rain, sleet, snow and hail.

The junior team performed extremely well, earning themselves several wins and some ties. With this strong team, improvement and hard

work have shown that SMU field hockey is in good hands.

Highlights of the tour not yet mentioned include the manager, Mr. Goodwin and his disappearing briefcase, lunch with Mr. Albert Lille in

Liverpool, playing indoor field hockey, Anne/ Liz of Anne's B&B in Canterbury (a schizophrenic host) and meeting a male Scottish hockey

team in Coventry.

On behalf of the teams 1 would like to thank Mrs. Trumpy for helping to prepare us for tour (on the tennis courts) and Mr. Walsh who

though we lost still came for support. I would also like to thank Mr. J.J. Goodwin, Miss L. Keziere and Mr. K.A. Murdoch for their en-

thusiasm, support and hard work. Without them the tour would not have been nearly as unpredictable or as much fun.

Josie Chant
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The Principal's Report

. only acting Principal you say!

Among the activities of another very

busy year in the Junior School one, in

particular, deserves recognition at the

beginning of this report: the creation

of the Junior School section of the

Yearbook. No longer will it be

possible to blame the Senior School

Yearbook Committee for any glaring

oversights or errors in our section for

the content is our responsibility. With

encouragement from John Schaffter

and with direction from Stacey

Jessiman, an energetic group of Grade

VII novices grasped the opportunity to

learn all about 'layout" and 'picas'! Of
delight to me was the chance this

activity gave the Grade VII students to

use their writing skills to cover sports,

drama productions and other activities

representative of the school year.

The team of creators was large;

prominent among the group which

used its lunch hours in the third term

for this enterprise were Stewart

Butterfield, Scott Hall, Andrew
White, Kevin Wallis, Ghiu Dawson,

Michael Ellis, Justin Chant, Kristin

Semmens, Jenny Popkin, Anna Kemp, Helmer Prael, Brian Chan and Thia Franklin. Even greater commitment came from David Chmiel,

Julius Chappie, Erica Sangster, and Catharine Lambe who, once school had finished, continued to work on their yearbook responsibilities

during the early part of the holidays. Thank you all for your help and energy. Working with you was always productive.

A precedent has been established. Junior School students can cope with deadlines and with a comprehensive coverage of activities germane

to the Junior School. For a first attempt I delight in their sense of achievement. Of course, proto-types can be surpassed. To the new Grade
VII group 1 suggest you start compiling materials right from the beginning of the school year in September, and be not afraid to lake ad-

vantage of Dr. Rupert Sheldrake's 'morphic resonance', established as a result of the learning of last year's Grade VII. (In giving this advice,

1 do trust the Theory of Formative Causation has been tried and tested!).

That these Grade VII students found time to compile a section of this Yearbook astounds me considering the number of events thai occurred

during the year. In addition to the regular sporting activities of Cross Country, Soccer, Basketball (City League and Night League),

Swimming, Rugby, Cricket and Track and Field, preparation for three sets of e.xaminations, research and writing time for the Com-
monwealth Essay Competition, rehearsals for the Music Festival and practice sessions for the Mathematics competitions, many of these

same students found time to enjoy the frenzy of the school's musical drama, ROBIN HOOD AND THE GREENWOOD GANG, produced

in April. With a good representation Irom every grade (1-7), the troop played to three packed houses of parents and friends, a far cry from

the rehearsal staged one afternoon for the benefit of students not involved. On stage and behind the scenes were 1 10 students while acting as

audience were 80 gallant laces. Would the stage were bigger the latter group too might well have ended up in the chorus!

Mass participation could well be considered the keynote of the Junior School's pulse this year. Indicative of this suggestion comes to mind
the massive Christmas Choir which sang at the Eric Martin Pavilion, the Senior School Chapel and the Mayfair Mall. Success at the City

Swim Meet was also attributed in part to the number of participants we were able to muster. Whether at music festivals or track and field

competitions Junior School students are never reluctant to show their mettle, a glowing testimonial of their verve and commitment.

That we are blessed with excellent students is an obvious and a cherished fact; that we are able to provide an ethos which encourages students

"to run with their brakes off" must be attributed to the teachers who dedicated their talents to their profession. To all dedicated staff

members I say 'thank you' for making the Junior School a vibrant, friendly place of learning.

With sadness we must say 'valete' to Mrs. Marily Levitt and Mr. Douglas Hillis, both of whom will be travelling south and both of whom
will be greatly missed. My wish is that the lureof S.M.U. will attract them to Victoria again once they have finished with the sand and sun.

To the Grade Seven students about to enter Grade VIII, I must say that I feel confident in your ability, attitude and preparation; but, please

remember that you might not have escaped completely the 'long arm of the law' for we are destined to meet again when you are in Grade IX,

an event I look forward to with pleasure.

D.R. Penaluna

Principal, Junior School
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Staff of the Junior School

The Staff As Kevin Lundy Sees Them
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Mrs Miles' Grade One

^mm^mmm ^mw

m ^ Scott Amiss
Maria-Christina Cosmatos

Andrew Dooner

1

Edward Fairhurst

Robin Featherstone

Christopher Fisher

Rachel Gardiner

Simon Grant

Sarah Inouye

Emma Isaac

Chelsea Jones

Ryan Knott

Maria Kwari

hlIjB

^fl iAm

Brock Leong

Lucy Morris

Cameron Murdoch
Crissa Skulbru

Gary Tongue
Keir Wilmut
David Wilson
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Miss Moore's Grade Two
Michael Amiss

Tessa Anglin

Philip Bodley-Scoli

Janelle Boos

Curran Crawford
Colin Dver

Jennifer Fuliz

Charles Goode
Jonathan Goode

Meggan Hunt
Helen Lanila

Jonathan Liang

Steven Lobb
Philip Miller

Gabriel Milne

Simon Pearce

Jennifer Piercy

Christopher Rees

George Scott

Bethany Smith

Nicholas Wise

Stuart Wollach

Robert Young
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Mrs Pollard's Grade III

Emma Balcy

David Cabeldu

Matthew Carvery

John Darimont

David Fairhurst

Joanna Forbes

Peter Frankham
Vininder Gill

Mischa Greenwood
Gethin Jones

Nicholas Judson

Caroline Large

Alexander Lisman

Britt-Marie Luckhurst

Robert Lydon
Jamie Maclver

Anna Moorman
Mark Parker

Christopher Pollock

Ole Schmidt

David Stevenson

Angela Tongue
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Candids Grades I, II & III



Mr Bousfield's Grade Four
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Jonathan Aquino
Andrew Barry

Philip Bowers

^1^ ^i&fc ^ t^M£M

'lann Brierley

Jeffrey Cale

Amy Cassidy

Clare Gardiner

Michael Jones

Cory Lee

Katie Leong
Houman Mesghali

Cassandra Miller

Benjamin Morris

Elizabeth Murdoch
Cheryl Nelms

Bruce Passmore

Eleanor Rees

Adam Sawatsky

Andrew Shostak

Daryn Stevens

Sean Stevenson

Elizabeth Wilson
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Mr Manson-Blair's Grade Five

Howard Anglin

Briony Angus
Jarnesie Bray

Benny Chan
Jessica Cham

Bradley Chewpoy
Kristen Dawson
Tom Doughty

Jonathan Edgell

Robin Forbes

Mathew Franklin

Jamie Grier

David Ha
Hywel Jones

Anna Leong

Sean Puttergill

Damian Richards

Wilham Rondow
Kurt Schweitzer

Jonathan Slade

Christopher Wilson

Mr. Manson-Blair ^^ fii f)
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Lower Remove
Lisa Angus

Shami Atkins

Brendan Barry

Christopher Beeston

Leah Bowers

Monty Bridgman

Susan Campbell

John Cantlie

Bryan Chan
Panos Cosmatos

Edward Crothall

Christopher Darimont

Jennifer Ellis

Eraser Fletcher

Matthew Hill

Jason Lindholm

Darren MacLeod
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Lower Remove

1^^ iit"^r! 1
Julian McKenzic

Brcnl McLay

Kevin Murphy
Joanna Piercy

Rebecca Pollard

Jan Schmidt

Jamie Scott

Craig Simson
Dylan Smith

Jeremy White

ii^Aift^A
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David Adams
Scott Baker

George Barnes

Chad Bevan

Giles Bodley-Scoti

Stewart Butterfield

Scott Cale

Ghiu Dawson
Pablo del Caslillo-Valle

David Didluck

Sergio Gandoulf
Fernando Gonzalez-Luna

Scott Hall

Jeffrey Hunt
Adrian Luckhurst

Duncan Magnus
Thomas Petzing

Robert McTavish

Greg Miller

Mark Schneider

itfaii^^'-^
PHOTO

NOT

AVAILABLE

PHOTO

NOT

AVAILABLE

Richard Stone

Donald Sutton

Charlie Von Maldeghem

^oM^miiik

Alexander Wardle
Andrew White

Kenneth Wong
m

PHOTO

NOT

AVAILABLE
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Upper Remove II

Christopher Blohm
Myles Cane

Brian Chan
Justin Chant

Julius Chappie

David Chmiel

Michael Ellis

Thia Franklin

Anna Kemp
Catherine Lambe

Kevin Lundy

t PS

Michael Montour
James Morley Mmsm I

Francis Muzio
Jason Penaluna
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Jennifer Popkin

Helmar Prael

Jason Reynolds

Erica Sangster

Kristin Semmens
Philip Sinnott

r\
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Christopher Tomlinson

Mark Van Raamsdonk

Majid Vaughan
Kevin Wallis
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St. Patrick's Day Grade 3

Leprechaun Job Appiication Form

by David Stevenson

Leprechaun's Full Name: Davie O'Connor

Address: <J876 Shamrock Drive

Age: 129363000 Centuries

Flace of Rirth: Green Clover Hospital

Educated at Pot of Gold Preschool

Work Experience: I worked at Brifht Rainbow Real Estate where I sold
pots of gold and rainbows.

Special Skills: I can fix shoes, bring good luck, be honest, pinch
you, and judge people whether they are good or bad.

Leprechaun Job Application Form

by David Cabeldu
Leprechaun's Full Name: Patrick O'Ridloy

Age: 300 centuries 20 years

Place of Birth: Kilamey Green Street

Educated at SLMS (St. Leprechaun Maker's School)

Work Experience: I worked at the Shillelagh Place Restaurant on
Clover Street where I made rainbow soup, gold bread, J»-leaf clover
ice-cream, and Eire dogs.

Special Skills: I can slide down rainbows and make myself
look like anything.
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WILL EXPO BE BENEFICIAL TO ALL BRITISH COLUMBIANS?

The 1986 World Exposition has officially been opened and the question stands, "Will Expo be beneficial to all

British Columbians?" The 54 countries involved eagerly await showing their latest creations in technology and

transportation while, behind the scenes, the provincial government of British Columbia believe that this 1.6

billion dollar gamble will increase foreign trade and build our tourism industry, therefore collecting more money
and stimulating B.C.'s economy. Expo is also believed to encourage participating countries to invest in our

province, thus bringing new industry to provide jobs and revenue. On the other hand, why invest money in a fair

that may not realize these goals? After all, only one exposition in North American ever ran at a profit and at this

time of recession the likelihood of failing these high expectations is more than possible.

Admittedly this fair may bring wealth to the province in the long term, but there are human needs that must be

dealt with now. Of these, the education of the young, health care for the sick, aid for the hungry and the %

unemployed, and a fair policy for long-term tenants stand out. The lack of funds for "people projects" now,

will cost the province enormous amounts of catch-up expenditures in the future. Ironically, the government is

sacrificing the well-being of many British Columbians by holding an extravanganza in Vancouver, and they tell

us it is for the benefit of all! As the Socreds feather their nest for election time, and enjoy the celebrity status that

the fair exposes them to, many people wait in food bank lines, while others budget their pennies carefully, for

they cannot afford to visit this display that supposedly will benefit them so greatly.

Although the government believes that foreign trade will increase, our tourism industry will build, and we will

develop new markets, it is also important to make a profit from Expo so that the province doesnot have to

support a huge debt. To receive revenue, the fair must be a priority to people around the world. We could not

have chosen a worse time. Recent inflation and current recession are discouraging many who, at first, were

considering the trip to the Exposition. If Expo does not attract the expected number of visitors, we may be in

debt for a long time, a situation detrimental to British Columbians.

With the current conflict in the world, we must be concerned with the threat of terrorism. In the next six months

the city of Vancouver will have millions of visitors milling around the fair grounds. The U.S. pavilion, the many
celebrities and the international attention focused on the exposition may make Expo an attractive target. Recent

sabotage of international flights will deter some visitors from travelling to Vancouver. Even with increased

security, the access to B.C. is relatively open, and the danger of violence puts the visitors to Expo and British

Columbia at risk.

Expo is a spectacular, entertaining, world fair which may eventually bring some money to the province. Sadly,

for all its splashy success as an event, it does not take care of the sick, it does not take care of the unemployed,

and it does not take care of the education of the young people. Many British Columbians have been sacrificed to

this mult-million dollar event. Even if we do realize a profit from the fair, for many it will simply be too late. The

government values publicity and profit before people; their greed has made them insensitive to suffering. So

when we ask "Will Expo be beneficial to all British Columbians?" perhaps the answer lies in the parallel drawn

in ANIMAL FARM when Napoleon told the animals that his actions were for their own good, even though they

were enduring extra work, and smaller rations. Only the other pigs were feeling the benefits of power!

Michael Ellis



ODE TO AN ARTICHOKE

O, hirsute organic growth that 1 love,

Like a beautiful white dove.

Peeling ai your silken leaves.

Without you the whole world grieves.

Your emerald tinge is so amazing,

And your taste is tantalizing.

My final aim is to eat your heart.

As I peel your fortress part-by-part.

Until you are a naked shell.

Only my imagination w ill tell.

Why you are delicious to me.

Too bad the artichoke is not free.

DavidChmielUR2

c^w

^' •.>->;

Philip Bowers Gr. 4

THE JUNIOR SCHOOL

O home of knowledge

Tomes of wisdom piled rafter-high

Upon a mottled carpet-tloor.

Hie habitat scientia.

Scholars and sages labour long

Pursuing goals of intellect;

The fountain of knowledge flows through them
Within these hallowed halls

Draw ing eager men to higher heights.

The shallow strife of life is void.

With these rows of literature dw ells peace;

The drab, dull nature of the walls belies the true

intent

To spread Joy and learning through the land

And ignorance prevent.

Julius Chappie

June 13th, 1986

Jonathan Aquino Gr. 4
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Prefects

BACK ROW (L K) K): Mi. Pcnaliiiui. Scon Hall. Irancis Mu/io, Robcri McTa\isli. lasori Reynolds, Hclniar Israel. AJriaii 1 iickhurM,

Richard Sloiie, JuMiii Cham, James Morley IRONT ROW (1 TO R); Jason I'cnaluna. Michael Eillis, David Chmiel, Thia I raiikliii,

C'alharine I ambc, [rica Saiigsicr, Julius Chappie

Commonwealth Essay Winners

# t .W m -tt'

V 1
» m

^HV. . ^ .^'.-;S^L^«^
BACK ROW (L TO R|: Mr. Penaluna, Krisiin Semmens, Francis Muzio, Michael Montour, Erica Sangster, Anna Kemp, Julius Chappie
FRONT ROW (L TO R): James Morley, Majid Vaughan, David Chmiel. Jenny Poplsin, Brian Chan, Jason Penaluna, Mark Van Raams-
donk
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Soccer Team

BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): P. Del Castillo-Valle, G. Miller, B. McLay, J. Reynolds, P. Sinnott, J. McKenzie FRONT ROW (LEFT
TO RIGHT): M. Ellis, J. Hum, R. Stone, G. Bodley-Scott, J. Penaluna, J. Chant, C. Darimont, C. Sevan

COACH'S REPORT

The record of the Junior School soccer team speaks for itself. It was a highly successful year. But the successes

extend far beyond the win/ loss column. This was a team that exemplified the honorable traditions associated

with athletic endeavour, sportsmanship, team commitment and individual responsibility. As a unit, the boys

shared their triumphs and their disappointments. Always polite, always gracious they were beyond reproach as

ambassadors of S.M.U. I feel fortunate to have been involved with such a fine group of young individuals.

ftrLu.tI> Qt gf>>^ ..-r^ S.P. Alford

Of rjwT-*/r u«*j/uj^^/i»e Cowl!.
1
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Cross Country Team
This year we had a keen group of about thirty runners who turned out regularly for voluntary practices and the

series of five G.V.E.S.S.A. races.

The following runners had consistently good results over the season: - Andrew Shostak (4), Robin Forbes (5),

Hywel Jones (5), Jenny Ellis (6), Jeffrey Hunt (7), Adrian Luckhurst (7), Michael Ellis (7), and Thia Franklin

(7).

Cheryl Nelms (4) and Yann Brierley (4) are to be well congratulated for highlighting our season by being

crowned City Champions. Both final races had over one hundred competitors. Cheryl won all five of her races

this year.

In the I.S.A. meet, S.M.U.S. placed second while in the G.V.E.S.S.A. finals we placed fourth out of thirty

schools in the boys" section.

P.K. Bousfield

BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Richard Stone, Dylan Smith, Alexander Wardle, Thia Franklin, Adrian

Luckhurst, Michael Ellis, Justin Chant, Jeffrey Hunt, Monty Bridgman. MIDDLE ROW: Jennifer Ellis,

Tommy Doughty, Robin Forbes, Hywel Jones, Mathew Franklin, Cory Lee, Cheryl Nelms, Andrew Shostak,

Andrew Barry. FRONT ROW: David Stevenson, Joanna Forbes, Jamie Maclver, Christopher Pollock, Julian

McKenzie, Yann Brierley, Daryn Stevens, Anna Moorman, Gethin Jones.
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Boys' Basketball Team

BACK ROW (L TO R): Mr. Hillis, Andrew White, Jason Reynolds, Jan Schmidt, David Adams, Robert Mc-

Tavish FRONT ROW (L TO R): Jason Penaluna, Michael Ellis, Brent McLay, Brendan Barry, Richard Stone,

Justin Chant, Chad Bevan

This year the Junior School Basketball Team developed into a distinguished and enthusiastic unit. After

defeating the Grade VIII Senior School team and competing in the Junior High Night League, the Junior School

team felt ready to compete in the St. George's Basketball Tournament where it displayed respectable sport-

smanship. Throughout the season team suport was the crucial element which permitted the players to make the

playoffs. One very exciting game en route to the playoffs was against Monterey in the opposition's gym. With 30

seconds to go the last throw resulted in the ball rolling around the rim of the opposition's basket, but not

dropping in. The result of the game was a narrow one point loss.

Much of the success of this year's team must be attributed to the sterling play of Jason Reynolds, Jason

Penaluna, Richard Stone and Robert McTavish with young players Brent McLay and Brendan Barry acquiring

some valuable experience for next year's competition. Our grateful thanks go to Mr. Hillis for his skill as a coach

in taking us so far.

Michael Ellis
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Girls' Basketball

This is the first year that St. Michaels University Junior School has had a girls' basketball team. Although we
tried our best, most of the games we played we did not win. We played against Willows, St. Patrick's, Monterey

and Margaret Jenkins. Some of the other teams took part in the night league which was a league for teams with a

lot of experience. Other girls who joined later in the season because they showed an interest in the game were

Anna Kemp, Catharine Lambe, Jenny Popkin, Rebecca Pollard, Erica Sangster and Kristin Semmens. This

added strength to our limited numbers and gave us at least a second line. Our thanks go to Mr. Hillis whose quiet

enthusiasm meant so much.

Thia Franklin

LEFT TO RIGHT: Jennifer Ellis, Susan Campbell, Thia Franklin, Lisa Angus, Leah Bowers
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Swimming

By virtue of the interest shown by our student body, and the innate ability of many of the team members, our

swimmers had a most successful season. With a large number of SMU swimmers in attendance we placed FIRST

in the Novice Competition of the City Elementary Schools' Meet and also FIRST in the Private Schools'

Division. Outstanding performances for the school were given by Anna Leong, David Fairhurst and Kristen

Dawson; but the essence of the success must be attributed to the general enthusiasm of the students to enter the

competition in such large numbers. Well done all of you who swam, and thank you Mr. Hillis for organizing the

team so well.

Yearbook Staff
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Rugby Teams

BACK ROW (L TO R): Kevin Wallis, Jason Reynolds, Andrew White, Mr. Manson-Blair (coach), Sergio

Gandoulf, Francis Muzio, PhiHp Sinnott. FRONT ROW: Jason Penaluna, Michael Ellis, Richard Stone, Pablo

Diaz Del Castillo-Valle, Justin Chant, Greg Miller, Don Sutton.

BACK ROW (L TO R): Brent McLay, Brendan Barry, Mr. Manson-Blair (coach), Jamie Scott, Edward

Crothall, Julian McKenzie. FRONT ROW: Giles Bodley-Scott, Chris Darimont, Chad Bevan, Thomas Petzing,

Jamie Grier, Hywel Jones, Robin Forbes.
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Rugby Teams Cont.

BACK ROW (L TO R): Fernando Gonzalez-Luna, Craig Simson, Robert McTavish, Mr. Manson-Blair (coach),

David Adams, Julius Chappie, Stewart Butterfield. FRONT ROW: Monty Bridgman, Ken Wong, Ghiu

Dawson, Myles Cane, Chris Beeston, Bryan Chan, George Barnes, Scott Baker.

This year the Junior School sported THREE Rugby Teams, the Warriors, the Vikings and the Aztecs. With

practices every Friday after school the teams were soon prepared to meet some real opposition. To warm up for

the Greater Victoria Schools Rugby Tournament, the three teams played a friendly round of games against

Willows, the results of which suggested that our players would do well in the tournament.

In the tournament played at two venues, Lansdowne and Henderson Park, the Warriors battled with last year's

champion, Blanshard and lost narrowly by one try scored in the last minute. This team eventually finished in

fourth place. The Vikings played seven games, one after another, making the playoff finals and finishing in

second spot. The Aztecs played with great enthusiasm during their first encounter in a competition of this

nature. Members of this team are to be congratulated for the initiative they showed in organizing themselves in

the field.

Much credit for the sterling play of these teams must go to Mr. Manson-Blair who showed indefatigable com-

mitment to his charges. Thanks.

Myles Cane
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Track and Field

Our Whole Team
Our school participated in several track and field events throughout the year, including the I.S.A. meet in

Vancouver in which we placed third; the All Schools' relay meet in which we placed fourth in the city; the zone

finals and the City Track and Field meet.

These positive results came consequently from the depth of the number of competitors from the school body

who were willing to train arduously during lunch hours and after school. However, even these remarkable

students would not have been able to accomplish this without the endeavours of Mr. Hillis, Mr. Alford, Mr.

Manson-BIair and Mrs. Ellis. We thank you!

Erica Sangster

Catharine Lambe
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It's better with your clothes on!
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Math Teams

GRADE 7 WINDSOR

With a team score totalling 186 out of a

possible 200, the Grade 7 Windsor mathematics

team placed 4th in the nation and 2nd in B.C.

To these team representatives and their sup-

portive classmates; well done!

S.P. Alford

GAUSS

The Gauss mathematics team scored 722.5 of a

possible 750 marks to place first of 26 schools

in the competition. Both Mark Van Raams-

donk and Michael Montour earned perfect

scores of 150. Another 29 students were trying

for the top five positions and provided the

competitive environment essential to our

success. Thank you to all those involved.

S.P. Alford

GRADE 6 WINDSOR

The members of the Grade 6 Windsor

mathematics team account for the top five

scores at SMU in the elementary competition.

Their aggregate score of 171 earned SMU 20th

position in the nation. Congratulations to the

team members.

S.P. Alford
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We are not highflyers; we are not into height and flight, but

we can tumble with the best of gymnasts thanks to the skilful

coaching and patient encouragement of Mr. Hillis. A
Gymnastics Club, open to any interested student from Grade

1 to 7, met each Tuesday lunch hour to permit students to

progress at their own levels of difficulty and confidence. By

January we were ready to show our mettle at a Gymnastics

evening before a well-attended audience of parents. This was

not a show only for club members: all students in Grades 4

and 5 participated also with movements they would be called

upon to perform in their regular classes. Club members spiced

up the evening a little by adding a few glamourous leaps

culminating in a daring hand-spring by Chad Bevan.

Knowledge of how to fall and tumble gives confidence even to

the most reluctant athlete; there are, therefore, many more

confident students at SMU as a result of their gymnastics

experience. We thank you. Parents' Auxiliary, for equipping

our school so well and we thank sincerely Mr. Hillis for

sharing his skill so competently with us.

Chad Bevan

Jason Penaluna
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Robin and the Greenwood Gang

This year the Junior School's musical production of "Robin and his Greenwood Gang" was held on the I4ih, 15th and 16th of April. There

was a cast of over one hundred, which included students from grades 1-7, who put on the story of the outlaw who robbed the rich to give to

the poor. This piece of drama was directed by Mr. David Penaluna and the music was led by Miss Joan Thompson.

Tryouts for "Robin Hood" were held in Septeinber. The part of Robin Hood himself, was played by Julius Chappie. Little John, the largest

and strongest member of the gang was performed by Scott Cale. Da\id Chmiel played the gang's priest. Friar Tuck and Maid Marian,

Robin's girlfriend, was played by Kristin Semmens. Other gang members included Jason Panalana, Majid V'aughan, Philip Sinnott and

Chad Bevan. The fiarl of the notorious Sheriff was filled by Brian Chan and Shanti .Atkins played Black Barbara, Marian's friend/enemy.

The primary children were creatures of the forest, grade 5's were trees and flowers and 6's and 7's were villagers or guards.

After the main parts had been filled, there came numerous choir practices with Miss Thompson. It was in these practices that the students

began to learn the required songs for the musical. Then along with these music practices, came Saturday afternoon drama rehearsals with

Mr. Penaluna. Students worked diligently and soon had their songs and spoken parts memorized. The dress rehearsal held on Sunday, .'\pril

13th, complete with costumes, scenery, lighting, props and make-up, was all the students needed to get ready for the opening night, Monday,

April 14th. During the three-day run of the play, to a sold-out audience e\ery night, there were only a few minor mishaps that could have

occurred in any show. The entire production could be called a success. When "Robin Hood" finished its run, there was a mingled feeling of

joy, sadness and relief. The six and a half months of practice for the students had finally paid off.

There were bouquets of Howers given to thank Mrs. Pollard and Mrs. Miles who were responsible for the costumes. There were also

bouquets given to Miss Moore for her work on the props, Mrs. Talbot for her work on the scenery and Miss Thompson for the play's

"musical side". Gifts were given to Mr. Manson-Blair for the lighting and Mr. MacKay for the sound system. Mr. Penaluna received a

director's chair in recognition of his hard and dedicated work. The teachers and students each in their own way contributed to the success of

the production of "Robin and his Greenwood Gang".

Kristin Semmens UR 2
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. . . And Still More Robin and the Greenwood Gang.
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The highlight of the Junior School year was the production of the musical "Robin Hood". The students per-

formed in front of sell-out audiences for a run of three nights. From November onward, the actors undertook

the task of learning music, lines, expression, and movements which added to the exuberant mood of the play.

The lead roles of Robin Hood and Maid Marian were played by Julius Chappie and Kristin Semmens. Other

characters of mention were the evil King John and his diabolical sidekick, the Sherrif of Nottingham played by

Myles Cane and Brian Chan respectively. The main characters from Robin's gang were David Chmiel as the jolly

Friar Tuck, Scott Cale as the bold Little John and Jason Penaluna as the humourous Alan-a-Dale. Black

Barbara, the traitor played by Shanti Atkins, was another barrier the outlaws had to contend with before finally

conquering the evil forces. In the closing stages of the play, King Richard (Mike Ellis) returned from the crusades

and the presentation came to a merry ending.

From all of the one hundred and four performers, the grades one to three as critters, grades four and five as trees

and flowers, and the stage actors, there was a feeling of

happiness and excitement which led to final success.

This performance, however, would not have been a hit

without the hard work of the following people: the

Senior School three-man band; Miss Thompson, the

musical director; Mrs. Bodley-Scott, the choreographer;

the lighting and sound set-up by Mr. Manson-Blair and

Mr. MacKay respectively; Mrs. Talbot and Mr.

Reynolds, supplying the sets; Mrs. Pollard and Mrs.

Miles for the costumes; Miss Moore, for the props and

the master hand of Mr. Penaluna, the tireless director.

Thank you all!

Michael EUisUR 2
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Music Groups
Orchestra

Brass Ensemble Woodwind Ensemble

Junior Band
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Candids
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Sports Day
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Candids
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And More Candids!
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JUNIOR SCHOOL PRIZE LIST - ACADLMIC 1986^

GRADE 111

RADEIV

JAMIE NLACIVER
DAVID STEVENSON
KATIE LEONG
PHILIP BOWERS
ANDREW SHOSTAK
JONATHAN AQLINO

ELEANOR REES

ROBIN FORBES
BRIAN MURPHY
JAHANGAR CHARANIA
ANNA LEONG
JESSICA CHANT

HOWARD ANGLIN
DAVID HA
DANNY CURRAN

JOHNCANTLIE ^

PANOSCOSMATOS
LEAH BOWERS
JEREMY WHITE
JOANNA PIERCY
JENNIFER ELLIS

SHANTI ATKINSi

DUNCAN MAGNUS

KENNETH WONG
CHADBEVAN
STEWART BUTTERFILLD
SCOTT HALL
RICHARD STONE

DAVID CHMIEL

CHRIS TOMLINSON
MAJIDVAUGHAN
BRIAN CHAN
ERICA SANGSTER
ANNA KEMP
MICHAEL MONTOUR
MARK VAN RAAMSDONK

^

2nd in Form)

I SI in Form
Art

Music

3rd in Form
2nd in Form, Math, Science

Computer Science

I St in Form, English, French

Japanese, Social Studies

Art

Equal 1st in Science

Math
Equal 1st in English

Equal 1st in English

Computer Science

3rd in Form, Frencli

2nd in Form. Music

IM in Form, Equal Isi Scicna

Social Studies

Equal 1st in An

Equal Ut in Art

Music (Strings)

Music (Winds)

3rd in Form, French (Mrs. Levitt)

2nd in Form, English, Math,

ITomputer Science

St in Form, French (Mrs. Langran)

Science. Social Studies

Computer Science

,qual 1st in .Math, French

1st in Math, Music (Winds)

EForm
ndln Form, Art. Music (Strings)

Isl in Form, English, Science

Social Studies

Music (Winds)

MuMC (Strings)

Equal 1st in French

Equal 1st in French, An
English

3rd in Form
2nd in Form, Computer Science

Isi in Form. Math, Science,

Social Studies

ST MICHAELS UNIVERSITY JUNIOR SCHOOL SPECIAL AWARDS 1986

PARENT.S" AUXILIARY SCHOLARSHIP
PARENTS' AUXILIARY BURSARY
PARENTS' AUXILIARY BURSARY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (EDITH SYMONS)
PRIVL IT SCHOLARSHIP
M.A.W . BRIDGMAN MEMORIAL AWARD
NED SYMONS' AWARD
SLEGG BOWL
MILNE CUP
ARTISTIC MERIT AWARD
MOST IMPROVED ATHLETE
OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
MCALPINE AWARD
GAUSS-MACDONALD CUP

CITIZENSHIP CUP
MERIT SHIELD

DAVID STEVENSON
JAMIE M.ACIVER
JA.MIESCOTT
JASON REYNOLDS
HOWARD \NGL1N
ADRIAN LUCKHURST
THIA FRANKLIN
JUSTIN CHANT
JAMES MORLEY
JASON PENALUNA
M1CH..\EL ELLIS
JASON PENALUNA
JUSTIN CHANT
MARK VAN RA.AMSDONK
MICHAEL MONTOL'R
BRIAN CHAN
MAJIDVAUGHAN
ANNA KEMP
JULIUS CHAPPLE
J.ASON REYNOLDS
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Grade VIII ""f*^

ARCHIBALD

ADRIAN BEHENNAH
JORDAN BENNETT
MARTIN BOWERS
COLIN BROWN„

HARNETT CHAl

GREG CLARKE
TYSON COOPER

SACHAEDGELL

VANSON FIELD
RORY FORBES
lANHULME
JENNIFER HYKIN
PHILLIP KAYAL

GRAEME LEEMING

JIM MAR I IN

CHRISTINE REILLV
LEIFREINHOLD

VANESSA RICHARDS

TAMARA RUSNAK

ARJUNA SMITH
NICOLA STEWART
PHILLIP WESTOBY

Disiiriclion

Science

French

Firsi Place in ChcniiMry

in Biologv, Conipiiicr

Malhematics

First in Grade 8

Disiinctioii in Astronomy
Second in Grades
Distinction in Geography

Outstanding Effort in

Compmer Science

Distinction in I rench,

Outstanding Efforl in Malheniaiics

Distinctions in Biology cV History

Outstanding Effort in Mathematics &
Computer Science

First Place in liCOgraphN & History

Distinction in Astronomy

Distinction in Physics

Outstanding Effort in Music

Distinction in Physics

Distinction in An
Distinctions in English

Mathematics &. Astronomy
First Place in French, Music.

Mathematics

Distinctions in English, Physics,

Geograph\ & Computer Science

Third in Grade 8

Outstanding Effort in Astrononn

First Place in Art

Distinctions in French, Physics, &
Biology

First Place in French

Distinction in Computer Science

Distinction in French

Outstanding Effort in Mathematics

Distinction in An
Distinction in Geography
Outstanding Effort in Chemistry
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Grade IX

SARAH ARC HIBAI D
MARK AIKINS

IAN BALI.

JASON BEAVER

CONRADCHAN
SUSSEX DAVIS

IAN PARISH
ANDREW FINALE
JASON FORD

TONY HUNT
CATHERINE JURICTC
HOI KONG

NLXRINAKASAPL

LEIGH LARGE

JAMES LOCKWOOD
AUL MOCHRie^

JONATHAN MOORMA>
KAJOLA MOREVv'OOD
ALASTAIR MUIR
ROSEMARIE NEROUTSOS
BORNANOUREDDIN

RUTHPLATTS

ANGELIKA PRAEL
LEO QUON

KAI SCHMIDT .1*^ -s,"!

ANNMARIE SCANLAN
ALEX SHE

DAVID UNDERWOOD
JASON WALE

PETER WHITE
VINING WOLFF

RONALD WONG
JASON YANG
DAVID YONG
JASON ZURBA

X &

Outslanding Elton in Astruiioniy

DisliiKlions in Matlicmaiics, An, He

Geography ,

First Place in Cheniisiry

Distinction in Aslrononiy

Outstanding EITort in History

First Place in Physics

Distinctions in Astronomy ^ German
Distinction in Spanish

Distinctions in Biology, Physics, <s;.

Computer Science

Outstanding ETfori in Mathematics

Distinction ni Computer Science

First Place in Englisli & Geography
Distinction in French, German,
Mathematics
Outstanding Eflort in History ^
Second Place in Grade 9

Distinction in Geography
Distinctions in English & French

Distinction in Enghsh
Outstanding EiTort in French

fFirst Place in French, German
History

Distinctions in Mathematics, Draina

English

First Place in Grade

9

Distinctions in Computer Science!

Drama & Physics

Distinction in Geography

Distinctions in Biologv, Geography
History

Distinction in Music

Outstanding Effort in Mathematics

Distinction in German
First Place in Spanish

Distinctions in Computer Science

Spanish

First Place in German
Distinction in French

Outstanding Effort in Mathematics &
English

Distinction in German
Distinctions in Mathematics, Englis,

& Chemistry

Distinctions in Physics, Spanish,

Astronomy, & Geography
Outstanding LI fort in English

First Place in Astronomy &
Mathematics

Distinctions in ClRinislry, French, &
German
Third Place in Grade 9

First Place in Drama
First Place in (reography

Distinctions in Chemistry, History, &
English

First Place in Music

First Place in Biology

Outstanding Eft on
Science

Distinction in Art

First Place in Art

Distinction in Physics

Distinction in English

t'
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Grade X
CHRIS BOEHRINGER
SHAUNA CARRINGTON
STEVEN COCKAYNE
GREG DAMANT

DONNA DANGERFIELD

GEOFF DUNBAR
HESTER DUNLAP
TOMISLAVERLIC
HEATH EMERSON

SIMON FRANKLIN

DOUGLAS FREEMAN

MAUREEN GORDON
PAULHULME
NICK JONES
BRIAN KELCEY
TANIS LAIDLAW

MANDY LEWIS
DAVID LONGRIDGE
DAVID MARGISON

KOJl MASUDA
DEAN MCAFEE
ERICK MERINO
CHRIS MESSERSCHMIDT
GARETH MORLEY
NEILMULHOLLAND

KARl-LYNN MURPHY
SIMON MUZIO
BURKHARDPRAEL
MICHAEL PHILLIPS
STEPHEN ROBE ,-^
MICHAEL ROBERTS^^
KEITH ROGERS
JEFF STEVENS
DAVID SWAN
NICHOLAS SWINBURNE
TANIA TOMASZEWSKI

KATIE TOMLINSON
NEIL WALKER
GORDON WEBSTER
DAVID WEEDEN
TODD WORSLEY

Distinctions in English & French

Outstanding Eft'orl in French

Distinction in Computer Science 1

1

First Place in English

Distinctions in Chemistry, Biology & History

Distinction in Chemistry

Outstanding Effort in Mathematics

Distinction in Chemistry

Distinction in Drama
First Place in Physics

First Place in French & German
Distinctions in Music & English

First Place in Biology, Chemistry, History, and Algebra 11

Distinctions in French & Physics

First Place in Music

Outstanding Effort in German
Outstanding Effort in Drama & Mathematics

First Place in Geography

Distinction in History

Distinction in Drama
Distinction in Physics

Outstanding Effort in Mathematics

Outstanding Effort in Mathematics

Distinctions in Drama & English

First Place in Computer Science 1 1 & Art

Distinction in Algebra 1

1

Outstanding Effort in French

Outstanding Effort in Drama
Distinction in Physics

Distinction in Drama
Distinction in Geography

Distinctions in Algebra 1 1 & English

First Place in Beginner Spanish

Distinction in French

First Place in Spanish

Distinctions in Algebra 1 1 & Physics

Distinction in Music

Outstanding Effort in Art

Distinction in Geography

Distinctions in Computer Science 1 1 , Algebra 1 1 & Chemistry

Distinction in Art

Distinction in Mathematics

First Place in Drama
Distinction in Biology

First Place in Geography

Distinction in French

Distinction in Biology

First Place in Art

Distinction in French

Outstanding Effort in Art

Distinction in Art

First Place in Beginner Spanish



Grade XI

ADRIAN BEESTON
TROV BEVAN

NEIL DANGERFIELD
GREG DAY

KENDOBEl.L
NONALEEDONG
SHAULA EVANS

MEGAN FILMER

ROBSON GMOSER

EMIL LEE

DAVID LANE
SUZAN MARGISON

CHARLES MCGOVERN
CHRIS MILLER
CHARLIE MOORE
BRIAN MORGAN
JAMIE NEWTON
NEIL OLIVER

JAIME POUS
ZOERUSHFORTH
IAN SCANLAN
CHRIS TALBOT

KURT VOLLMERHAUSE
JAMES WALE

HEATHER WALLACE
CALVIN WONG

Outstanding Effort in Algebra

Outstanding Effort in Algebra

Distinction in Music

Distinction in Biology

Distinction in Biology

Distinction in Physics

Distinction in French

Outstanding Effort in German
First Place in Biology

First Place in English

First Place in Geography
Distinction in Economics
Distinction in French

Distinction in History

Outstanding Effort in Art

Outstanding Effort in Music

Distinction in English

Distinction in History

Outstanding Effort in French

Distinction in Art

Distinction in Biology

Distinction in Chemistry

First Place in Algebra

First Place in Biology

First Place in Chemistry

First Place in English

First Place in German
First Place in Physics

Distinction in French

Outstanding Effort in Algebra

Distinction in Computer Science

Distinction in Geography
Distinction in Physics

Outstanding Effort in English

First Place in Music

Distinction in Biology

First Place in Art

Economics Investment Prize

First Place in English

First Place in History

Distinction in French

Distinction in Art

Distinction in Art

Distinction in History

First Place in Geography
Distinction in English

Distinction in German
Distinction in History

First Place in Spanish

First Place in Geography
Distinction in History

Distinction in History

First Place in French

Distinction in Algebra

Distinction in Biology

Distinction in Chemistry



GRADE XII

Ben Archer

Paul Arniiuigc

Sicphcn Barrett

Loricn Bunei

Michelle Boehnnger

Jean-Guy Bourgeois

Nick C hariibcrs

k'liniler Chantpion

Julie Cham
Lynne Chui

Chris Cooper

Martin Oavies

Valerie Denike

RegdcWii
Rob Donian

Beis\ i:)onald

Chris DunlOQ

"*v

David Cjoud\

^ Conrad GiiKiscr

Kim Hope
Jennifer H.nsard

Mich.K'l Hughes

Stacev le^sinian

NfKon Ko

'S*'

KB
KaraNUi illuh

Elirabeili MtLeish

n VIcL^ti.an

Gordon Moorewctod

Fianci'-OliMcr

II I'ullili.UI

I ri. Randall
,

MaLii ki.j Kodrigue;

C.eoigi Si.idy

.Mix Stew an
Chris Si, ,1/

An) lajilm

Miciw.-l Talhol

Meplis

m
ft

-itOll In

i.olii- \'ernieer

John w jtis

Mom Williams

m
lid a book prize

.md a book pc

ican fligh Schools

Di^liiiclion in t;conomics

L^isiLriclions in Lnghsh and Hi\iiiry

Outstanding HlTort in (. .ikiilir.

Distinctions in Calculus diid Mu>ic

Cerliticatc of Merit on the Euclid

DisiuKUon in English

Dislinciion in Geof^raphv

Certificate oT Merit on the Euclid

First Places m French and Spanish

Di>iinction in English I iierauire

Outstanding Effort in Dr^imn

Outstanding Effort in Mgciira

Outstanding Effori in English

Certificate of Dislinciion on ihe Ei

First Place in Hisiory

Distinction in English Literature

Certificate of Merit on the Euclid

Distinctions in Algebra and Calcul

Certificate of Dislinciion on the Ei

CertiTicaieof Merit on the Euclid

First Place in Economics

First Place in Probs, and Slats

Distinction in An
Honour Roll Pin from ihc Am
Mathematics Exam
Certificate of Merit on the Fuclit

Certificate of Merit on the Luclid

Silver Medal for the American

Mathematics Exam (2nd in B.C.)

Medal for the fifth highest score in Canada

Euclid and a book prize

Maque for the Highest Cumulative Score on the Slmu r

"
IML

ted as one of five Canadian students to represent

at the Mathematics Olympiad in Poland

of Distinction on the Euclid

Distinction ni Probs. and Siais.

C erlificateot\Distmction on the Euclid

C:eriiricaieof Di niKtion on the Euclid

( eriificiite of Mcin on the Euclid

( ertificate oi Dislinciion on the Euclid and a book prize

1 )isiinction in French

t eriificate o( Merit on ihc i uclid

Honour Roll Pin from iIk American High Schools

vlaihemaiics Exam
(.'eriiricaie of Distinction on (Ik I uclid and a book prize

Canadian Honour Roll on the Eus-lid

Outstanding Efton ui Fiiologv and Calculus

hirsi Place in Ccrnian

Ceriin>:,iie o! Merit on the Euclid

l")|^ll[RtK>n m Prob-,. .ind '^uils.

Uonoiii Roll Pin from the American Hit:h sjin^K

Maiheniaiic^ Exam
Canadian Honom R,»ll on the Euclid and a hivik prize

Ccnifiaitc ol HiMinciK'n on the Euclid and .i hiuik pii/o

Dislinciion m Bnlk>t.'^

Outsiaiiding Etfort in Calmlus

Ouisianding Effort in Probs, andSiais.

Certificate of Distinction on the Euclid and

Distinction in Art

Outstanding Effort in English

Outstanding Elton m irciuh

Di-slmctioii m i.icrriKin

pisiiiK'lion m I icnJi ^
^islinciiiin m (. .toi^rai^hy -^

CerlifK.uco! Mem on ihc Luclid
''*.

Dislinciion in (.icograpliy

( ciiilicaie of Merit on ihe Euclid

[ll^tinciion in Biolog>

( uitsianding Effori in ! nglish

l>)stinctions m BloloJ^^ and Phssics

I'lSlirjciion in Geogriipliy ,._^^

I 'istinctioti in Geogr.t|iti\' .^W*'''L**

m

Sf^

Jf ' u Arv

n.,*,

;^i^



SPECIAL AWARDS
1.1 IVVLl VN BUL1.0CkWI:BSIhRClJP(Drama)

Nick Chambers

SMUTOPSI NIORDl-HAIING IR(H»MV
Mci; lassie (2nd in Canada by 2 pomrs/ 14(K))

\\<t.L'li( I I' (All -ROUND ABU 11 V. t.RADt: 8)

Adrian Hclicnnah

CH APMAN CUP (All-Round Abili

Cathy Juno.

STUDQNl.S ( ((MNCIL IKOPIIV
(Outstanding Aiiiiiid>- A Fffot^, (ir l(J)

Doug P'reciiu

CONSIDINE CUP (Most ImprovcJ StuduiUjr. I^

ShaunaCarrinciiMi

i'EY rON CLIP (OiitManding Scni

Jane Rees

PARUNTS' ALIMLARY
{Ouisiandinc Senior Male Athlete)

John (ifaf

OLD BOYS' CRoSS-(.or\ I RV t IF
Mil. had Huglies

ACl.TISDALL. MEDALS
lOutslandiiij: Middle School)

MalcAihleic lames Stone

f-erralc -Xthkne Marv McLi

PARI \|s \i \lLi \RV SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
Miuhael Hughes

GROGS SAI Vt R(OuisKleCommLinil\ Work)
Wcs Thorpe

JOHN NATION ROW | d

B t. St ILNCF FOUNDATION AWARD
Simon Franklm

- TOP S(^ lEN riST AL LAlNl AWARD
\ndrew Moore

'VERM )R tiENIiKAL'S AWAR
(Top Grade 12 MuJcnt)

[Jr\an Feir

KFR(_l P

(sjiularship. Aihledcs, Character

Leadership. Grade 12)

I h/dbelhMeLeish

HfcApMASll R"S AWARDS FOR ALL ROUND

Laura Bradbury

[ Colin Brown
' Trevor Browne
Tyson Cooper
FelerOondier

Ersliadul H,Ki

Ania Hclmer

Catherine Juricis

koji Ma.-,uda

Elizabeth Middieton

James Stone

Toby Sykes

Luke Von Maldeghem
Mkhelle Hiniik (Spes.)

Mariana l.urcns (S[xv.)

FMS M All 1 \K1_S(. HULARSHIPS

Grade Twelve

Andrew Moore
Lisa Gaede
Conrad Gnio.er
Kim Hope

f Jennifer Howard
Gordon Mooreu ood

fil Lee

Ivin Wont;

Shaula Evan>

NcitOh^er

Chris Tdlhoi

Megan Fihiicr

Gvvih m Rt>bcrls

Andrew* Hughes

ALUMN[ ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

Shaula ¥\ ans

V'aughciH Nonncden
Philip kayal



OwEN'FlOOD & CONSIDINE
700 - 800 Douglas Street

1111 Blanshard

Victoria, B.C. V8W 287

PERSONAL INJURY MVA
CRIMINAL LAW
GENERAL CIVIL LITIGATION
IMMIGRATION
LABOUR LAW
REAL ESTATE

DERMOD OWEN-FLOOD
CHRIS CONSIDINE

381-7788

(24-Hour calls)

8l^53&i<Bfa^C!i—'-"L——^2^--^^-^^—

^

—^yy
^".„"--' — '"

L^mAn inLUSTRI£S LimiT£L

HEAD OFFICE, 3rd FLOOR, 435 TRUNK RD., DUNCAN, B.C. V9L 2P8

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO THE GRADS OF '86

From Mr. H.S. Doman
and His Staff
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^H^ Dove Travel Ltd.

^ V\'c Issue All Domcsiit .iiul Iiiiciu

"All Things arc Possible to lliiii

That Believeth"

M.-iik 9:2:i

721 "41 31 **'' " '^'^" Slulbouinc

SHELBOURNE

—

\\i kels

F McKENZIE

HSAFEWAVI

*"j* NOW
-''T^rr^'^"' Ur £jJN . . .

. . . B.C. ESTATE
WINE CELLAR

featuring wines by Divino, Graymonk,
Uniacke, Sumac Ridge, Claremont Wineries

(Operated by Ihe Okanaj;an Estate Wine Association)

. . . AND Just \^k i^oik . . .

ffcHte BISTRO R>C^ GOURMET DELI
^^' Featuring: An open

^^"^
with everything from

gourmet mesquite kitchen Smoked Salmon to Caviar

You're Invited to attend our

FABULOUS LUNCHEON FASHION SHOW
every Friday

. MENU FOR THIS FRIDAY'S SHOW
BOSTON CLAM CHOWDER

SALMON CURRIED
CHEESE CREPES or CHICKEN
and Salad with Rice and Salad

ONLY

6
95

Join us for Hearty Breakfasts, Scrumptious

Lunches and great Sunset Dinner Specials Daily
7 Days a Week

ALWAYS R>^fe
J_)^»ll GOVERNMENT ST.

BARBOUR SQUARE MALL
388-7333

Reservations
heartiiy recommended
Free validated parking

ON THE HARBOUR
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Honcia City

Citiynsiiip Airard

An au'arJ of $1,000 is nude annual/y to a sfuJenI

^nlfrin^ ije^r 'J of any course o) study a< ffic liniu^rsify oj

Vidom. A canJiiiafe musf Se a resiJenI of </iV Capi<al

R^^iona/ Disfricf anJ mus( demonstrMe a recorti of goo(i

citi^ensiiip tdrougd padicipafion ana It'adfTS^ip in any one or a

comSiWition oj communitij Activities, student ort^ani3afions And

sports. Applications or nominations must oe received in writing

Sy tde Administrative Registrar Sejore [)uly 15. Selection oj tde

successjul candidate will Se made Sy a Committee consisting oj

tde Director oj Student Services, tde Vice-President Academic

and two members oj t({e Community nominated Sy Honda

City.

Best Wisdes 5o 5fe ^raJuafing

Students Oj 1986

Honda City

2151 Blans/iarci sravj^

388-6921 EaHfflHQ Kl
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For The Tan Of Your Life

In A Fraction Of The Time

Eng,Rozon
FOURTH FLOOR
915 FORT STREET
VICTORIA. BC vaV3K3

1604} 382 5J2'

\Jll l\y\^l -

CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS

William S.F.
PARTNER

Eng, c A

BEST WISHES TO THE GRADS

383-7111
383-1515
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Lloyd and His Staff Wish You the Greatest Success in the Future.

Mf^
aSKS TIGER COnVERSE

HOCKEY

SQUASH

SOCCER

BASEBALL

TENNIS

GOLF

A Complete Line of Footwear and

Sportswear: Team Outfitting, Custom Radios

Raquet Stringing Skate Sharpening

Student Discounts SMU Chits Welcome

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU

#205 - 3749 SHELBOURNE ST. VICTORIA
AND MARINER MALL IN SIDNEY
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ISLAND FLOOR CENTRE LTD.
RESIDENTIAL — COMMERCIAL
CARPETS — SHEET VINYLS

DRAPERY — VENETIANS — VERTICALS

Whatever Your Floorcovering

And Windowcovering Needs
Visit Our Showroom ', BOLESHINE

Our Experienced Sales Staff
Will Be Pleased To Assist You

WE ARE
HERE

- -' 1—J REDREO
UONo

^ ARDESIER

"1^1 1

Island Floor Centre Ltd.
3375 Tennyson Avenue, Victoria, B.C. V8Z 3P7

385-^3323
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PATTISON LARKIN
& DOWNER

CERTIFIED
GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS

MARY E. PATTISON
ROBERT W. LARKIN
ROBERT A. DOWNER

• ACCOUNTING • AUDITING
• TAX CONSULTATION
• MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION
• ESTATE PLANNING

477-9588
Ste. G - 3750 Shelbourne. Vic. V8P 4H4

WESTERN TUXEDO SALES
& RENTALS

'For All Your Formal Needs"
721-2234

213-1551 Calar Hill X Rd.

^
10% Discount

forGrad'87
Class

Alterations Services

Made-to-Measure
Clothing Ron Wells Val Wells Chris Warden

Victoria, B.C. V8P 2P3
(Next to O'Donal's Restaurant)
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lUTURA lOREST IFUTURAIOREST IRODUCTS LTD.

TOMORROWS LUMBER NEEDS— TODAY'

1185 Hallowell Road, Victoria, B.C. V9A 7B6

MR. D.S. DOMAN AND THE STAFF
OF

FUTURA AND WEST ISLE
WISH THE CLASS OF '86

THE BEST OF LUCK IN THE FUTURE.

West Isle Forest Products Ltd.
"LUMBER REMANUFACTURERS"

1 185 Hallowell Road, Victoria, B.C. V9A 7B6
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1985-86 Grad Directory
Bert Archer
3338 Whittier Avenue
Victoria, B.C. V8Z 3P9

Paul Armitage
3002 Bavnes Road
Victoria, B.C. V8N IY5

Christopher Avery
Box 14

Port McNeill, B.C. VON ;R0

Stephen Barrett

2781 Arbutus Road
Victoria, B.C. V8N 5.X8

Lorien Benet

2546 Killarney Road
Victoria, B.C. V8P 3G7

Michelle Boehringer

171 Natalie Lane, R.R. 2

Ganges, B.C. VOS lEO

Jean-Guy Bourgeois
#52 - 4511 Chatterton Way
Victoria, B.C. V8.X 4Y7

Kieran Calder

1850 San Lorenzo Avenue
Victoria, B.C. V8N 2E9

Spencer Capier

3488 Weymour Place
Vancouver. B.C. V5S 4G5

Tim Cashion
1204 Laurel Road, R.R. 3

Sidney, B.C. V8L 3X9

Jennifer Champion
7971 Larkvale Drive

Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO

Nick Chambers
4280 Capilano Road
North Vancouver, B.C. V7R 4J6

Julie Chant
508 Island Road
Victoria, B.C. V8S 2T6

Lynne Chui
67 Claremont Avenue
North Babylon
Long Island, New York 11703

Chris Cooper
2395 Oak Bay Avenue
Victoria, B.C. V8R 1H3

James Cox
6480 Woodwards Road
Richmond, B.C. V7E 1H3

David Craig

501 - 640 Montreal Street

Victoria, B.C. V8V 1Z8

Martin Davies

P.O. Box 989
Smooth Rock Falls, Ontario

POL 2B0

Bill Dawson
335 Ranch Estates Place NW
Calgary, Alberta T3G 1L8

Valerie Denike
6128 Southlands Place

Vancouver, B.C. V6N INl

Chris Devlin

1189 Highrock Place

Victoria, B.C. V9A 4W1

Red de Wit
4509 Durling Place

Victoria, B.C. V8N 4Y9

Nammarra Dokken
305 Denison Road
Victoria, B.C. V8S 4K2

Robbie Doman
1185 Hallowell Drive

Victoria, B.C. V9A 7B6

Betsy Donald
1120 Transit Road
Victoria, B.C. V8S 5A3

Gavin Dry
Box 307

Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2J7

James Dunlap
3350 Weald Road
Victoria, B.C. V8R 6E3

Chris Dunlop
3635 Revelstoke Place

Victoria, B.C. V8P 3X5

Daymon Eng
3182 Wessex Close
Victoria, B.C. V8P 5N2

Paul Farrell

3613 - 9th Avenue South
Castlegar, B.C. VI N 2Z6

Bryan Feir

1997 Blackthorn Drive, R.R.

3

Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO

Tracv Fleck

828 Island Road
Victoria, B.C. V8S 2T9

David Forsythe
1030 Richmond Avenue
Victoria, B.C. V8S 3Z5

Lisa Gaede
4210-63 Street

Camrose, Alberta T4V 2W2

Conrad Gmoser
Box 1660

Banff, Alberta TOL OCO

David Goudy
2606 Bowker Avenue
Victoria, B.C. VSR 2GI

Michelle Greene
3557 Kelsev Place
Victoria, B.C. V8P 4Y1

Kelly Greenwell

6 Demos Place

Victoria. B.C. V9A 7A7

Angela Holmes
347 Wildwood Drive SW
Calgary, Alberta T3C 3E4

Kim Hope
8175 Turnet Place

North Delta, B.C. V4C 4P4

Jennifer Howard
Box 886

High Prairie. Alberta TOG lEO

Michael Hughes
5043 Del Monte Avenue
Victoria, B.C. V8Y 1W9

Shellev Hulko
5566 Alderley Road
Victoria, B.C. V8Y lYl

Lindsay Hunt
1641 McKenzie Avenue, Apt. 31J

Victoria, B.C. V8N 5M4

Stacey Jessiman
3960 Wedgepoint Terrace

Victoria, B.C. V8N 5W8

Mark Jung
812 Madison Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta T2S 1K3

Jocelvn Keen
3931 Smuggler's Cove Rd.

Victoria, B.C. V8N 4M1

Brian Kellv

2660 Killarney Road
Victoria, B.C.
V8P 3G8

Nelson Ko
824 Piermont Place

Victoria, B.C. V8S 5J7

Gretchen Ladd
2720 Beach Drive

Victoria, B.C. VSR 6K5

James Latham
R.R. 2

Spruce Grove, Alberta

TOE 2C0
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Susan Leach
1908 Waterloo Road
Vicioria, B.C. V8P 1J3

Lawrence Leake
2330 Magnolia Blvd. West
Seattle, Washington 98199

Ken (Koon Kau) Leung
S.s Broadcast Drive

Happy Garden, 6/F, B3
Kovvloon, Hong Kong

1-raser Lcvcrsedge

4939 Cordova Bav Road
Victoria. B.C. V8Y 2K1

David Lim
1634 Edmonton Street

Prince George, B.C. V2M 1X4

Jennifer Lowan
5987 Oldlield Road, R.R.3

Victoria. B.C. V8X 3X1

Alberto Lusarreta

c/o Jose Olague
3015 Metchosin Road
Victoria, B.C. V9B 4Y6

Kara McCulloch
6630 Marine Crescent

Vancouver, B.C. V6P 5X1

Bryn McLean
1320 Grant Street

Victoria, B.C. V8R IM3

Elizabeth McLeish
604 St. Charles Street

Victoria, B.C. V8S 3N7

Stephen McLellan
1261 Jubilee Drive

Swift Current, Sask. S9H 2.A4

Anne Middleton

129 Beach Drive

Victoria, B.C. V8S 2L6

Sheena .Mitchell

475 Brookhaven Road, R.R.3

Victoria, B.C. V8X 3X1

iXndrew .Moore
5640 Larson Place

Eagle Harbour
West Vancouver, B.C. V7W 1S4

Gordon Morewood
4705 Hillwood Road
Victoria, B.C. V8Y 2N3

Daine Murphy
580 Beach Drive

Victoria, B.C. V8S 2M5

Rob Neroutsos
2051 Casa Marcia Crescent

Victoria, B.C. V8N 2X5

Jason O'Bvrne
Box 628
Porcupine Plain, Sask. SOE IHO

(rancis Olivier

4360 Santa Le Place

Victoria, B.C. V8N 5G6

Brvan Pullman
4895 E,\celsior, R.R.5
Victoria, B.C. V8\ 4M6

Eric Randall

4210 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

Jane Rees

2340 Lincoln Road
Victoria, B.C. VSR 6A4

Mauricio Rodriguez
Lincoln #211

Vallarta Norte
Guadalajara, Jalisco

Mexico

Richard Schutte

14835 - 64 .Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta T6H 4Y1

Simon Smith
1299 Ocean View Road
Victoria, B.C. V8P 1J6

George Stady

220 Varsity Estate Link

Calgary, Alberta T3B 4C9

Alix Stewart

3230 Beach Drive

Victoria, B.C. V8R 6L8

Chris Stolz

16 Oakview Place SW
Calgary, Alberta T2V 3Z9

Valdine Swan
977 Kentwood Terrace

Victoria, B.C. V8Y 1A5

Arif Tajdin
4870 Cotes des Neiges

Montreal, Quebec H3V 1H3

Michael Talbot

2430 Whidbv Lane
Sidney, B.C. V8L 2K3

Meg Tassie

3951 Telegraph Bay Road
Victoria, B.C. V8N 4J1

David Tebby
531 Tait Street

Victoria, B.C. V8Z 2C7

Wes Thorpe
118 - 1900 Mayfair Drive

Victoria, B.C. V8P 1P8

Scott Tong
309 Chung Cheng Road
Tai Chung, Taiwan

Greg Tooke
3759 Waring Place

Victoria, B.C. V8P 5E9

Lotus Vernieer

8968 Mainwaring Road
Sidney, B.C. V8L 1J7

Richard Vida
1710 Oak Shade Lane
Victoria, B.C. V8S 2B2

John Watts
2595 Queenswood Drive

Victoria, B.C. V8N 1X6

Darren Webb
4 - 1705 Feltham Road
Victoria, B.C. V8N 2A4

Meris Williams
1124 Mt. Newton X Road, R.R.2

Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1 MO

EXCHANGE STUDENTS:

Peter Ewart
Lambridge Wood House, Bl.X

Henley-on-Thames
Oxon, England RG9 4RZ

Kevin Storey

28 Bleakledge Grove
Castle Hill, Hindley,

Wigan, Lancashire,

England WN2 4BP

Peter Sullivan

1 1 Alvarado Court
Broadbeach, Waters, Qld. 4218

Australia

Toby Sykes
Eastcliff, 14 Marine Parade
Budleigh, Salteron

England EX9 6NS

Richard Thomas
162, Court Lane,
Dulwich, London,
England SE21 7ED

ANSWER TO 'GUESS WHO":
1) Mr. Dunlop, 1946, Class Junior 4, third

Row, third from left: 2) Miss Thompson; 3)

Mr. Schaffter; 4) Mrs. Murphy 5) Mrs. Creek
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Autographs














